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PREFACE

This annotated bibliography is part of a bibliographic study of
research related to factors contributing to the effectiveness of AC&W
sites in Alaska. The complete report will consist of a series of annotated
bibliographies 1 as outlined below 1 and a series of summary reviews 1
following generally the sa~e outline.
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The review of literature was undertaken in a broad frame of reference, covering a wide range of variations in organizational type
(e.g. 1 from informal laboratory togetherness situations to formally organized, permanent organizations), size of group, type of mission, location,
and type of personnel. This formulation not only makes possible the
widest degree of generalization, but also permits the study of AC&W site
problems in the perspective of principles 1 rather than of the limited
empirical data available from polar research. The literature covered represents many disciplines, but primarily social psychology, sociology,
and management. In addition, material has been drawn from other
specialties of psychology, physiology 1 anthropology 1 geography 1 and
medicine.
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The annotated bibliographies in this series include the following
titles 1 is sued as separate publications: I. The Basic Psychology of Group
Behavior I D:. Dimensions of Group Structure and Group Behavior' m.
Env!ronmental Stress and Behavior Ecology 1 IV. Organizational Staffing 1
V• Organizational Management and Leadership, VI. Leadership in Formal
Groups.
In addition, a special methodological review of approaches to the
analysis of sociometric data has been prepared as a separate report.
The present report, Basic Psychology of Group Behavior 1 is organized in six sections: A. General Studies and Reviews, B. Roles, Status
and Intra-Group Interactions, c. Communication and Information, D.
Individual Perceptions in Group Behavior 1 E. Attitudes and Attitude Change,
and F. Methodological Studies.
Selection of material and preparation of abstracts have been .under
the supervision of Jess R. Lord and George A. Haven, Jr. Don "White
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assisted in the abstracting. Acknowledgement is made of the assistance
of Gene Arrington, Virginia Bledsoe, Gwen Ford, Clara Massengale, Carol
Martin, and Patricia Mueller in the preparation of the manuscript •

.s.

B. Sells, Ph.D
Professor of Psychology
Principal Investigator
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A. GENERAL STUDIES AND REVIEWS
Bonner, Hubert. Group dynamics--principles and applications.
New York: Ronald Press, 1959.
PURPOSE

"Comprehensive treatment of the dynamics of small-group behavior.
It is designed as a textbook for college students and for professional
reading by psychologists, social scientists, teachers, and personnel
managers. n: Eclectic Group Dynamics, while acknowledging contributions
of Lewin, Cartwright, Moreno and their followers, does not follow any
one formal or semi-formal =school."
11

Group Dynamics is treated under five major topics:
1. Historical foundations of group dynamics.
2. Details of dynamic factors underlying group behavior.
3 • Conflict and adjustment within groups, including
leadership, collective problem-solving, and application of group-dynamic principles.
4. The role of the person in the group.
5. Summary and critical analysis of the fundamental
ideas and assumptions of group dynamics.
QUOTATIONS APPLICABLE TO SMALL GROUP EFFECTIVENESS

"The existence of a hierarchy in a group not only organizes its
members in their interactive relations--and is thus conducive to cohesivenes s--but is also the source of group tensions and imbalances. The flow
of communication between persons of high and low status is often adversely affected. " (p. 5 6)
"Cohesiveness • • • is a system of interlocking roles initiated and
sustained by standards either already existing or evolved by members of a
group in the course of striving for a common goal. Even if not every member's behavior coincides with the norms of the group, it must to some
degree adhere to them. Sharing group norms is, accordingly, an important
index of group cohesiveness. n: (p. 69)
(Pp. 72-73) "Morale and Self-Involvement"
(Pp. 73-76) Brief review of leadership from "group dynamic viewpoint. n
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" • • • the more people interact, the more they share one another• s
feelings, sentiments 1 and attitudes 1 and the more they are likely to behave
as a· group working toward the same end. 11 (p. 78)
"Conformity to group standards or norms as a factor in cohesiveness stands out in bold relief. Group standards make it possible to effect
•uniformity, 1 and hence 1 agreeableness 1 among group members. 11 (p. 81)
(Pp. 82-84) (Group ~ttractiveness, review of experimental investigations.)
nGroups which are high in the attraction variable are those which
support the individual member, influence his behavior toward increasing
conformity to its standards, and nullify the effect of those variables which
generate hostility and avoidance. 1' (p. 8 2)
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On p. 86 these is a comparison of studies showing that not in all
instances is 11 liking" conducive to group cohesiveness. Sometimes
11
problem-solvingn can be inhibited by friendship or "impaired by inattention generated by excessive social communication between mutually
attracted individuals. 11
~~-

)'

Power and authority are discussed in chapter on 11 Human Relations
- in Industry" (p. 270 ff).
"The effectiveness of the whole working unit can be seriously
impaired by defective lines of communication. An ineffective flow of
messages, especially from the Bottom to the Top, may not only impair the
productive effort directly but may generate misunderstanding and anxiety
as well."
Speaking of a community as a dynamic group, but certainly applicable to the study of isolated groups is the following: 11 Its members are
present, not voluntarily, ••• but involuntarily • • • Involuntary membership at once suggests the question of why people work together in
groups for the attainment of common goals. ct (p. 303)
Chapter 6 includes "Group Leadership" (pp. 163-198), Review of
Leadership Theories (pp. 163-178), Types of Leadership (pp. 179-198),
and Discussion of preferred "Shared Leadership 11 (p. 190 f').
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"The study by Berkowitz confirms a repeated observation in this
book, namely that people do not object to 'strong• leadership, provided
that they know that they can participate and take the initiative if they
wish; but in certain kinds of groups, particularly problem-solving groups,
they welcome it if the leader proves his competence in action. 'It may
be,' Berkowitz states in closing, 'that the group's motivation to reach
an adequate problem solution as quickly as possible lessens the importance of the hypothesized group tradition. 1 •r. (p. 193) (Berkowitz, L.
Sharing leadership in small decision-making groups. L abnorm. soc.
Psycho!., 1953, 48, 231-238.)
•1:The nature of leadership is dependent upon the nature of social
groups • • • The behavior of (the leader and each group member) is
affected and modified by the relationship involved in being a member, or
more concretely, by the behavior of the other. Group behavior, accordingly,
can be described wholly neither in terms of the psychological variables
of the individual members nor the collective structure of the group, but
only by their interdependence. Since groups differ, moreover, we cannot
assign unitary traits to them. The members who are interactive parts
therefore also cannot be described by means of unitary traits. This fact
is true of the leader as well: he is not characterized by the possession
of permanent and unitary traits, but differs with changes in group organization and group goals. The basic concept of the interact • • • explains
the behavior of the individuals, including the leader and the followers.
This interactional nature of individual-group relations, then, takes
account of all the leadership factors (which we have already described,
namely) personality variables, the organization of the group, the goals
and tasks with which the leader and the group are faced, the nature and
needs of the followers, group performance, and the perceptions which
leader and followers have of one another." (p. 197)
Although the general discussion of n:role" (Pp. 373-388) is fruitful, as applicable to small group dynamics, it is profitable predominantly
beginning on p. 388 with the section on nRole Behavior and Group
Membership." e.g.: • •• a group is a unified whole • • • •rand •rwe distinguish between role and status on the ground that the former indicates
action, behavior, or change whereas the latter suggests occupancy,
position, or condition. (p. 393)
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Hood, Paul D. 1 Halpin, Andrew w., Hanitchak, John J. 1 Siegel, Laurence,
& Hemphill, John K. Crew member agreement .QB RB-47 ~ operating prooedure. San Antonio, Texas: Lackland AFB, May, 1957.
(AFPTRC-TN-57-64 1 ASTIA Document No. 126395)
Crew coordination activities may be classified into two groups:
those duties described and governed by SOP, and those in which the method
of accomplishing the task is worked out by the individual crew for its own
use. The latter are referred to as Crew Operating Procedures, or COPs.
The purpose of this research was to develop a technique for identifying
and evaluating the COPs that different crews develop. This research has
dealt with the measurement of agreement among crew members on how they
Perform selected duties, and has been guided by two specific purposes:
1. The measurement of the extent to which crew members agree
with each other about who does what and when.
2. The determination of the relationship between (a) the agreement
among crew ·members and (b) independent criteria of crew effectiveness.
Particular attention has been directed to the relationship between
crew agreement on Crew Operating Procedures and superiors 1 ratings of
·' crew proficiency. This research was conducted with RB-47 reconnaissance
crews, and involved Crew Operating Pfocedures in four major task-areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mission planning
High-altitude photo run
RBS simulated photoflash bomb run
Night celestial navigation.

The COP test, a questionnaire entitled Survey of Crew Operations
Procedures in RB-47 Aircraft, was constructed. This 358-item questionnaire Presented each respondent with a "canned" mission that incorporates
detailed requirements that the crew must accomplish. Specified duties
were listed for each of the four task-areas' and the respondent indicated
which members of the crew participated in the performance of each duty•
The mission-planning subtest dealt with a single time P.eriod, and the
other three subtests, with a series of time periods. The respondent indicated who does what and when. Each crew member answered the COP
test indep;;dently. The re;ses of the three crew members were compared to determine the number of items on which all three crew members
4
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agreed. This was done for each task area and for the test as a whole.
The COP Total Agreement score is the total number of items (of the 358)
on which all three crew members agreed.
The present COP test is the end-product of development work that
began in March 1954. The first step was to become acquainted with the
RB-47 aircraft and the duties of the three crew members, and to learn how
the personnel of the Reconnaissance Technical Section evaluated the
photographic work accomplished by the crews. Interviews were held with
45 crews in order to identify those aspects of the mission that afforded
possibilities of alternative methods for performing the same crew duty.
On the basis of these interviews, a first preliminary form of the COP test
was constructed and used to solicit comments and criticisms from crew
members. These critiques served as a guide for further modifications of
the instrument.
The second preliminary form of the instrument was pretested on a
sample of 34 B-47 crews at MacDill Air Force Base. This MacDill study
indicated that the procedure used and the COP test itself were definitely
worth pursuing. Various ways of scoring the test responses were analyzed
and the conclusion reached that the best single score would be a composite measure of crew agreement. These agreement scores yielded significant correlations with independent criteria of crew performance. This
11
-preliminary 11 test of the COP questionnaire served to guide the modification and improvement of the instrument. The product of this modification
is the present revised 358-item form of the questionnaire.
The revised COP test was administered to the members of 147 RB47 crews at Lockbourne and Forbes Air Force Bases. These 441 officers
also answered an Attitude Survey containing five sub-sections. In the
present report, however, the data from only one of the.se five sections.
the LBDQ, have been considered.
The following data and experience were compiled for each of the
441 men: total hours flying time, multi-jet time, and the number of
missions, photo runs, RBS runs, and celestial navigation legs completed
together by each pair of crew members. Two raters at wing echelon and
one at squadron echelon ranked the crews on crew proficiency •. Objective
data of crew performance were recorded for. RBS performance 1 radarscope
ph~tography on 9-15 runs, night celestial navigation circular errors, and
5

flight-line deviation percentage scores on vertical trimetrogon photography.
The COP Agreement scores were conceived as potential predictor measures,
the LBDQ scores and flying-experience data as collateral measures, and
the superiors• ratings and objective records of crew performance as criterion
measures. The analysis of the data involved the intercorrelation of the
variables within and across these three panels, i.e., predictors, collateral scores, and criterion scores. In this and related reports we have
described the derivation of scores for each of the variables.
The findings of the research may be summarized in five major
points:
1. The most convenient, single index provided by the COP test is
the COP Total Agreement score--a straightforward count of the number of
test items on which the responses of all three crew members agree.
2. The more experience crew members have in flying together 1
the higher the COP Total Agreement score will be. The important factor is
not flying experience, or even multi-jet time per se, but flying experience
together.
3. Only chance relationships obtain between the COP total scores
and the objective criteria.
4. Crews rated high on crew proficiency make smaller error scores
on the objective criteria.
5. The estimated correlation between an empirically determined
COP Agreement score and the superiors• ratings of crew proficiency is • SO.
The COP Total Agreement scores provide a useful objective criterion
of crew effectiveness. These scores permit a prediction of crew-proficiency
ratings which is relatively independent of the objective criterion scores
that raters presumably use in establishing their ratings. The crewproficiency.ratings apparently reflect an independent portion of the variance
from each of two sources: the objective criteria and the COP scores. But
whereas the objective criterion scores are confounded with the crewproficiency ratings, the COP scores are not. The practical significance ~f
the correlation of .so between COP scores and crew-proficiency ratings is
enhanced by the fact that the COP scores are not confounded. It is concluded
6

that the COP Agreement scores possess uni011e, practical advantages, and
that with RB-47 crews, the score from this 75-item kev will serve well as
an additional objective criterion of crew effect!venes s.
Pipping, Knut. The social life of .2. machine gun company (Reprinted from:
Aeta Academiae Aboensis Humaniora; XVI. l; ''"Kompaniet som
Samhalle") ABO AKADEMI; ABO, 1947.
BACKGROUND AND METHOD

This is an uEnglish summary" of a Finnish sociological study. The
author served as a NCO with a Finnish infantry regiment machine gun company during "WWD. from September, 1941 1 to September, 1943. He was not,
at the time, a trained observer. After the war, using his notes, military
records and the corroboration of former comrades, the material was organized and a field trip to visit former members of the company in their peacetime home environment was accomplished. Also: "In order to be able to
decide whether the behaviour of my fellow-soldiers was caused by pre-war
savotta-attitudes (Lumbering camp attitudes) 1 or by common Army attitudes,
I prepared a questionnaire, which was distributed to ex-soldiers in Jan.
of 1945. This investigation turned out partly a failure, and therefore little
attention is paid to it. 11
PURPOSE

"The final chapter in this treatise is intended to be a comparison
between the savotta-attitudes and the front-attitudes of my fellow-soldiers
at the front. As will be shown, many situations and many behaviors in the
Lumbering camps and at the front can be considered rather similar to each
other, and, though I don't think myself able to. show their absolute equivalence, I hope the theoretical fitness of the methodology used will be
sufficiently proved. •t (p. 250)
NOTE

Methods used are outlined above. The "conclusions 11 below are
abstracted from the report since they are "subjective 11 opinions or descriptions rather than empirical findings.

7

CONCLUSIONS

1. In this unit NC01 s identified with privates and only two status
groups emerged; commissioned officers and enlisted men with no NCO
group set apart. All EM· considered C01 s as herroja "bosses. n
2. Group control was exercised in two orders by function-general
and special. Men in one platoon or section did not use intra-group control to supervise special functions (e. g • 1 the way a squad set up their
machine gun) but it was used in general functions (standing sentinel,
cutting firewood) •
3. Informal groups within the formal military organization were
formed on the basis of (a) age; (b) seniority and time in combat with the
organization; geographical home areas; (c) small "mess-groups" of from
2 to 4 men; very stable, brok~n up, usually, only by transfer (or death).
4. "Everybody was expected to show a normal amount of courage,
but nobody was specially admired when exposing more than that, except
for situations, where the security of the whole community was threatened.
Thus the volunteers to unnecessary patrols were by no means admired as
heroes.
5. "The cowards • • • were never deeply despised; the men rather
laughed at the few men who fled from the line.
Go "An officer who-did not follow his platoon in the fire, or who
only occasionally visited the line, ran the risk of being shot at by his own
platoon during combat, as the records of the First Battalion tell us. The
men said that a cowardly officer who drove his men into fire without
following them would always be protected by court-martial; and therefore
they must protect themselves by such drastic means.

7. "The bodies of killed comrades were always taken care of and
sent home. Wounded and sick were also treated with great pity and care,
and the men's rather sentimental attitudes towards them did not wholly
agree with the Medical Officer's, and stretcher bearer'.s professional
coolness.

a. "In the tents, in the barracks and in the dugouts everybody left
his belongings quite openly on his bed, and as far as I know, nothing ever
8

disappeared, provided it was left in its proper place in the billets. Army
kit was considered common property, and only temporarily belonging to
somebody so that one did not scruple to 11 whip 11 or "flog" unguarded kit,
left freely outdoors. As a rule, such tricks were seldom played inside
the company, but machine pistols, skis, field-glasses, and especially
axes, saws and spades were often taken from outside the billets of other
units.
9. "During the long stays in the trenches ••• the men found a
substitute for their sexuality in very obscen~ talk, in horribly scabrous
songs, and in hardly decent correspondence with "·unknown brides•r whose
addresses they had got by advertising. But to the pin-up girls provided
by the papers they never paid much attention. As far as I could see, the
friendships were never homosexual liaisons, and masturbation did not
occur."
10. The mail man was one of the most remarkable officials in the
company, and it was of greatest importance that letters, newspapers and
parcels arrived properly.
11. "At the front the outer signs of discipline were almost lacking
• • • for which many soldiers suffered while on leave. n
12. "In many cases the men thought themselves more able than the
officers to decide how to perform a job, and they did not like detailed
supervision • • • "
....

13. 11 We can only conclude • • • (since these behaviors seem to
a great extent to be almost international) ••• that the time spent in the
Lumbering camps rrtade the adjustment to front life easier (but not that
front life and savotta-field life are totally alike) • "
Schroder, Harold M. Group development and functioning. Princeton,
N. J.: Princeton University, July, 1960. (Tech. Rept. No. 7,
Contract NONR 1858 (12), Project NR 171-055)

9

PURPOSE

"Group functioning will be considered in terms of the matrix of
conceptual linkages involved between group members and-objects relevant to the group, e.g. 1 other group members, group norms and out
groups. The general orientation • • • focuses attention upon the structural
rather than the content or achievement components of development as a
basis for considering motivation and functioning in a variety of areas. "
"'When an individual learns an association or some form of relatedness to an object the achievement orientation is exemplified by
focusing upon the level or magnitude of functioning (for example, the
magnitude of an attitude, or the level of achievement) while the structural
emphasis involves focusing upon the nature of such linkages. This latter
component, the conceptual linkages ••• is the focus of this report."
{p. I)
"Whatever theory one uses to study group functioning two (considerations) ••• are of particular importance. First, the variables used
to describe dispositional and situational effects including the nature of
·- tasks should be systematically related so as to account for their interactive effects and, second, the theory should have the potential to account
for variations in functioning over time in a developmental context, so that
meaningful comparisons between group observations can be made across
different experiments. 'While ••• this paper represents such an attempt,
it suffers from a lack of specificity due to the paucity of relevant research
at this time. However, if it raises questions and points in the direction
of potential areas of research it should serve its purpose as one way to
initiate discussion of some of the main problems involved in the investigation of ~oup functloning. n (p. 30)

GENERAL DISCUSSION ~ABSTRACT
Two major ntraining dimensions" are detailed:(2) interdependent.

0.) unilateral and

nif we assume that two training agents have the same goal in mind,

regardless of the method employed, it is apparent that these two extreme
classes of training present a very different set of environmental pressures
with which group members must cope. Accordingly, different kinds of
10

conceptual linkages between group members and norms and out groups
would be expected as a consequence." (p. 3)
The author points out that "unilateral" training is similar to the
"authoritarian atmosphere" of Lewin, Lippitt and VVhite, and to the
"effects of Bureaucracy" of Merton.
On the other hand, 0 interdependent 11 training is roughly similar
to the democratic atmosphere (Lewin, Lippitt and White, 1939) providing
environmental control is utilized in order to distinguish it from permissive training. The training procedures utilized by Kennedy (1960) to
study group development and Moore (1960) in the teaching of reading and
writing are exemplary. 11 (p. 5)
Interdependent training is further described by its "most relevant
dimension • • • the manner in which the training agent enters into the
instrumental or explanatory behavior of the members. This can vary from
protective to informational. When training effects involve a source
entering as a helpful protective agent, i.e. 1 protective interdependent
training, members learn to look to other people as a basis for changing
concepts ••• for example, normative sets (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955 and
Thibaut & Strickland, 19 5 6) • At the other extreme of this more specific
dimension the training agent can enter in an informational way, by environmental manipulation so as to permit the members to experience the
consequences of their own actions (enVironmental pay off) and through
reflecting information back to the members as opposed to evaluative
statements of right and wrong. Under these conditions (informational
interdependent training) which resembles the phenomena of informational
set, Deutsch and Gerard (1935), and task orientation, Thibaut and
Strickland (1956), members would be expected to utilize the evolvement
of hypothetical concept"s in order to explore consequences and to maximally change concepts in order to fit changing situational or informational
conditions. n (Pp. 7-8)
Based on this, the author defines a concept "as a system of
ordering, representing a mediating linkage between a range of stimuli
(on the input side) and a range of responses (on the output side).,..
Then: "Group functioning will be understood ~~outcome of the
interaction between • • • environmental pressures and· stages of
development. 11
11

This theory is first developed in the case of the individual in a
given learning or training situation. Based on studies by the Gesell
Institute and others' it is postulated that the individual, in the development of abstract conceptual linkages, passes through several stages:
"Ignoring the transitional stages, these are referred to as (1) alsolutistic dependence, (2) negative independence, (3) conditional dependence
and (4) positive independence or interdependence. u (p. 12)
The development in these stages and transfer of applicability to
the group function is shown:
"If development is to progress beyond the point of absolutism,
beyond the stage in which concepts are either accepted ready-made or
the stage at which a relatively fixed conceptual schema is utilized in
functioning, the subject must develop the potential to create new conceptual systems for mapping the same ranges of stimuli, without the
intervention of an external source. He must develop internal control.
This involves a most significant step up the abstract ladder particularly
in the sense of differentiating the self from the external pressures and
in opening up the potential for the development of mutuality and a more
, objective appraisal of others. •l

In group functioning this sta-ge would be characterized by a period
during which the members would appear to be overly independent, and
overly sensitized to dependency upon the control of other members
(negativism). The work of Levy (1955) on early child development is particularly illustrative of the occurrence of such a negativistic stage and
its developmental advantages involving the emergence of internal control.
Only after a subject or after group members develop the potential
to manipulate the conceptual schemata, that is, only after the passing of
the absolutistic stage, does the experience of dependence which is embedded in relationships and mutuality emerge. Providing group members
develop internal control and maintain a positive valence towards other
members and training agents (including other relevant groups) a new and
more abstract form of dependence emerges.
This stage involves an empirical phase, trying other roles,
developing an objective view. of others (i.e. , from the point of view of
a system of ordering based on the past experience of other people themselves 1 and not in terms of personal absolutistic concepts), relying on

12

others as being supportive in the development of conceptual schemata
(not in terms of others providing the schemata ready made). It would be
characterized by a marked increase in self awareness, internal causation,
viewing one 1 s own behavior as causal, and self blame. In group development such functioning would be characterized by an increase in sensitization to the maintenance of positive relationships, the avoidance of
disagreement, seeking support and mutuality. Piaget's (1932) work on
the moral development of the child from moral realism (Stage I) to a stage
characterized by a system of mutual obligations at which the child learns
to take the intentions of others into account is relevant.
Providing environmental pressures also create an openness to
autonomy during the conditionally dependent phase, further development
involves the integration of the discrepant differentiations of mutuality
and autonomy. The integration of these two systems of ordering leads
to the most abstract system of conceptual linkages, referred to as being
interdependent. At this level stimuli (e.g., other group members) can be
ordered in many ways such that although the different systems of ordering
are interrelated (as opposed to being compartmentalized), one system of
ordering can be utilized independently of another. It is this potential
which we refer to as interdependence.
Interdependence involves the potential for objective evaluations,
the utilization of changing systems of ordering for testing informational
consequences of action, the ability to understand others utilizing a frame
of reference relevant to their own past history (an absence of projection)
and the ability to be involved in an object (e.g., to hold a strong attitude)
in such a way that the involvement minimally increases the distortion of
incoming information which is discrepant from it. The work of Erikson
(195 0), particularly those sections dealing with the integration of
mutuality and autonomy 1 is relevant to this transition to Stage N.
Stages of development in group functioning: While many observations of group (Coffey, 1954) and individual (Rogers, 1951; Freud, 1938)
psychotherapy are relevant, some of the most direct evidence has been
reported by Bennis and Shepard (195 6). The major observations appear to
be in line with the expectations outlined above and the nodal stages observed will be repeated here.
Stage I: Group development begins with a preoccupation with

13

authority and submission. The characteristic expectations of group members are that the trainer will establish rules. The group behavior is a
plea for the leader to tell them what to do.
"Stage II: Group development begins with a preoccupation with
submission ·to a preoccupation with rebellion.
Stage III: 11 • • • the power problem is resolved by being defined
in terms of member responsibility • • • and, at least w !thin the life of
the group, later activity is rarely perceived in terms of submission and
rebellion, • • • .. (p. 424) and further that ". • • any slight increase
in tension is instantly dissipated by joking and laughter. The fighting
of Phase I (Stage II) is still fresh in the memory of the group and the
group's efforts are. devoted to patching up differences, healing wounds
and maintaining a harmonious atmosphere. 11 (p. 249)
Stcse IV: "Its chief characteristic is the willingness and ability
of group members to validate their self-concepts with other members•
The fear of rejection fades when tested against reality. The tension
that developed as a result of these fears diminishes in the light of the
· actual discussion of member roles • • • What ensues is a serious
attempt by each group member to verbalize his private conception scheme
_ for understanding human behavior--his own and that of others. Bringing
these assumptions into -~xplicit communication is the main work of subphase VI. This activity demands a high level of work communicative
skill. Some of the values that appear to underlie the group 1 s work during
1
this sub-phase are as follows: (1) Members can accept one another s
differences without associating ngood" and 11 bad 11 with the differences.
(2) Conflict exists but is over substantive issues rather than emotional
issues. (3) Consensus is·reached as a result of rational discussion
rather than through a compulsive attempt at unanimity. (4) Members are
aware of their own involvement, and of other aspects of the group process,
without being overwhelmed or alarmed. {5} Through the evaluation process, members take on greater personal meaning to each other. This
facilitates communication and creates a deeper understanding of how the
other person thinks, feels, behaves, it creates a series of· personal expectations, as distinguished from the previous, more stereotyped, role
expectations. 11 {p. 433)
Implications of

sta~es

of development for group functioning:
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In

considering groups, then, it should follow that under favorable developmental conditions the nature of the associative linkages between members and between members and group relevant norms and attitudes would
change progressively in the direction of increasing abstractness. This
progressive order has many implications. As the more central conceptual structure changes, in group development, through the emergence
of new and more abstract conceptual ties (a) the nature of the· motivational system changes; what is maximally refuting and confirming (maximizing negative and positive effect) will change as each stage emerges,
(b) the degree of sensitization to and the nature of the interpretation of
various components of the group environment will change; at each stage
we would expect concomitant changes in sensitization and interpretation,
as specified by the emerging concepts, and (c) the nature of the resolution, behavior or expression employed by group members would also
change. The nature of the resolution following the occurrence of some
refuting stimuli is dependent upon the central concepts, since the resolution is understood as minimizing change in the central concepts and
thereby maximizing positive affect.
If each stage of development represents a different system of
functioning (the difference is continuous at the concrete-abstract level)
then one of the most important areas of initial research would be the
specification of the stages. "Unless the stage of development of system
of functioning is specified, meaningful comparison between groups will
continue to be impossible." (Pp. 13-19)

The author, thus, suggests that the theoretical framework outlined above be used (a) in studying group functioning and (b) in selecting
the type of training to be used with a given group.
Finally, a discussion of the nature of tasks is presented: n • • •
an understanding of the relationships between various levels of group
structure and performance requires a classification of tasks or problem
situations ••• tasks (may be classified) in terms of the nature of the
environmental pressures which the task creates for the individual or
group. Prom the point of view expressed in this paper, tasks would be
classified in terms of the level of conceptual functioning required for
successful performance. Tasks which could be successfully performed
through unilateral action, through following externally given directions,
which require a maximum of fitting of stimuli into externally derived
mediating concepts, and consequently do not require sensitization to
15

changing stimulus conditions • • • could be lumped together into a
class regardless of other physical performance or task characteristics.
Such a taxonomy rests upon the characteristics of functioning at each
stage of development described conceptually rather than in terms of the
what of the performance or the physical characteristics of the task."
Sherif, Muzafer, & Sherif, Carolyn w. An outline of social psychology.
New York: Harper, 1956. (Rev. Ed.)
Crl'ATIONS AND REFERENCES APPLICABLE TO SMALL GROUP RESEARCH

"Psychological principles involved in experience and behavior
in social situations do not constitute a sharp break from general psychological principles • u (p. 12 0)
GROUP NORMS

"A group does not have 'values or norms' in relation to every
conceivable task or situation that individual members might face. But
in matters like activities frequently engaged in,· the relationships among
'· members 1 and the perpetuation of the m:2YE .2.§. S! unit, every group has
standards Q!_norms for experience and behavior." (p. 145)
INDMDUAL GROUP INTERACTION
11

In group situations the individual becomes a part of a functioning
system, the properties of which become anchorages for his experience
and behavior." (p. 15 9)
·
FORMATION OF GROUP STRUCTURE·

(Although the following quotations apply primarily to informal
small groups they are included as also appropriate to formal, military,
isolated small groups:)
I. ". • • group structure refers to a more or less stabilized system
of interdependent relationships (status and role) among individuals
according to their respective contributions to interaction toward a common
goal. These relationships are interdependent and reciprocal ••• 11
(p. 162)
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2. 11 • • • stabilization of group structure necessarily implies
stabilized interaction patterns and lines of communication among members.'t (p. 163)
3. (The) "Stabilized expectations for behavior in the group
define the ~ of group members • • • a role is a relational concept
which has meaning in terms of expected, reciprocal modes of behavior
among members constituting a group." (p. 162)
4. 11 A hierarchy of statuses is necessitated by division of
functions and coordination of functions. The reciprocal expectations
pertaining to function and behavior in the group become stabilized in
time for each position in the group structure. Such stabilized expectations regulate both the behavior of other members toward the person
occupying a particular role and status position and his own behavior
toward others. 11 (p. 163)
QUOTE ON RECIPROCAL EXPECTATIONS MILITARY SMALL GROUPS

On p. 166 there is a discussion of Carlson's Raiders, in regard
to small isolated group cohesion, goals, norms, etc., e.g.: u • • •
the leadership role ordinarily carries relatively greater obligations and
responsibilities than roles lower in the hierarchy. This is particularly
the case in a military group because of the great importance of coordination and control in the serious situations the group faces." (p. 166)
LEADERSHIP IN THE FORMAL MILITARY GROUP
"In some formal organizations a leader comes to power solely by

appointment of a board or by outside persons or groups. However, his
position and role in the group structure require that he live up to certain
obligations and carry out certain reciprocal relations with whom he interacts in the organization.

If he does not a discrepancy will arise and may result in the
growth of an informal organization with another leader position. Then
the formally appointed leader is in danger of being a leader 'in name
only,• unless he changes his ways and/or utilizes his power derived
from outside sources. Or the discrepancy may lead to prolonged friction
within the organization, with all of the instability and confusion such
11
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friction implies."· (p. 220)
COMMUNICATIONS
"In actual groups, communication among members becomes stabilized in directions and ways reflecting the hierarchical arrangements and
reciprocities in the structure. Henceforth, the various situational
factors which significantly disrupt, divert, or improve communication
in initial phases of interaction operate as affected by the properties of
the stabilized structure. Formation of a status hierarchy tends to polarize
communication in the direction of the upper status levels. This is a reflection of the fact that upper status levels carry greater relative weights
(power) in initiating action and in decisions concerning the course of
action to be taken which stem from other levels of the hierarchy. •r
(Pp. 232-233)
SOCIAL NORMS

"The social norms of the group make explicit a bottom and a
ceiling for aspirations of individual members. •t (p. 238)
"Social norms of any description represent Standardized generalizations concerning expected behavior in matters of consequence to the
group or groups in question. n· (p. 240)
"Social norms incorporate value judgments pertaining to a range
of items. They imply evaluations of modes of behavior relative to persons, objects, or situations. Specifically, norms refer to expected or
even ideal behavior in matters of some importance to the group.... (p. 241)
Zander, Alvin. Group membership and individual behavior.
Relations, 1958, .ll, 99-111.

Human

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the effects of the social
environment on several types of emotional reactions among members in
formal organizations.
It is asserted that it is quite usual for members in groups to be
concerned with the happiness and security of one another. It is assumed
that those responsible for such efforts seek to understand the causes of
behavior which is relevant to these aims. A number of properties in
groups are described which have consequences for the feelings and emotionally toned behavior of persons in groups:
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1. Hostility arises in a group member to the extent that he has
a relationship with others which leads him to expect that they will provide the resources he needs, but they do not do so. Dependence and
mutual independence are cited as two characteristics of groups which
generate such expectations.
2. The handling of hostility in social settings may be influenced by the qualities of groups. In respect to aggressive acts 1 it
is proposed that interdependent persons will be more inclined to smooth
over aggression in an effort to restore harmony, groups with little cohesion will tend to withdraw from affect-laden conflict, and groups with
high cohesion will generate aggression toward a source of frustration.
In a social hierarchy aggression is directed downward more than upward;
but it is expressed toward superiors where subordinates support one
another.
3. Warm interpersonal feelings arise in a group member to the
extent that he has a relationship with others which leads him to expect
that they will provide desired resources, and they do so.
4. Persons who are attracted to a group will actively seek to
maintain unchanged the relations with others.

s. Emotional tension often arises in group members as they seek
to conform to demands by their groups.
6. The evaluation a person places upon himself following a given
quality of performance is greatly dependent on what the group expects
of him, whether he internalizes these expectations, and what he thinks
of the group.
7. A person1 s evaluation of himself is determined by the nature
of the qualities possessed by those with whom he identifies.
Out of a wide variety of possible effects which groups have on
their members, only two broad classes of feelings and behavior (interpersonal relations and self-respect) were considered. The results
encourage the belief that the ability to explain how social conditions
determine emotionally toned behaviors is at a beginning, but well under
way.
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B.

ROLES, STATUS AND INTRA-GROUP INTERACTIONS

1. CRITERIA OF LEADERSHIP

Carter 1 L. F. Some research on leadership in small groups. In H.
Guetzkow (Ed.) 1 Groups, leadership and men. Pittsburgh:
Carnegie Press, 1951 1 Pp. 146-151. (From Fox, H. G., Scott,
W. D., Kirchner, W.K., & Mahoney, T. A.--AFPTRC-TN-55-67.)
Five criteria of leadership applied to 100 high school boys and 3 6
college students: situation tests., nominations by groups, faculty ratings,
friends' rating, and social activity ratings. Criteria show little relationship to each other.
Exploration of situation task criterion indicated: (1) two separate
areas of leadership situations, nintellectual" and "doing things with one 1 s
hands"; (2) when a person of high average performance is paired with person of low performance, the performance of the latter is raised.
Carter 1 L. F. , Haythorn, W., & Howell, Margaret. A further investigation of the criteria of leadership. l· abnorm. soc. Psycho!.,
1950, 45, 350-358.
PURPOSE

Carter and Nixon (1949) had concluded from a study on high school
students that: first, leadership in certain intellectual and clerical situations tends to be independent of leadership performance in mechanical
assembly tasks; second, there was not a high relationship between assessments of leadership based on leaderless-group situations., on supervisor's
ratings, on student nominations, and on participation in extracurricular
activity.
A new experiment was designed to determine if the above conclusions would be supported when based on a different group, studied
more intensively.
METHOD

Thirty-six paid subjects, junior and senior college men, served
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approximately 40 hours in work task sessions and test taking. Assessments were obtained from use of the leaderless group technique, from
nominations, from faculty members, from subject 1 s friends and from an
evaluation of their past leadership activities.
RESULTS
1. Leadership performance is not completely specific, but leaders
on one task will tend to be a leader on other tasks. Some show leadership more specifically in certain families of tasks than in others.
2. Of five different criteria of leadership a9ility investigated, reliabilities, from sources indicated below were as ~bllows:

a. Leaderless-group situations: high (as the
number of people observed increased,
reliability decreased);
b. Nominating method: high;
c. Faculty: high;
d. Friends: high;
e. Past leadership performance: high.
Intercorrelations between these five criteria tended to be quite
low. The average correlation between the leaderless-group and the nominations scores, "our two most reliable criteria, 11 was • 39.
Carter, L. F. & ~ixon, M. An investigation of the relationship between
four criteria of leadership ability and three different tasks. j.
Psycho!., 19~49, 27, 245-261. (From Fox, H. G., Scott, w. D.,
Kirchner,
K., & Mahoney, T•.A.--AFPTRC-TN-55-67)

w:

High school boys performed three types of tasks: intellectual,
clerical, and mechanical assembly. Leaders in clerical and intellectual tasks tended to be the same, but not leaders in mechanical assembly. Faculty ratings were somewhat related to .leadership in task situations. Social activity scores and nomination by class members were not
related to leadership in task situation.
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Carter, L. p. , & Nixon, M. Ability 1 perceptual, personality, and interest
factors associated with different criteria of leadership. _I. Psycho!.,
1949, 27, 377-388. (From Fox, H. G., Scott, w. D., Kirchner,
W. K., & Mahoney, T. A.--AFPTRC-TN-55-67)
Leaders among 100 high school students chosen by different criteria: (1) leaderless group work task situation, (2) ratings by high school
supervisors, (3) nominations by fellow students, and (4) social activity
records. Highest agreement between supervisor ratings and fellow student
nominations.
·smith, Dale o. A criterion for the study of·-leadership in certain combat
air groups. Stanford, Calif.: An unpublished doctoral dis sertation from Stanford University, Jan., 1951.
A quantitative, objective criterion of leadership in 26 heavy bombardment (B-17) combat groups in World War Il was devised for the purpose
of comparing superior and mediocre leadership behavior. It was assumed
that the effects of leadership are measurable in terms of over-all group
performance under a particular leader. By matching the B-17 groups
selected with regard to a large number of other factors that might have
influenced their tactical performance, e.g. environment, composition,
types of activity, comparison of leadership was judged to be possible on
the basis of differences in objectively n:ieasured performance. Accuracy
of bombing, density of bombfall in the target area, and efficiency of operations in terms of the percent of non-effective and effective sorties were
three of the major criteria used to establish a rank order of performance.
A composite rank was then calculated and the groups listed in rank order.
The study was carried out only with those groups which appeared in the
first and fourth quartile.
Of the fourteen groups thus selected, ten could be watched closely
for the total time in combat, five each from the first and fourth quartiles.
In this manner two sets of combat B-17 groups were obtained which differed
in performance but were alike in other variables which could be considered
to affect performance. As a result of this design, it was assumed that the
resulting performance differences could be attributed to differences in
leadership.
From this study it was possible to draw a number of conclusions
regarding the significant aspects of combat leadership and to support them
with substantial evidence. This study was believed to be a significant contribution to the methodology of research on combat leadership.
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2. ABILITIES AND ATTRIBUTES OF LEADERS
Bass, B. M. An analysis of the leaderless group discussion. _I.~.
Psvchol., 1949 1 ..ll., 521-532. (From Fox, H. G., Scott, w. D.,
Kirchner, W. K., & Mahoney, T. A.--APPTRC-TN-55-67)
Observation of 20 college students in series of leaderless-group
discussions revealed that individuals who spend most time talking are
perceived by others in the discussion as leaders of the group discussion.
Bugental, Daphne E., & Lehner, George F. J. Accuracy of selfperception and group-perception as related to two leadership
roles. j. abnorm. 2.QQ..• Psycho!., 1958, 56, 396-398.
PURPOSE
The authors point out that 11 consideration is seldom given to the
possibility that different types of leadership or status are measured when
different· criteria of leadership are used. 11 (p. 396) Some authorities,
e.g., Gibb, Bales, have distinguished different types of leadership or
leadership status and role.
"Two studies concerned with the ability of leaders to estimate
group -opinion found discrepant findings. Chowdhry and Newcomb found
that ••• leaders had better insight than isolates or non-leaders on
group-relevant issues. Hites and Campbell, on the other hand, found
that leaders •••. did not differ significantly from non-leaders in ability
to estimate group-opinion on group-relevant issues. 11 (p. 396)
Note that the first study defined the leaders as those sociometrically chosen on questions measuring both popularity and leadership,
while, in the second study, leaders were those individuals elected or
appointed to leadership positions. Thus, the differences in findings "to
the extent that (they are) free of artifactual components, may have been
influenced by the two ways of measuring leadership."
"Several studies have been concerned with the insight of leaders
(most frequently measured by popularity variables) into self and others
on social and personality variables. In general, leaders were found to
have better insight than non-leaders into others ••• 11 (p. 3"96)
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The intended contribution of this study is ·the "prediction that it
is the popular person, not the leader, who has more accurate perception
of the group structure and group members. •t
HYPOTHESES
1. Popular group members are more accurate than leaders in their
perception of status relationships within the group.
2. Popular group members are more accurate than leaders in their
perception of significant group dimensions.
3. Popular group members have more accurate self-perception
than leaders on personality variables.
METHOD
"Popular•c group members were compared with ""leaders" of five
small groups for accuracy of perception of other members on popularity
and leadership variables, accuracy of perception of the group as a whole
on 12 group dimensions, and accuracy of perception of themselves on
personality variables.
Members of a coeducational upper division sociology class served
as Ss (N=48). Ss randomly divided into 5 groups of 8 to 11 members with
"'purpose of completing a class project"; groups had been meeting together
for one semester at time of testing for this experiment. To distinguish
between 11 leaders ·~ and 'lpopular" group members a questionnaire was devised based on Bales• discussion of leader roles. The questionnaire
consisted of sets of descriptions-~one set related to the "leader•r role
and the other to the "popularity'r. concept. Each person in a group rated
all other members of his group on 18 items on a 5-point scale • • • to
determine whether popular group members were more accurate than leaders
in their perception of group status relationships, the questionnaire was
again used--the closeness of agreement between member's descriptions
and those of the group as a whole provided a measure of consensual
accuracy~ To obtain measures of accuracy of perception of significant
group dimensions, nwe used the Hemphill Group Dimensions Descriptions
Questionnaire which measures 13 group dimensions such as viscidity, hedonic tone, autonomy, etc." Accuracy of self-perception on personality
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variables was measured with the Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey.
RESULTS
"In comparing leaders with popular group members for accuracy of
perception {indexed by error scores) we used a one-tailed nonparametric
measure, the Mann-Whitney U test. In terms of our hypotheses, our results were as follows:

"Hypothesis No. 1: Popular members, as predicted were more
accurate than leaders in their perception of the popularity of others.
(U=7, p. < • OS.) However, there was no difference between leaders and
popular group members in accuracy of perception of leadership status of
others: {U•l6 1 n. s.)
•tHypothesis No. 2: As predicted, popular members were more
accurate than leaders in their perception of significant group dimensions.
(U=3 , p. < • 05 • )
Hypothesis No. 3: Popular members did not differ from leaders
in accuracy of perception of self on personality variables. (U•l7, n.s.) 11
(p. 397)
u:

CONCLUSIONS
This study indicates that individuals enacting the role of the popular member have more accurate perception of the popularity status of
others and of significant group dimensions than do members enacting the
leader role.
It is difficult to say, however, whether the popular person
achieves this role because of his more accurate perception of the group,
or whether he has more· accurate perception of the group because of his
position in the group. Apparently, the popularity role does not include
more accurate perception of the leadership status of others.
Evidence for the belief that the popular person's more accurate
perception is specifically tied to areas related to his role is given by the
finding that there is no difference between the popular person and the
leader in accuracy of self-perception. Nor does it include a superior understanding of who is directing the group toward their goals.
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The insight of the popular person, as indicated by this study, may
not be ••general" but may be confined to variables associated with the
sociocentrality of his role.
COMMENT

In a small isolated military group, if properly used, the "popular"
or "jnformal'' leader might well be an excellent source of communication
for the "formal 11 leader.
·
=

Chowdhry, Kamla, & Newcomb, T. M. The relative abilities of leaders
and non-leaders to estimate opinions of their own groups. _l.
abnorm • .2.Q.Q.• Psycho!., 1952, 47, 51-57.
PURPOSE

This study attempts to test the hypothesis that chosen leaders of
a group are superior to non-leaders in estimating group opinion on issues
of high relevance to that group, but not superior to them on is sues of
little relevance.
METHOD

Four .,natural" (existii;ig) groups were used for study. An attitude
questionnaire was designed to test, first, issues with which the group
was familiar 1 second, issues which were little discussed in the group
and which were not connected with the basic pattern of the group, and
third, issues intermediate in familiarity and relevance. Sociometric data
~ere collected in each group according to four criteria of leadership and
the group status of each individual was determined. Individual ability to
judge group opinion was computed as a mean error score.

RESULT
It was found that chosen leaders of a group are significantly
superior to non-leaders in their ability to judge group opinion on familiar
and relevant issues. This is, however, not evident in unfamiliar or less
relevant issues.
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Goldberg, s. c. Influence and leadership as a function of group structure.
j. abnorm. §.22.• Psycho!., 1955, 51, 119-122.
GENERAL HYPOTHESES
One 1 s position in a network has a bearing on: (a) How much one
is influenced as the group approaches a unitary decision on an is sue,
and on (b) The extent to which he is regarded as the group leader.
SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES
I. The less the canmunication distance of a group member, regardless of the network, the less will his opinion be influenced by the
other group members when the group attempts to arrive at a unitary
decision. (Influence is defined as the subject1 s judgment change
from the beginning to the end of group discussion.)
2. The less the communication distance of a group member, regardless of the network, the more often will he be regarded by his peers
as leader of the group.

METHOD
"Ease of communication operationally defined by two related indices 1 centrality1 and 1 peripherality1 which in turn were derived from
1
distance 1 ---the least number of intermediary communicators a communication would have to traverse in order to reach every other communicator
in the group." (p. 119)
Three types of network, each with five nodes, were used. Subjects were 150 EM in 10 groups of 5 Ss run for each of the three networks.
Networks were designed of partitioned barracks. The subjects
were in booths with a view only of experimenter. The booths were identified by color; cards were used for communication colored to agree with
booth color.
Stimuli concerning which group was to make a decision were dot
swarms presented on large cards in front of each s.
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Ss were seated in booths and told· they would take a test on
leadership and teamwork; the job of each man being to lead the group to
as accurate a decision as possible concerning the number of dots on the
card which they would see for one minute. The score of each man would
be how well he led the group. At the end of 20 minutes each S would
submit an answer as to what he and the group agreed to; discussion was
restricted to written mes sages.
RESULTS
The author, although an attempt at control was made (Pp. 119,
12 0, 121), found that ltopinion deviation variable 11 was not controlled as
far as necessary.
A trend was found that group members with less communication
distance were nominated more often as having been group leader (tests
of significance--Friedman1 s Chi-square--show hypothesis to be confirmed
beyond the • O01 level of confidence_) •
"Influence vs. opinion (Deviation): The greatest opinion shifts
within each group were made by those whose opinions deviated most from
the median opinion of the group. Rank-order correlations between these
two variables were computed for each of the 30 groups. The median correlation for all groups was • 70. For the star network it was • 64; for the
fork, • 86; for the chain, • 36. Thus it appears that a considerable proportion of the variance in opinion changes can be accounted for by the
variable opinion deviation; the desirability of experimentally controlling
this variable is now obvious." (p. 121)
CONCLUSIONS
"On an over-all basis both hypotheses were confirmed; however,
in the case of influence there was an interaction between one's position
in the network and the network he was in. In other words, the hypothesis
concerning influence was tenable only in the case of one kind of network."
(p. 12'2)
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Hemphill, John K., Pepinsky 1 Pauline N., Shevitz, Reuben N., Jaynes,
William E. , & Christner 1 Charlotte A. Leadership acts. I.
An investigation of the relation between possession of task
relevant information and attempts to lead. Columbus, Ohio:
Ohio State Univ., Research Foundation, 1954. (ONR Contract
NGori-17 T. O. III NR-171-123)
PURPOSE
This experiment is the first of a projected series concerned with
the prediction of individual attempts at leadership in small groups.
Specifically, the study involved an inquiry into the extent to which
attempted leadership acts are a function of task relevant information.
The central hypothesis under test was drawn from a theory of leadership
in small groups proposed by Dr. John K. Hemphill. Central hypothesis:in a group problem solving situation individuals who possess task relevant information will exhibit a greater number of attempted leadership
acts than individuals who possess no task relevant information.
METHOD
Each of sixteen four man groups was asked to solve four group
problems: (1) assembly of a simple electronics circuit, (2) strategy a modified game of "peggity, 11 (3) construction of a model airplane with
the construction set--The Toy 1 and (4) reasorung - estimating the number
of votes· cast for a given candidate in a specific past election. Information relevant to these tasks was supplied to various group members
during a training period preceding the attempt to solve the problems.
Both before and after the problem-solving period, each group was tested
to determine the extent to which subjects possessed the informatio~ given
to them. During the experimental session three observers recorded the
occUITence.
RESULTS
Observers were able to recognize and record attempted leadership
acts with a high degree of consistency as indicated by an intra-class
correlation among observers of .83. The hypothesis is not supported by
the experimental results. However, certain interaction effects involving
information were significantly related to attempts to lead.
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The Information x Initial Information interaction indicated that the
type of information possessed on the initial task affected attempted
leadership acts under the subsequent condition of possession of nonrelevant information. Under this condition, initial possession of nonrelevant information tended to depress the frequency of attempted leadership acts, whereas initial possession of relevant information tended to
facilitate the occurrence of attempted leadership acts.
The Information x Task Sequence interaction was significant
because of the departure from the expected attempted leadership scores
when groups began the experiment with the Reasoning task. Under this
condition, attempted leadership scores were higher for individuals who
possessed non-relevant information. Apparently the information classified as "relevant" to the Reasoning task confused the subjects, and
served to depress the subsequent level of attempted leadership acts for
subjects who had initial experience with this task.
The complex effects present in these first order interactions and
also in the second order interaction of Information x Initial Information
x Task Sequence, indicate that while information has no simple and
direct effect upon attempted leadership, it is an important variable under
certain conditions.
Hollander, E.P. Emergent leadership and social influence. St. Louis,
Mo.: Soc. Sci. Inst. 1 Washington Univ. 1 Dec. 1 1959. (Contract
No. ONR 816 (12)--Variables underlying group expectancies and
leadership)
SUMMARY OF PRESENTATION
I.

Discussion of "status in general"

(Pp. 1-3)

2. "The Changing Approach to Leadership"

(Pp. 3-5)

3. "Sociometric Techniques in the Study of Leadership"
(Pp. 5-7)
.
4. "Research Findings on the Pyramid Model"
5. "Some Theoretical Implicationsn (Pp. 10-11)
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(Pp. 7-9)

6. "Experimental Work on Idiosyncrasy Credit"
(Pp. 11-17)
7. Conclusions and Bibliography {Pp. 17-20)

DEFINITION
"The construct idiosyncrasy credit (is used) to refer to status as

a summative consequence of being perceived by others as contributing
to the group's task and· living up to expectancies applicable at a time."
(Pp. 10-11)
PURPOSE
To test the effects upon influence acceptance produced by the
non-conformity to procedural norms of a task competent member.
HYPOTHESIS
Given the display of a constant level of competence on the task
by a group member, his early non-conformity should diminish his effectiveness in gaining influence acceptance; and, to the contrary, late evidence
of non-conformity--following the accumulation of "credits "--should yield
the reverse effect: once having attained higher status, he should be subject to a shift in expectancies which make this kind of "non-conformityu
a confirming feature of status, thus enhancing his influence. {p. 12)
METHOD
Twelve groups 0f five individuals, male college juniors, were
given a task involving a sequence of 15 trials requiring group choices from
among row alternatives in a seven-by-seven pay-off matrix. The alleged
object was to anticipate a 11 systemn and maximize winnings. A confederate, always the same individual, irrespective of treatment, was
present in all groups as a fifth member among four subjects.
All communication was carried on through a sound-system of microphones and headsets.
The key manipulation was non-conformity by the confederate • • •

I
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to procedures previously agreed upon by the group in a pre-trial discussion.
The 15 trials were considered as three zones (early 1 middle 1 late)
with the discussion to be considered a part of the first zone.
Six Treatments were Used:
non-conformity in all zones,
(2) non-conformity in zones 1 and 2, .
(3) non-conformity in zone 11
(4) non-conformity in zones 2 and 3,
(5) non-conformity in zone 3, and
(6) control: conformity in all zones.
(1)

RESULTS
1. "That the confederate made an impact is clear; but that it had
selective consequence depending upon the timing of his non-conformity
is equally clear. 11
2. "Where the confederate began non-conforming after the first
zone, such behavior was accepted with minimal challenge; by the third
zone 1 his suggestion that majority-rule was faulty typically netted a
rubber-stamping of his choice. .
"Again, if he had already accrued credit, the pattern of interrupting people out of turn was simply imitated by others. Not so, however,
when he exhibited non-conformity from the outset; in that event, quite
opposite effects were elicited from the others, notably • • • comments of
censure. These findings then are essentially supportive of the model in
corroborating differential impressions conveyed by the confederate's behavior in time." (Pp. 16-17)

CONCLUSIONS
The task competent "follower" who conforms to the common expectancies of the group at one stage of time may become the 11 leader" at
the next stage of time. And, correspondingly, the "leader" who fails to
fulfill the expectancies associated with his position of influence may
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lose rrcredits" among his followers and be replaced by one of them. The
research findings offered demonstrate features of this interchange. (p. 17)
Kirscht, John P., Lodahl, Thomas M., & Haire, Mason. Some factors
in the selection of leaders by members of small groups. I_.
abnorm • .2£2.• Psycho!., 1959 1 58 1 406-408.
PURPOSE
Research reported in the literature seems to indicate, "that
leaders (of small groups) are persons who organize the group, solicit
and integrate contributions, and propose courses of action. 11 A high rate
of participation, apparently, would not necessarily be associated with
these behaviors.
This studY was designed to investigate the relationship between
amount of participation, frequency of task and group-oriented interaction,
and the selection of leaders by other group members.
The general hypothesis was that the amount of participation and
organization-integrative interaction are both as~rnciated with leader selection but that each may reflect different aspects of the criterion.
METHOD
Two three-person groups met simultaneously in separate rooms
and were given identical instruction by the experimenters. Each group
discussed a human relations problem for about 20 minutes, ·reaching a
group consensus in that time. The groups were then told that a second
meeting would take place immediately in which one person from each group
would act as a representative; the two representatives would discuss a
concrete problem related to the previously discussed topic. Each group
then selected one of the members to act as representative.
Tape recordings of the meetings were scored for the amount of
time each participant talked. Also, each meeting was scored with a system of eight categories based on Balesr system (1950). In general, the
unit of analysis was one simple statement. The three relevant categories
and their definitions follow:
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1

D. Gives suggestion (any statement which proposes a course of
procedure but is not simply an expression of opinion, e.g., "Let's have
each person give his solution•t--not, 11 I think teachers should unionize").
E. Asks for suggestion, opinion, fact, (any request which is
not for repetition or rhetorical purposes 1 e.g. , "'What do you think ? " or
11
Would you agree that • • • 11 ) •
F. Sums up, integrates (any statement attempting to organize
the points covered in the discussion or to bring together diverging
opinions, or to re-word or make explicit opinions of others, e.g. 1 "We
seem to agree that strikes are bad"; "These restrictions would qualify
what we said earlier11 ) .
These three categories will be referred to as "DEF. " They define
group-oriented, organizational kinds of interaction and are similar to the
categories that differentiated leaders in the Carter et al. study (1951).
It was hypothesized that the interaction scored in these categories would
distinguish those members who would be chosen by the group as representatives from those not chosen.
Data were obtained on 26 three-person groups. Two of the groups
were discarded because of incomplete interaction records and two were
also discarded because they used random devices (flipping coins, etc.)
to select the representative.
RESULTS
Participation and DEF interaction are neither independent nor
highly correlated; they show a moderate positive relationship. Amount of
participation and DEF interaction are, however, significantly related to
leadership choice. (x2 =9 .15 1 p. < • 01)
Where one member talks a great deal, he is perceived as an appropriate representative,· but in a more equal participation situation, groupcentered, integrative behavior is relatively more important. In the latter
case, persons are differentiated with respect to functioning in synthesizing
the group. Even in this case, however, there is undoubtedly a minimum
amount of participation necessary before the group-oriented behavior is
noticed.
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It must be remembered that these groups met only once and that
the members were unacquainted with each other prior to the meeting. The
representatives are leaders only in the narrow sense that they are empowered to act for the group. While these results may not pertain to a
wide range of leadership situations, many short term, problem-solving
groups are found that are similar to the experimental situation. Furthermore, the results with respect to DEF interaction seem to corroborate the
findings of Carter et al. (1951) regarding the types of interaction whj.ch
are important in leader behavior. This confirmation includes Carter1 s
negative findings also: the expression of agreement, "personal feelings,"
and disagreement did not reliably differentiate emergent leaders from nonleaders. In addition, the results on amount of participation tend to confirm the importance of this variable, as has been found by· other
experimenters •
In summary, the general picture of a small group leader which
appears to be common to various researches shows a group member who
tends to have a high rate of participation in the discussion; he is taskoriented, attempts to specify the problem, to suggest courses of action,
to seek out the members• contributions, to integrate these and to propose
solutions in the attempt to secure consensus in the group.

Riecken, Henry W. The effect of status ·.QB. ability to influence group
solutions of problems. (Research studies on the relation between
cognition and behavior). Minneapolis, Minn.: Univ. of Minn.,
Jan., 1958. (No. NB onr-66216) ttech. Report No. 1)
PURPOSE
Does the discussant who talks the most contribute most to the
solution of the problem? To perform an experiment to test a finding of
Bales and others.
METHOD
By providing a hint about a uniquely good, insight solution to one
problem, and by differentially locating that hint in the hands of either the
highest or lowest talker in the group, an opportunity was afforded to assess
both the perceived and the actual contribution of the "top man 11 compared
to the "bottom man."
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RESULTS
Top men are almost uniformly perceived as contributing more, and
that they are in fact more influential in getting the "elegant solution"
(contained in the hint) accepted by the group. Further data suggest that
the differential ability of top men to exert influence is related more to
their ability to win attention and support from the group than it is to their
ability to reduce opposition.
3. LEADERSHIP PATTERNS

Hare, A. P. Small group discussions with participatory and supervisory
leadership • .l• abnorm. soc. Psycho!., 1953, 48 1 273-275.
PURPOSE
To repeat with a different age group an experiment by Preston and
Heintz .O:. abnorm • .2.Q.Q.• Psycho!. 1 1949 1 44 1 345-355) which showed
that participatory leadership was more effective than supervisory leadership as a technique in producing change of opinion in small discussion
groups of college students.
METHOD
Leaders, average age 15 years; followers, average age 13 years;
were Boy Scouts at Philadelphia Scout Camp. These Ss (N not given) were
told a story about a camping trip which would require each boy to travel
alone through unknown country. They were then asked to rank items of
camping equipment in order of their importance for such a trip. Next,
they were divided into groups of a leader and 5 followers for a 29-minute
discussion period during which each leader recorded his group's decision
concerning the importance of the items of camping equipment. Just before
this discussion the leaders were taken aside and given instructions for
participatory or supervisory leadership. After the discussions 1 each individual again ranked the equipment and recorded his reactions to the
discussion and to the leader on a questionnaire.
RESULTS

A comparison of the means of the average correlation of all rank
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orders before and after discussion indicates that there is a significant
change in the amount of agreement in each type of group as a result of
the discussion. The amount of change in the participatory groups (.54)
is greater than that in the supervisory group (. 37) although the difference
is not significant, having a probability of less than • 3 0 of occurring by
chance.
The data indicated that participatory leadership was more
effective than supervisory leadership as a technique for changing opinion.
In addition, the participatory leader generally had more influence on the
group, a result not obtained with college Ss. Although participatory Ss
were generally better satisfied with the rest:.lts of the group decision
than were the supervisory Ss, the differ~nces were not statistically
significant. (p. 275)
COMMENT
Interesting replication study; however, caution should be used
in accepting the validity of comparison of the two groups: BSA troops•
camping equipment choices are a very structured matter at the outset
since this is a major area of BSA training.
Spector, Paul, & Suttell, Barbara J. An experimental comparison of ·!llil
effectiveness of three patterns of leadership behavior.
Washington, D.C.: American Institute for Research, Sept., 1957.
(Contract Nonr 890(03) 1 NR171-027; File .AIR-196-57-FR-164)
(Mimeo.)
PURPOSE
Experimental studies of small groups, especially military, vary
greatly as to recommendations for the most effective leadership behaviors.
11

The typical military team is a formally organized unit with a
designated leader and the position and role of each member specifically
defined. The typical team is, in addition, task-oriented; i.e., a specific task is assigned and the team goal is specified. 11 (p. 2)
The specific purpose of the experiment was to compare the relative
effectiveness of three different patterns of leader behavior in influencing
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a small task-oriented group to perform efficiently.
The three types of leadership and principles tested by this
experiment:
I. Reinforcement Pattern:- "in a task-oriented group the most

effective pattern of leader behavior is one which maximizes positive reinforcement" (those stimuli which tend to increase the probability of the
responses that contribute to achieving the goals of the group).
2. Authoritarian .Qr. single-leadership pattern: "in a task oriented
group the most effective pattern of leader behavior is one which maximizes the quality of planning and decision making and the effectiveness
of implementing these plans and decisions by establishing and maintaining a separation of function between supervisors and those responsible for carrying out the assignments • 11

3. Democratic .QI. Leadership-sharing pattern:- "in a task-oriented
group the most effective pattern of leadership behavior is one which
maximizes the individual satisfactions of the group members by providing
maximum opportunity for all members to participate in planning and
decision-making and to share the responsibility of achieving the goals
of the group. 1'
METHOD

To test the three principles the following hypothesis was formulated:
Experimental Hypothesis: 11 If a leader ut~lizes reinforcement
appropriately he will be more effective than leaders who operate according
to other principles of leadership." (p. 3)
Three leader-actors led 36 teams of three members plus one
leader in a series of tasks during a 24-working-day experiment.
Subjects were EM of U.S. N. T. C. , Bainbridge, Md. Each leader
led 12 teams 1 four according to each of the three patterns of behavior
(see schedule, p. 6). Subjects were divided into higher and lower intelligence groups on the basis of GCT scores (low GCT group scores ranged
from 27-50; high from 51-66).
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Team-task situations (Appendix 11 D11 ):- Three team activities used:
(1) "maintenance trouble shooting" task, matching sets of cards to portray an operational radar circuit properly; (2) "routine task, 11 matching
certain geometrical figures with assigned code numbers; (3) nmain C.I.C.
task, " simulated combat information center on a destroyer.
The leaders worked with the groups, in training and on the
as signed tasks 1 in accordance with one of the three types of leadership
specified above. A monetary reward for accomplishment, paid to team
and then divided, was used.
FINDINGS
1. Teams led by leaders using reinforcement principles were more
effective than teams whose leaders used other techniques.
2. Differences in team performance were most significant between
reinforcement teams whose members were of relatively high intelligence
and single-leadership teams whose members were of relatively high
intelligence.
3. Neither shared-leadership nor single leadership was more
effective than the other in influencing behavior of team members in tasks
of the type used in this experiment.
·
CONCLUSIONS
The experiment apparently was well-designed and the results
between patterns (but not between leaders) were statistically significant:
"between • 01 and • 05 levels u (p.14).
However, there is some question as to the lines of differentiation
drawn between reinforcement leadership techniques and democratic
leadership techniques.
4. SOCIAL INFLUENCE AND POWER
Bennis,

w. G., Berkowitz, N., Mfinito, M., & Malone, M. Authority,
power 1 and the ability to influence. Human Relations 1 1958, ..!!,
143-145.
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HYPOTHESES
Where authority and power diverge 1 the ability of the formal
authority to influence the behavior of the subordinates may be seriously
impaired.
authority is the potentiality to influence based on a position, whereas power is the actual ability to influence based on a number
of factors including, of course, organizational position."
11

•••

''"We define authority, then, as the ability to reward and punish
derived from the rights associated with a position: whereas power is
defined by a number of conditions, not necessarily derived from formal
position. Authority is the legitimized right to means-end control; power
is the actual control of means-end. 11 In hospitals with more effective
reward systems supervisors could exert greater influence than supervisors
in hospitals with less effective reward systems.
METHOD
Data were collected on 90 nurses working in six Out-Patient
Departments ( OPD). OPDs were heterogeneous and attached to various
hospitals. Data were collected in three stages: (1) initial questionnaire, (2) more elaborate questionnaire, and (3) a two-hour individual
interview. Questions determined the congruence between "rewards hoped
forn and "rewards expected. 11
RESULTS
Hypothesis confirmed. The study alerts us to the complexity of
reward systems as it relates to the influence process. Two general types
of rewards have to be considered: those dealing with psychological
factors, and those with sociological factors. Included under the former
rubric are: (a) importance of reward as defined by the congruence between
hoped-for and likely rewards, (b) freguency of rewards, which these
data suggest is crucial, particularly when the rewards are important, and
(c) accurate perception of the reward as seen by the rewarder. Rewards
must be available through institutional means but, in addition, they must
be manipulable by the supervisor 1 or the potentiality to influence will be
seriously limited. (p. 154)
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French, J. R. P., Jr. & Raven, B. The basis of social power. In
Cartwright, Dorwin, Studies in social power. Ann Arbor: The
Univ. of Michigan, 1959.
PURPOSE

To identify the major types of power and to define them systematically so that they may be compared according to the changes which they
produce, and the other effects which accompany the use of power.
HYPOTHESES

Five types of power are considered: referent power, expert power,
reward power, coercive power, and legitimate power. These distinctions
led to the following hypotheses:l. For all five types, the stronger the basis of power the greater
the power.
2. For any type of power the size of the range may vary greatly 1
but in general referent power will have the broadest range.
3. Any attempt to utilize power outside the range of power will
tend to reduce power.
4. A new state of a system produced by reward power or coercive
power will be highly dependent on 0 (0 is a social agent; either another
person, a role, a norm, a group or part of a group), and the more observable P1 s (person) corµormity the more dependent the state. For the other
three types of power 1 the new state is usually dependent, at least in· the
beginning 1 but in any case at the level of observability has no effect on
the degree of dependence.
5. Coercion results in decreased attraction of P toward 0 and
high resistance; reward power results in increased attraction and low
resistance.
6. The more legitimate the coercion the less it will produce resistance and decrease attraction.

l

i

1
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DISCUSSION OF THE FIVE POWERS
Referent Power. The referent power of O/P has its basis in the
identification with O. It can be established or maintained if P behaves,
believes, and perceives as O does. Accordingly 0 has the ability to influence P, even though P may be unaware of this referent power. (p. 161)
Expert Power. The strength of the expert power of 0/P varies with
the extent of the knowledge or perception which P attributes to 0 with a
given area. It • • • expert power results in primary social influence on p•s
cognitive structure and probably not on other types of systems ...
The "sleeper effect 11 is an interesting case of a change in the
degree of dependence of an opinion on o. An unreliable 0 (with negative
referent power but some positive expert power) presented 11 facts 11 which
were accepted by the subjects and which would normally produce secondary influence on their opinions and beliefs. However, the negative
referent power aroused resistance and resulted in negative social influence
on their beliefs so that there was little change in the subject 1 s opinions.
With the passage of time the subjects tended to forget the negative aspects
faster than the contents of communication; consequently there was a delayed positive change ("sleeper effect 11 ) . Superior ability in specific
areas limits the range of expert power to those areas (though some "halo
effect" might occur). There is some evidence that attempted exertion of
expert power outside of the range of expert power will reduce that expert
power.
Reward Power. In the new state of the system induced by a promise of reward P1 s new rate of production will be dependent on his subjective probability that 0 will reward him for conformity minus his
subjective probability that O will reward him even if he returns to his
old level. Both probabilities will be greatly affected by the level of observability of P's behavior, e.g., a piece rate often seems to have more
effect on production than a merit rating system because it yields a higher
probability of reward for conformity and a much lower probability of reward
for non-conformity.
The range of reward power is specific to those regions within
which 0 can reward P for conforming. Unsuccessful attempts to exert
reward power outside the range of power will tend to decrease the power,
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e.g., if 0 offers to reward P for performing an impossible act, this will
reduce for P the probability of receiving future rewards promised by o.
Coercive Power. At times it is difficult to distinguish between
reward power and coercive power. To withhold reward may be equivalent
to punishment and the withdrawal of punishment may amount to reward.
Reward power, however, will attract P to 0 and coercive power will decrease this attraction. 0 must introduce enough restraining forces 1 or
other strong valences, so as to prevent P from withdrawing completely
from 0 1 s range of coercive power. Otherwise the probability of receiving
the punishment 1 if P does not conform, will be too low to be effective.
Legitimate Power. The nnotion of legitimacy involves some sort
of code or standard, accepted by the individual, by virtue of which the
external agent can assert his power."
Bases for legitimate power are: (1) cultural values, (2) social
structure, and (3) designation by a legitimizing agent.
The range of legitimate power O/P is generally specified along
with the designation of that power. A sergeant in the army is given a
specific set of regions within which he can legitimately prescribe behavior for his men. The attempted use of legitimate power which is outside of the range of legitimate power will decrease the legitimate power
of the authority figure. Such use of power which is not legitimate will
also decrease the attractiveness of o.
Kipnis, David. The effects of leadership style and leadership power upon
the inducement of an attitude change. _I. abnorm. soc. Psycho!. 1
1958' 57' 173-180.

PURPOSE
While numerous studies indicate that participatory leadership is
an important positive factor in group attitude change, others indicate that
the group with participatory leadership, in areas other than the induction
of behavior, is not necessarily superior. "While it would appear that
participatory leadership may be more effective than other styles under
certain conditions, these conditions have not been fully identified.
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One condition that may affect the success of participatory l eadership i s the kind of social power held by the leader. (Social power being
defined as the accorded right of an individual to reward compliance or to
punish noncompliance. )
METHOD
The procedure was adapt ed from Kelman, H. c. (Human Relations,
195 3 , ..b 185-214), w ho demonstrated that when given a choice, most
children favor fantasy hero comics (superman, etc. ) over jung l e comic
books crarzan, etc.) •
In this study, an attempt was made by a leader to i nduce children
to give up their preference for fantasy hero comics in favor of jungle
c omics. Since a preference for fantasy hero comics tends to be strongly
held, success in inducing attitude change was measured by the extent
to which ~s accept ed the view that fantasy hero comics were "bad
reading" for children younger than they were . Ss were 5th and 6th grade
pupils at a large, poor area, N. Y. c. public school. N=l95 (88 boys ,
107 girls)• Ss were r andomly divided into 35 groups by sex and were
assigned t o the various exper imental conditions . Rating books pre- and
post-test (questionnaires) wer e used as was a rating scale, during the
actual experiment in which the experimenter r ead the questions . Six
experimental conditions wer e u sed: (1) participation-reward; (2) participation-punishment; (3) participation-control; (4) l ecture-reward; (5)
lecture-punishment; (6) lecture - control . Two E's conducted; one was
introduced as a professor from a universit y taking an opinion poll, and
the other as a publisher's r epresentati ve from "Tungl e Book Co ." Rewards
consisted of movie passes; punishme nt of withdrawal of passes for noncooperation with t he "publisher' s representative. 11
RESULTS
1. An analysis of questionnaire responses was made to mea sure
the effectiveness of the experimental variabl es . It was f o un<.l t hat differences between the two leadership s tyle a und' al so ' the diffe r e nc es
between incentive l eve ls ' wer~ s i gnificant beyo nd the • 01 l evel (and' in
th e case of the latter , the orde r o f mean values in the expecte d dire ction).
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2. Public compliance was defined as voting for jungle comics on
questions l and 2 of the opinion poll. Although, in general, the percent a ges of public compliers are larger under conditions of rew ard and punishment than under the control conditions, a chi-square analysis of these
data indicates no significant over-all differences in the pe rcentages of
public complie rs in each condition (chi-square= 6.87 1 df5).
3. Private acceptance was judged as a change ..score of +2 or
higher reflecting a favorable change in private beliefs; chang e scores
of +l or less were taken as indicating either no change or a change in the
opposite of the desired direction. Neither participation-reward nor lecturer eward conditions contained significantly more changes than were found in
their respective control conditions.
4. Not all S s indicated on the questionnaire that they perceived
the experimental setting as structured by E. Eliminating 85 Ss w ho so indicated "intensifies the results obtained using all cases 11 (p. 177). The
difference between the number of Ss changing their beliefs under
Participation-Punishment and Lecture-Punishment conditions rises from
the • 08 level to the • 01 level of confidence.
5. 11 Participatory leadership induced significantly higher affective
evaluations of the leadership under conditions of reward and control. This
finding supports the belief that participatory leadership has 'human relations' value in reducing barriers between leaders and subordinates. How ever, it should be noted that no differences were found between participatory
and lecture -leadership in affective evaluations of the leader under conditions of punishment, and Ss under punishment expressed significantly
less liking for the leader than under reward or control conditions. n (p.178)
CONCLUSIONS
"When the leader threatened to punish non-compliance, significantly fewer S s changed their beliefs under participatory leadership than
under lecture leadership or under the participatory-control condition.
Group discussion und er threat of punishment from the leader reinforced
b rig ina l s tanda r d s rat he r tha n changed them. Participatory leadership engendered greate r liki ng f or the l eade r than did l eet u r c l e a der s h i p a s l o n g
a s the l e ader was not pe rc eiv ed a s e nforcing his induction attempt w ith
threats. When threatened with punishment, Ss unde r participa t ory and
lecture leadership rate d the l e ader equally low." (p. 180)
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Mausner, Bernard. Effect of variation in one partner's prestige on the
interaction of observer pairs (Studies in social interaction. III) •
.I. appl• Psycho!., 1953, 37, 391-393.- ~·
HYPorHESIS

-

Ss will be influenced more by the judgments of a partner with high
prestige than by those of one with low prestige.
METHOD

Forty undergraduate college students were divided into observer
pairs and considered as three groups of ten Ss. Groups were equated by
percentile scores on the scale of aesthetic value.
All Ss were given the Meier Art Judgment Test individually.
Except for the omission of information concerning differences between
the paired Plates, standard instructions were followed. In a second session one week later the Ss were told that they were to repeat the test in
order to determine its reliability. Ss in Group I (Control) repeated the
test substantially as in the first situation. Ss in Groups II and III were
told that, to save time, the test would be given to pairs. A confederate
of the E was the second member of each pair. He was introduced to Ss in
Group n as a fellow-student, and to Ss in Group III as the art director of
a local advertising agency interested in the results of the test. In the
together situations both members of the pair judged each of the pairs of
pictures: the S was first in all even trials 1 the confederate in all odd
trials. The confederate had memorized the test: he consistently stated
the preference indicated as ·"wrong" by the scoring key.
RESULTS
Group I (Control) showed no significant shift in mean number of
wrong Judgments.
Both Groups II and III showed an increase significant for Group
II at the • 01 level 1 and for Group III beyond the • 0 01 level.
Comparison of the two groups using a one-tailed test of significance shows Group UI (art authority} giving a greater increase of wrong
Judgments than Group II (fellow student) •
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The mean increase in wrong responses is significantly greater in
Group III than in Group II:- (Mnn= -3. 8, Mnrr= -7. 2 1 t=l. 7 0, n=9, ~
approaches • 05 when the difference is evaluated in terms of a one-tailed
hypothesis).
The author concluded that the judgments of Ss taking the Meier
Art Judgment Test were affected by the responses of coacting partners,
and that this effect was a positive function of the partner's prestige.
Mills, T. M. Power relations in three-person groups. .Amer. soc. Rev.,
1953' 18, 351-357.
The purpose of this study is to examine Simmel1 s principle of
segregation and to determine the extent to which relationships are independent. The problem is three-fold:
I. Does the nature of one relationship determine to any appreciable degree the nature of the other relationships?
2. When does interdependence develop into a sharply differentiated and rigid power structure?
3. 'When are relationships found in a state of fluctuation?

The data consist of observations made of interaction in 48 threeperson discussion sessions.
Simmel1 s proposition is that the primary tendency in the threesome
is segregation into a pair and an other. The more active members form
the solidary bond and th_e least active member is isolated. When this
initial tendency is accentuated, there forms a genuine power structure
and stability of the pattern.
Raven, B. H. 1 & French, J. R. P., Jr. Group support, legitimate power,
and social influence. j. Pers., 1958 1 26, 400-410.
HYPOTHESIS
In an independent situation, an election process will serve to grant

to an individual a legitimate right to a supervisory position. This will
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result in the supervisor's having greater power to influence his fellow
workers. A supervisor who did not have legitimate power would also be
less accepted personally.
METHOD
Two work situations were created, both independent and identical
with the exception that in one case the supervisor was elected, and in
the other he assumed his position without benefit of election.
RESULT
Hypothesis is substantially supported.
COMMENT

However, it may be noted that the task involved consisted of the
dull task of cutting out cardboard forms at 1¢ per piece. Perhaps this
unrewarding situation offered little motivation to resist orders to slow
down.
5. STATUS REIATIONS

Flint, A. w., Bass, B. M., & Pryer, M. w. Esteem, status, motivation, and attraction !Q..the group. Washington, D. c.: Group
Psychology Branch, Office of Naval Research, April, 1957.
(Contract N7 ONR 35609 1 Technical Report 9)
PURPOSE

1. To demonstrate that attraction to the group and esteem of members for each other would be greater under higher motivation and where
all members were equal in status.
2. To test the hypothesis that esteem and attraction are correlated under a variety of conditions varying in motivation and degree of
status differentiation.
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METHOD
A method of simulated status was employed by requiring each S to
draw a card which determined his status in the group by indicating how
many persons he would be able to control in his own group. ..Power" was
assumed to spring from an interaction between motivation and status.
RESULTS
The more the group was potentially likely to satisfy the motivation
of the members, the more the members indie:ated their attraction to the
group. Attraction to the group decreased with increasing status differences within the group. Mutual esteem varied in the same way and
appeared to be highly related to the attractiveness to the group.
Harvey 1 O. J. An experimental approach to the study of status relations
in informal groups. ~. soc. Rev., 1953 1 18, 357-367.
This study aimed at establishing a short-cut experimental technique of determining the status and role relationships existing in small
informal groups, and at the same time undertook to validate sociometric
indices against an experimental situation.
The general hypothesis was that the level of aspiration of a member of an informal clique and the estimation of that member1 s future performance by other group members on a task of significance to the group
bears a positive relationship to his relative position in the group hierarchy.
From this general hypothesis 1 five specific hypotheses were derived. Ten
adolescent cliques singled out from among 16 such cliques 1 on the basis
of agreement between teachers 1 ratings 1 personal observations, and
sociometric results (subjects• own evaluations), were subjected to the
experimental situation. Three members from each clique (the leader,
middle ranking and lowest standing members) whom all criteria had placed
at these respective positions, were given the task of estimating their own
future performance and that of the other two status occupants on an experimental task.
Four of the experimental cliques consisted of individuals from professional families living in a university town. The other six experimental
cliques came from families of unskilled laborers living in an inter-ethnic
slum neighborhood of a large city.
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From the results of the experiment the following conclusions were
reached:
l. The higher one•s status in the group the more he tended to overestimate his own future performance on a given task.
2. The higher the group status of a given individual the greater
was the tendency of other group members to overrate his performance.
3. The lower one's status in the group the less he tended to overestimate his own performance.
4. The lower the group status of a particular individual the less
other group members tended to overrate his performance, even to the extent of underestimating it.

s.

The correlation between extent of overestimation of performance
on a given task and status in the group was higher for individuals from
slum areas of a large city than for subjects from a higher socioeconomic
background. This was taken as suggestive of greater solidarity among the
cliques from the slum area.
The level ~t which one sets his expectations of his own performance
on a task is thus highly rela~ed to his standing in the group.
Hollander, E. P. Variables underlying sociometric status; III. Conformity
behavior; a psychological reinterpretation. Pittsburgh, Penn.:
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Psychological Laboratory, Oct. ,
1958. (Contract No. ONR 1849 (00) .)
It is theorized that an individual functions within a social field
largely in terms of his perception of the 0 groµp expectancies" regarding
his behavior. This is dependent upon his motivational and perceptual
states. Expectancies are not static but rather depend upon the outcome of
pa st interaction between the individual and relevant others •
It is concluded that conformity should be viewed as a process
leading somewhere. Conformity need not be the antithesis of independence,
rather, persons usually conform in order to achieve some more important
personal goal. If is the purpose of behavior which requires elucidation.
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Hollander, E. P. Variables underlying group expectancies and leadership ~experimental study of competence and time in group as determiners of status and group expectancies. St. Louis, Mo.:Washington University, June, 1960 C!'echnical Report onr no.
816 (12).
This report is another in a series of studies aimed at discerning
the bases and operational features of status, with particular reference to
emergent leadership. It derives conceptually from the model of idiosyncrasy credit.
PURPOSE
An experiment is reported in which descriptions of a person's task

competence and duration of time in a group were manipulated to study
effects upon willingness to accept that person in a position of authority,
as a measure of status.
METHOD
One hundred and fifty-one subjects of both sexes were given a
brief description of a person they were to imagine as a member of a group
to which they belonged. Eight descriptions were created as experimental
treatments by pairing either one of the ·terms 1lbeen in group for some
while" or "new to the groupn. with just one of four degrees of competence
described by the terms •rextremely capable performer in group's activity, ...
through •tcapable performer, 11 to 11 average performer, 11 or "poor performer. rr
Each subject received only one treatment among the eight possible combinations of terms; a response was then elicited on a seven point scale
indicating how willing the subject would be to have the described person
in a position of authority within the group.
RESULTS
Both variables yielded significance in the predicted direction: a
descending mean score for willingness to accept authority was found to
follow the descending levels of competence, with the mean for 1r.been in
··group for some while'r uniformly higher than that for "new to group 1r at
each level. In a second phase of the experiment, subjects indicated
whether their evaluation of the described person would go up or down if
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that person were to display each of eight behaviors, one by one. These
were contrived to be non-directional in themselves; thus, differential
disfavor with a behavior was in fact set by the status of the one said to
be behaving. Two behaviors in particular, i.e., ... suggests changes from
group plans, 11 and ndiscusses group concerns with outsiders," were
found to be rated downward as a significant negative function of accorded
status; greater disfavor with these behaviors was attached to those of low
status than to those of high status. Interpretations are offered within
the framework of the idiosyncrasy credit model of status emergence and
conformity to group expectancies.
=

Roby, Thornton B. Relationships between sociometric measures and performance in medium-bomber crews. San Antonio, Texas: Lackland
AFB, Human Resources Research Center, Nov., 1953. (Bull. 5341, Project No. 511-023-0002)
PURPOSE

To determine whether sociometric ratings among aircrew members
relate significantly to their performance on training missions.
LEVELS OF ANALYSIS INVESTIGATED
l. The relationship between individual sociometric

•r status n

and

individual performance measures.
2. The relationship between the ratings of one member of a crewposition pair for the other and their joint coordination rating.
3. The mean intracrew-sociometric rating and crew performance
measures.
RESULTS

In all cases 1 small but significant positive correlations were obtained. Two alternative explanations are involved. The first attributes
the positive results to consistent and specific interpersonal behaviors; the
second explanation attributes the results to a generalized motivational
effect.
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Scott, Ellis L. Status expectations and organizational behavior. Columbus,
Ohio:- Ohio State University Research Foundation, 1953. (Studies
in Naval Leadership ONR Contract N6 ori-17 T. O. Ill NR-171-123)
PURPOSE
This study is based on subjects from submarine crews and thus is
applicable to small isolated military group functioning.
An exploratory study of the reciprocity of status expectations; the

degree to which members agree in their reported status expectaUons 1 regardless of whether these agreements conform to formal structure.
nFor the individual, the degree to which his expectations are
reciprocated may have important consequences for his effective participation in the collective effort. For the unit of organization, the degree of
status reciprocity among members may have (equally) important relationships to the adequacy of the unit as an organized group. 11 (Pp. 4-5)
=

Studies of ongoing military units are described on pp. 14-15.
METHOD
Ten submarine crews were used; 686 enlisted men completed the
experiment :

1. 8 egmental organization chart showing their perceived superiors ,
peers 1 and subordinates;
2. Sociometric data sheet indicating persons with whom they
spent most time accomplishing their duties;
3 • Sociometric ratings of superiors;
4. Sociometric ratings of morale. H. Q. personnel also rated
ships and officers on efficiency and morale. All tests weighted and coded
and scores computed for comparison purposes.
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RESULTS
This exploratory study resulted in the formulation_ of many hypotheses for further experimentation, too lengthy for inclusion here. Some
of the findings may be summarized, however, as:
1. "Status Reciprocity" encompasses at least three relatively
independent elements:
a. Status confusion: members recognize some organizational relationship (they name one another on the segmental organization
chart) but they differ in their definitions of the relationships and their
expectations differ.
b. Status recognition: Nonrecognition occurs when the
expectations of one member are ignored by the persons for whom the expectations are expressed.
c. Sociometric leadership: "the overchosen" ijennings) -those individuals for whom a great many more expectations are expressed
than they express for other persons.
2. At the division level if the immediate superior (petty) officer,
N. C. o., is by-passed in the work relations of unit members and higher-

level superiors, the status relationships of members tend to become
fragmented and the cohesion of the unit, as reflected in the degree of
status recognition among members, is diminished. (p. 72)
3. On page 73 there is a discussion of the phenomenon that officer rated good leader by his superiors may not be so rated by his subordinates. (A dilemma of leadership.)

4. "Status Clarity" -- lack of status confusion -- as an element
of reciprocity, appears to assume most functional significance in those
units of organization in which secondary-type social relationships are
most characteristic (e.g., ships). Members of more primary-type units
(e.g., divisions) on a ship appear to operate effectively even though
status relationships among members are somewhat confused. {p. 73)

s.

Contrast between role conflict and status confusion is discussed

on p. 74.
6. Status recognition is of greater operational significance in the
more primary-type units (e.g. , divisions). Over-all, nonrecognition is
more common than status confusion in the organizations studied. (p. 74)
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Sherif, Muzafer. An experimental approach to the study of status relations in informal groups. Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma,
Dept. of Psycho!., (n.d.).
HYPOTHESIS
"The level of aspiration of a member of an adolescent clique and
the estimation of that member's future performance by other group members
on a task of significance to the group bears a positive relationship to the
relative position in the group hierarchy occupied by the individual whose
future performance is being judged. n
METHOD
Sociometric techniques and personal observations were used with
the experimental technique.
RESULTS
"The higher a member• s standing in the group hierarchy 1 the more
he will tend to overestimate his future performance on a meaningful task.
Conversely the lower an individuals 1 s relative standing in the group
structure, the less he will tend to overestimate his future performance,
even to the point of actual underestimation in some instances {p. 12) •
• • • the higher the standing in the group hierarchy of a given individual,
the greater are the expectations other group members hold for him. Thus
the higher a subject's status the more his future performance was overestimated by lower ran~ing subjects. Conversely, the lower the standing
in the group hierarchy of a given individual, the lower were the expectations other group members tended to have for him, so much lower in fact
that it was the tendency for higher standing members to underestimate
the performance of the lowest standing member." (p. 13)
6. CONFORMITY AND SOCIAL PRESSURE
Argyle 1 Michael. Social pressure in public and private situations.
abnorm. soc. Psycho!., 1957 1 .§_ii 172-175.
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HYPOTHESES
l • There will be more social influence in the public than in the
private condition.
2. There will be more social influence when the need for
acceptance is aroused.

METHOD
Fifty-two groups of two were set up experimentally, containing
one genuine S and one confederate. The S received standard sets of
written mes sages, in what was ostensibly a discussion of the merits of
a picture.
RESULTS
1. The Ss manifested more social influence when their final
opinion was stated in "·public" to the confederate, than when stated in
nprivate."
2. It was predicted that more influence would occur when the
messages had a •lrejecting" tone than when they were "accepting. •r. This
did .ill21.occur; various explanations are advanced.
Perceived rejection was greater when rejecting messages were received. This effect was most marked in the "private" condition.
Blake, Robert R., Helson, Harry, & Mouton, Jane s. Generality of Q.Q!!_forming behavior. San Antonio, Texas: Air Univ. School of
Aviation Medicine, USAF, Randolph AFB, June, 19 5 7 • (AF 18
(600-916) )

Three significant generalizations can be made on the basis of the
present findings: (1) conforming responses are more frequent with difficult items than with easy ones and (2) with small rather than large
deviations of group opinion from true responses; (3) there is significant
individual consistency in the amount of conforming in tasks having different contents. It thus is seen that conformity behavior is a function of
both situational and personal factors in interaction. Both sets of factors
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must be understood to predict behavior on specific occasions. In this
study several situational factors, including types of group pressures, have
been shown to influence conformity behavior to a marked degree while at
the same time it has been found that extent of conformity also is personality based. Further studies may be expected to advance knowledge
along both situational and personality lines •
Blake, Robert R., Rosenbaum, M., & Duryea, R. Gift giving as a
function of group standards. Human Relations, 1955 1 b 61-73.
Testing the hypothesis that when other conditions permit, the size
of a donation is governed by the amount of contribution presumed to be
"standard" for the group as a whole, the present experiment was designed
to determine the applicability of the concept of group standards for a
situation involving gift-giving. The study was carried out under real life
conditions in connection with the purchase of a gift for a secretary who
was resigning her post.
Fifty graduate students served as the subjects and two additional
graduate students as the experimenters. Each student responded to the
question, "give whatever you'd like ••• "- under conditions that permitted
him to see a clip board carried by the experimenter which showed the
amounts others, presumably contacted before him, had contributed (except
for one condition, where the clip board had nothing written on it but the
words, "amount paidu:). In the four conditions involving standards, different distributions of numbers were presented. Two of them were based
on an average donation of 25 cents; two of 75 cents. Within each of the
two sets of distributions different ranges of contributions were included
to permit investigation of the effect of internal agreement among "others"
on the range of contributions offered.
The hypothesis that the size of contribution is governed by the
size of contribution presumed to have been given by others was confirmed.
Under the 25 cent standard, the average contribution was 32 cents, under
the 7 5 cent standard the average was 63 cents. The amount of variability
contained in the standard did not seem to affect the size of donations received. Questions subjects asked, suggesting that they were seeking
verbal reassurance that they were giving the nright" amount, were also
interpreted as lending support to the hypothesis.
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This behavior is interpreted from two distinct but related points
of view. First, it represents a problem in social motivation. Secondly,
it involves a cognitive act. The motivational question concerns the question of why subjects prefer a solution which makes them appear "typical";
the cognitive problem deals with the question of how subjects go about
assessing the "average" of any number series. The first was dealt with
in terms of the more general theory of conformance behavior, while the
second was approached as representing a problem in the general field of
judgment.
Brehm, Jack, & Festinger, Leon. Pressures toward uniformity of performance in groups. Human Relations, 1957, 10, 85-91.
BACKGROUND

It has been demonstrated that various pressures operate to achieve
uniformity of opinions in groups. Festinger has proposed that some of
these pressures arise from a drive to evaluate one's own opinion and
abilities. He further postulates that, in the absence of physical reality,
a person will ascertain the correctness of an opinion or the quality of a
performance by comparing it with the opinions or performance of other
people.
Three other assumptions are made by the authors:
1. Only comparison with opinions or performance levels similar
to one's own will allow precise evaluations, and, thus:
2 • Whenever there are differences in opinions or ability levels
that are relevant and important in a group, there will be pressures to reduce those differences; and, moreover
3. Anyone whose opinion or performance is highly discrepant from
those of all other group members will be unable to make a precise selfevaluation.
PURPOSE

Prior work dealt with the behavior of Ss who were scoring below
others in the group. The theoretical derivation should apply equally to
people who score considerably above others in their group.
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This experiment proposes to test such evidence of pressures
toward uniformity in 11 high scorers."
CONCLUSIONS

This is an experiment in which, for groups of five subjects, performance reflecting the ability to make accurate judgments of others was
experimentally controlled so that in each group one person scored high
above all the others, another person scored very much below all the
others , while the remaining three clustered closely in the middle.
It was demonstrated that increasing the importance of the ability
for immediate behavior increased the pressure toward uniformity concerning this ability within the group. This increase in pressure toward
uniformity was manifested in:

1 • The tendency to affect the scores of other persons so as to
bring their performance closer to one•s own.
2. The lower confidence of high scorers in the high-importance
than in the low-importance condition in judging how good one's performance is.

Goldberg, Solomon C. Three situational determinants of conformity to
social norms • .L. abnorm. ~ Psycho!., 1954, 49, 325-329.
HYPOTHESES
Conformity is greater when (1) the number of exposures to the
group norm is greater, (2) the group member•s initial distance from the
group norm is greater, and (3) the size of the group is larger.
METHOD
Individuals made private estimates regarding the intelligence of
individuals whose pictures they were shown. In a second session immediately following, Ss again ma<;ie the judgments, but only after having
been informed of fictitious group norms in the prior administration.
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RESULTS
1. Knowledge of a group norm by a subject results in the subject's
conforming to the group norm.
2. Conformity in groups of four are not different than groups of

two.
3. The absolute degree conformity to the group norm is a function
of the distance from the group norm.
4. Subjects conform to the group norm by a constant percentage of
the distance from the group norm.

s.

Conformity occurs within the first few exposures to the group
norm, additional exposures do not increase conformity.
6. Conformity was not generalized but appeared to be highly
situational.
Helson, Harry, Blake, Robert, Mouton, Jane s., & Olmstead, Joseph A.
Adaptability screening of flying personnel: Situational and personal
factors in conforming behavior 1 attitudes as adjustment to stimulus, background, and residual factors. San Antonio, Texas: Air
University, School of Aviation. Medicine, USAF, Randolph AFB 1
56-86 1 September, 1956.
HYPOTHESES
1. Variation in external and/or internal stimuli will modify the
response made to otherwise identical stimuli.
2. A proposition accompanied by strong expressions of agreement
(or disagreement) on the part of other individuals will tend to shift an
individual's response toward greater agreement (or disagreement) as compared with the response made to the proposition in the alone situation.
3. Submissive individuals will be more affected by the expressed
opinions of other members of a group than will ascendant individuals
while average individuals are expected to be influenced by group opinion
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less than the submissive individuals and more than the ascendent individuals. Where anticonformity residuals are very strong, responses in
the group situation may even be inconsistent with responses made in the
alone situation.
4. -when the background opinion is neutral, it is postulated that
there should be no difference between ascendant, average, and submissive
individuals in the attitudes expressed in the alone condition (e.g., there
should be no significant change from alone opinion when background
opinions are neutral with respect to the stimuli).
METHOD

Simulated group technique was used.
RESULTS

"Stimulus, background, and residual factors in interaction have
been shown to modify the expression of attitudes. The fundamental assumptions underlying the present study have been verified: the expression of
attitudes depends upon both situational and personal factors which must
be evaluated simultaneously in order to predict individual behavior.
Group influences, while effective in modifying individual behavior, do
not have uniform results, as shown by the significant interactions found
among stimulus, background, and residual factors. The expression of
attitudes in an adjustment of the individual representing the pooled effect
of these three sources of variance." All hypotheses were supported.
Kelley, H. H. & Shapiro, M. M. An experiment of conformity to group
norms where conformity is detrimental to group achievement.
Amer. Soc. Rev., 1954, 19, 667-677.
HYPOTHESIS

Conformity to a group norm was investigated in a setting where
because the norm is discordant with reality, conformity is detrimental to
the success of the group. Under these conditions members who feel
highly accepted by their colleagues will conform less than members who
feel little acceptance.
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RESULTS
A comparison of subjects in two experimental treatments, intended
to induce different feelings of acceptance, failed to support the hypothesis. However, confirmatory evidence was provided by the relation between
conformity and the individual's actual acceptability, as judged by others.
Among persons who place high value on their membership in a group, those
who are judged to be highly acceptable as co-workers were more likely to
deviate from the norm than members who are not considered very acceptable•
Thibaut, J. w., & Strickland, L. H. Psychological set and social conformity. L_ Personality, 1956 1 25, 115-129.
The purpose of this investigation is to study the differential
effects of conformity pressure on 11 group set" and "task set." Group set
is defined as one in which the person is concerned with achieving or maintaining membership with the individuals whose attitudes are being communicated to him. Task set is defined as one in which the person is
concerned, not with achieving or maintaining a social relationship, but
with achieving or maintaining a cognitive clarity about his environment.
In the latter the person uses other individuals as perceptual or judgmental
instruments for his own perceptual equipment.
It was found that when the psychological set of a group member is
to maintain or achieve membership in the group (group set), he will respond to increasing amounts of conformity pressure by increasing degrees
of conformity behavior. When the group member•s set is primarily cognitive or task-oriented (task set) and he is committed to an initial judgment
and overtly expresses the degree of his confidence in this judgment, it
was found that increasing disconfirmation of his judgment (pressure to conform) will lead to decreasing conformity behavior.
Videbeck, Richard, & Bates, A. P. An experimental study of conformity to
role expectations. Sociometry, 19 5 9 , 2 2 , 1-10 •
PURPOSE

The problem of behavioral conformity is analyzed in terms of role
concepts. Role expectations are seen as forces of varying intensity, differentially applied. Behavioral differences are presented as functions of
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differentials in the strength of the forces represented by role expectations.
Role expectations on the conceptual level are multidimensional. Two
sociological aspects of the concept were distinguished: intensity and
consensus.
HYPOTHESES
1. The frequency with which an act-type is performed will correlate positively with the intensity value as signed to that act-type.
2. The correspondence between act-type frequency of performance
and act-type intensity will increase with increase in consensus on
interact-type intensity.
3. The frequency with which a social object performs that acttype in comparison with other social objects will correlate positively with
the intermember intensity value for that act-type.
METHOD
Six-person problem-solving discussion groups were used. Role
expectations were limited to ten standardized, mutually exclusive, acttypes all of which had positive intensities associated with them. Only
mean values of role expectation and behavioral measures were used. The
behavioral data represent perceptions about behavior rather than contemporaneously observed reports. Fairly long-lived experimental groups were
used.
RESULTS
The hypotheses linking intensity of role expectations with differentials in member performance were strongly supported by the evidence,
while the hypothesis linking one aspect of consensus with variations in
member performance was found unacceptable.
·.7.

ROLES AND ROLE-TAKING

Borgatta, Edgar F. Analysis of social interaction: Actual, role playing,
and projective. _L_ abnorm • .fil?£• Psycho!., 1955, ..fili 394-405.
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HYPOTHESIS

Persons whose relations with others in a group are stable will be
different from those whose relations are unstable with respect to sensitivity and the cues they make available concerning their feelings for
others.
METHOD

Groups, consisting of strangers, were fed artificial information
so as to structure feelings of stability or instability and then placed in
a group-effort situation.
RESULTS

1. If persons in a group feel that those members of the group whom
they like best dislike each other, this tends to make them uncertain and
unstable about their interpersonal relations in the group.
2. Both those who are stable and those who are unstable about
their personal relations reveal something about how much they like others
in how often they talk to them. They tend to talk least to those toward
whom they feel indifferent.
Brown, James C. An experiment in role-taking. Amer. ~ Rev., 1952,
11, 587-597.
This is a preliminary attempt to isolate the effects, in certain
highly structured experimental situations, on the act of role-taking. The
disjunction of the male and female sectors of adolescent culture, as revealed by differential role-taking skill, is studied, using sixteen 13-yearolds of both sexes. The results in part support Mead's role theory, in
that they suggest that males see females somewhat more clearly than
females see males. It is concluded that an unfamiliar situational context
in which the other is perceived will facilitate role-taking by limiting the
number and variety of the possible perceptions of that other.
Byrne, Donn, & Buehler, J. A. A note on the influence of propinquity upon
acquaintanceships • .I• abnorm • .2.Q.Q.• Psycho!., 1955, SI, 147-148.
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PURPOSE
Two recent studies, one by Caplow and Forman (8.mer. Soc. Rev. ,
1950, 15, 357-366) and the other by Festinger and Back (Social pressures
in informal groups. New York: Harper, 1950), suggest that the number of
friendships will increase as the physical distance between the dwelling
place of people decreases and comment upon the almost mechanical
effect of accessibility upon intimacy. The present study is to determine
if seating arrangements in the classroom followed the above trend or
principle.
METHOD
Thirty-three college freshmen psychology students were studied
over a 12 week period. The sessions were 1 hour long, 3 times weekly.
They were first seated alphabetically. At six-week intervals the Ss reported on acquaintanceships and friendships. The percent of neighbor
choices as friends was computed. From the beginning of the experiment,
the choices of neighboring seat occupants rose from 3 to 7 4 percent
(findings).
RESULTS
Functional distances between subjects seemed to exercise a powerful influence upon their becoming acquainted.
Conrad, Dorothy c., & Conrad, Richard. The use of personal pronouns as
categories for studying small group interaction. J.. abnorm • .222.•
Psychol., 1956, 52, 277-279.
ASSUMPTIONS FOR STUDY
1. An individual's pronoun choices express something about his
orientation toward persons, ideas, feelings, and objects.
\

1

2. An individual s total verbal behavior within a given time unit
can be categorized in terms of pattern of pronominal preference.
3. Under conditions of group interaction patterns of pronominal
preference may be expected to express characteristics of the group
relationships.
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SPECIFIC HYPOTHESIS

"To assess reliability, the hypothesis was tested that the difference in assignment of pronouns to categories by two judges is no
greater than the difference to be expected from the assignment of two
samples of pronouns to categories by one judge • • • • Application of
a chi-square technique to a data sample yielded no evidence to require
the rejection of this hypothesis. 11
METHOD

Category
I

you
one
he
she
it
we
they

Samples
I, my, me, mine
you, your, yourself
one, ones•
he, his, him
she, her, hers
it, its, itself
we, our, us, ourselves
they, their, them

Frequencies for individuals and groups were computed as to use
of pronouns by categories.
RESULTS

The authors see group patterns of behavior revealed by patterns or
pronoun use (pronominal preference).
Cottrell, L. S. The adjustment of the individual to his age and sex roles•
Amer. soc.~., 1942, z_, 617-620.
Role refers to an internally consistent series of conditioned responses by one member of a social situation which represents the stimulus
pattern for a similarly internal consistent series of conditioned responses
of the other(s) in that situation. Ability to perform sex role refers to the
relation which behavior bears to some modal pattern expected in a given
cultural group. Twelve propositions are stated based on current study of
role:
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1. The degree of adjustment to roles which a society assigns to
its age-sex categories varies directly with the clarity with which such
roles are defined.
a. The degree of clarity is determined by the proportion
of the social situations in which there are explicit definitions of the reciprocal behavior expected.
b. Clarity of role is reduced by:
(1) Discrepancies between what is given verbally
and what occurs in practice.
(2) Contact with subculture groups which have
different roles for the same age-sex categories.

(3) Inconsistency in the response and expectations
exhibited to the individual by members of his social world.
2. The degree of adjustment varies directly with the consistency
with which others in the situations exhibit to the individual the response
called for by his role.
3. "When there are more than one role to a given age-sex, the
degree of adjustment to the roles varies directly with the compatibility
of the roles.
4. When incompatible roles belong to a given age-sex category,
the degree of adjustment varies directly with the means available for minimizing the overlap of situations calling for incompatible roles.
5. Degree of adjustment varies indirectly with the discrepancy
between the abilities of the individual and those required in the roles of
a given age-sex category.
6. Degree of adjustment to the role varies directly with the extent
to which the role permits the individual to realize the dominant goals set
by his sub-cultural group.
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7. In excessive deprivation or frustration of dominant goal satisfactions, adjustment varies directly with:
a. The extent to which the frustration defines the path to
another role which will lead to satisfaction.
b. 9+'he accessibility of substitute gratification.

8. Adjustment to future roles varies directly with the degree of
clarity with which the future role is defined.
9. Adjustment to future roles varies with the amount of opportunity for:

a. Intimate emotional contact with persons functioning in
the role.
b. Imaginal or incipient rehearsal in the future role.
c. Practice in the role (through play).
10. Adjustment is related to the degree of importance and the
definiteness of the transitional procedures used by the society in designating the change in role.
11. Adjustment varies with the completeness of the shift in the
response and expectations exhibited by the individual in his role.
12. Adjustment to more mature roles is aided rather than handicapped by occasional sanctioned regressions to less demanding roles.
deCharms, Richard, & Wilkins, Edward J. Studies in the psychology of
aggression. St. Louis, Mo.: The Small Groups Research Center,
Social Science Institute, Washington University, July, 1960.
(Contract Nonr 816 (11))
The authors summarize their studies as follows:
1. This paper represents an attempt to analyze and clarify the
conditions for and the mechanisms of change in hostility. The paper
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begins with a discussion of "Aggression as a Motive" (Chapter 1). Here
the broad concept of motive is examined. Generally this term has been
used to designate a class of non-observables which are antecedent to and
explanatory of behavior. It was felt, however, that the difficulties stemming from this usage could be mitigated by a new conceptualization. In
this paper the term motive is used to refer to a construct inferred from
general classes of behavioral sequences based upon similarities between
stimuli, responses, and reinforcing contingencies. The underlying
assumptions made in deriving this conceptualization of motive are discussed.
2. Following the general discussion of motivation the specific
motive of aggression is examined. Aggression, as a motive, is defined
as, ara complex of stimulus-response sequences reinforced by the
avoidance of a threatening stimulus." The basic paradigm is as follows:
environmental conditions associated with negative affect in the past are
perceived by the individual who then experiences fear (or the anticipation
of negative affect): this, in turn, may be followed by the specific avoidance
response of hostility (an attempt to remove the offending person or thing by
hostile attack). In other words, once blocking has led to the internal ·
emotional state of frustration, hostile behavior may ensue. The avoidance
response may be one of either escape or attack. If the attack response
occurs, then the entire behavioral sequence is classified as aggression.
3. Some of the most important work in the area of the psychology
of aggression has been done by Dollard and Miller. In discussing their
contribution it becomes necessary to cope with the central notion of catharsis. One of the major contentions of this paper is that the catharsis
hypothesis as implicitly presented by Dollard and Miller and others is inadequate both theoretically and empirically. In short, it is maintained that
there is no reason to predict that ineffectual hostile responses (which do
not change the threatening stimulus) will tend to reduce the probability of
making further hostile responses.
4. The term "catharsis" is first used in· reference to the Greek
tragedies as a vicarious purging of the emotions of fear and pity. T.he term
also appears in connection with psychoanalysis and the cathartic method of
therapy. Freud, however, seems to have discarded ·the concept in his
'later writings. Finally, the term catharsis has had a recent revival in the
Dollard et al. drive reduction and frustration-aggression models. In this
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context, however, the term catharsis has undergone a limitation in meaning,
so that only reductions in aggression are considered. Specifically, the
catharsis hypothesis as found in the work of Dollard and others can be made
explicit, clear and testable in the following form: the reduction of aggression is a positive function of the number of interpolated aggressive or
ho stile acts.

s. The view is presented in this paper that the failure of drivereduction theorists to distinguish between any hostile response and an
effective one has led to the false appearance of the catharsis phenomenon.
It is one of the major contentions of this paper that the hostile (or other)
responses to the threat will continue until one is successful in reducing
the threat value of the stimulus. The essential weakness in the catharsis
hypothesis is held to be that it does not distinguish hostile responses in
general and effective hostile responses in particular. This relates to the
theoretical point made in Chapter l that for an adequate motivational theory
the complete behavioral sequence must be analyzed and not merely the responses. Furthermore, the question is raised: if hostile responses in
general are reinforced, why don't individuals continue to emit hostile acts,
or, in other words, why do hostile acts cease? The answer is that the
perception of the stimulus changes once again indicating the importance
of studying both the stimuli and responses when we deal with motivation.
6. Four' experiments were presented which deal with some of the
problems in the area of the psychology of aggression. The major foci of
these experiments were the ways in which hostility is reduced and the phenomena of vicarious reduction of hostility. At one point in all four experiments the JS was verbally attacked by a standard stimulus person on a tape
recording and then given a chance to evaluate the attacker. The type of
verbal communication to the attacker allowed the S in the time period between the attack and the final evaluation was the-;anipulated variable.
The types of experimen.tal conditions utilized were as follows: Communication Maximum Restraint (the S was told to communicate only his ideal
self); Communication Medium Restraint (the S was told to communicate a
comparison between himself and the attacker); No Communication (the_§_was
not allowed to communicate at all); Positive Vicarious Communication (the
_[heard a third party make positive comments about.fil.; and Negative
Vicarious Communication (the s heard a third party make negative comments
about the attacker).
-
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7. In the first experiment a reduction in hostility was found for
low self-esteem Ss in the Communication Maximum Restraint and Negative
Vicarious Communication conditions; however, there was no demonstrated
hostility in the communication condition and since only an after-only
measure of hostility was obtained the catharsis hypothesis could not be
tested. In Experiment ll there was a high positive correlation between the
amount of hostility shown in the rejoinder and the amount of residual hostility shown in the structured personality sketch: however, the latter was
only a post-experimental measure of hostility, there was no control group·,
and the stimulus tape was different from that used in Experiment r. Experiment III involved the No Communication, Communication Medium
Restraint, and Negative Vicarious Communication conditions. No differences in post-experimental hostility were found in this experiment.
Experiment IV represented an attempt to replicate as closely as possible
the conditions of Experiment I. It included all the conditions that had been
used in the former experiments and introduced ways of measuring increases
and decreases in hostility. In this experiment a substantial increase in
hostility was found in the Communication Medium Restraint Condition
(where the catharsis hypothesis would predict a decrease). Another refutation of the catharsis hypothesis provided by the data of this last experiment is that the .§.s in the Communication Medium Restraint condition
1

:~~;:e~n at:~ag~:~:~%::fo:if~:i~c;:~a~::!:~~a~~n~~~~:~ i~ri::1:~~ated
from a classification of the §..s by amount of hostile statements evidenced
in the rebuttal, and by whether they showed an increase or a decrease in
hostility, refutes the catharsis hypothesis, that is, the §..s appear to increase in hostility in proportion to the amount they show in the communication to the attacker. All the results of Experiment W indicate that hostile
statements directed at the attacker increase the probability of the occurrence of additional hostile statements.
8. Further data from Experiment N demonstrate vicarious phenomena. When the_Q_hears the attacker called down by a third party, it
affects the S 1 s behavior M if he himself had initiated the rebuttal, i.e.,
he becomes increasingly hostile just as ..§.s had in the condition where
they called down the attacker. There was no support for the selfenhancement hypothesis, i.e., that change in hostility would be related
to attempts to rebuild self-esteem.
9. In an attempt to account for the various results of the four experiments, a discussion of differences in perceived status differential
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between the Ss and the attacker and of differences in the intensity of the
attack is included. It is hypothesized that in Experiment· I the perceived
statu:s differential was greater for low than for high self-esteem Ss. In
Experiment Ill the status differential was larger (so large, in fact, that it
appears to have provided a rationalization for the attack) • In Experiment
N the status differential factor was left vague with the result that instigation appears to be the same for high and low self-esteem S s. The following
assumptions were then made: l) the status differential will be perceived
as greater by Ss with low self-esteem; 2) as perceived status differential
increases instigation increases; 3) as perceived status differential increases inhibition of hostile responses increases; and 4) observed hostility is the resultant of these variables. A theoretical hostility curve was
drawn on the basis of these variables and by making several non-empirical
assumptions about the conditions of Experiments I, III and W, a theoretical rationale w.as made in an attempt to partially explain the various results
of these experiments.

10. Finally a discussion is included on the two types of drivereduction theories; the first concentrating on the internal drive stimuli and
the second on external drive stimuli. By conceptualizing a drive as a
•s:strong stimulus" it is possible to see that only by changing the stimulus,
external or internal, can the drive be reduced or increased. Relating this
_ to aggression (a.phenomenon mediated by external threatening stimuli) it
is clear that if the internal stimuli are dependent on the external stimuli,
then only effective hostile responses which change the stimulus conditions
will reduce the instigation to aggression. Thus, a catharsis hypothesis
which maintains th~t any hostile response reduces instigation, is theoretically untenable. The majqr weakness of the catharsis hypothesis is that
it focuses primarily on the internal stimuli and on the response to aggression.
\

Dibner, Andrews. Ambiguity and anxiety •
56' 165-173'.

.l· abnorm •

.2.2.Q.•

Psycho!., 1958,

HYPOTHESIS
Considering anxiety as a momentary state and not as a personality
variable, anxiety is related to the ambiguity of the presenting situation as
objectively measured and as perceived by the subject.
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PROCEDURE

Four neuropsychiatric patients were given clinical evaluative
interviews by four interviewers. In half the interviews a few clues to
guide the patient in discussing his life were given; the other half was
structured by many clues. Five measures of anxiety were used~ changes
in palmar skin conductance, ratings by a clinical judge reading samples
of interview transcript, the patient1 s own report of tension, and two sets
of indices of disturbed speech.
RESULTS

1. Four out of five anxiety measures showed significant relationships with objectively measured structure.
2. Two out of five showed significant relationships with structure
as the patient perceived it, partially confirming the hypothesis.
fiske, Donald W., Cox, John A., Jr., & van der Veen, Ferdinand. Consistency and variability in peer ratings. San Antonio, Texas:
Personnel Laboratory, Wright Air Development Center, Air Research
and Development Command, Lackland AFB, May, 1959. 0NADCTR-59-37 (1))
Men were brought together in groups of six to work on assigned
verbal or physical tasks. Each group spent four sessions together. The
men were then re as signed to separate groups with which they worked for
four more sessions. At the end of each session, each man rated his five
peers and himself on seven traits. The four evaluative traits were Liking,
Maturity, Breadth of Interests, and Leadership Potential. Ratings on the
descriptive traits -- Number of Useful Ideas, Considerateness, and
Assertiveness -- were based on what the man did in that session. The
men were also rated by six observers. New observers rated the men in
the second group, except for one primary observer who followed the same
man through all eight sessions.
Intercorrelations among the mean peer ratings and among the mean
observer ratings per session yielded the following findings:
1.

A change in the group with which a rater worked was associated
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with a change in the ratings he received. {Evidence is presented to
support the interpretation that this change in rating was primarily a function
of the fact that different raters rated him in the two groups.)
2. The type of task assigned to the group had no important effect
on the ratings.
3. The number of sessions the group had been together had no
important effect on the ratings.
4. No general effects associated with rater role as peer or observer were found. Peer ratings were, however, systematically more positive
than those by observers.
It was concluded that individual differences in rater frames of
reference contribute to the differences between the ratings a man received
in the two groups. In comparison with this effect, such factors as type of
1
task, rater s role, and number of previous sessions have little effect on
ratings under the conditions of this experiment, in which there was only
moderate involvement on the part of the subjects and no opportunity to
compare one's ratings with those made by others.
The difference between self-ratings made after participation in two
sessions was found to vary considerably with the trait rated: traits referring to what the subject did in the session varied more than traits
referring to general impressions. Variability was generally greater in the
first set of four sessions than in the second set.
A total variability score had only a chance number of significant
correlations with a series of scores from personality tests. However, for
each trait, variability showed a negative relationship to level score. It
is concluded that for behavioral tendencies which are rated above average
in strength, variability is negatively related to strength.
The mean ratings of the three descriptive traits received by a subject from co-workers and observers after one group session were compared
with those made after other group sessions. Differences between mean
ratings for the several sessions were found to possess some consistency
for ratings of Assertiveness and Numb~!: g_f. 1lseful Ideas_.
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A compo s ite variability score was related to test scores indicating
low individual a sse rtivene s s and low sociability or need to be with other
people . It is c oncluded that such tendencies, when they are strong in a
subj e ct, exercise c o nstraint s o n the variability of his behavior in group
situations .
Mau sner , Bernard. The effect of prior reinforcement on the interaction of
observer pairs. _r. abnorm. soc. Psycho!., 1954, 49, 65 -68.
PURPOSE AND HYPOTHESIS

It is suggested that one possible determinant of the strength of the
tendency to maintain the former range of judgments may be the degree to
which previously made judgments have been reinforced.
Thi s experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that •rfor any
given type of judgm e nt, if the responses of S have a history of past positive reinforcement they will show l ess tendency to converge than if they
have a history of nonreinforcement or of negative reinforcement."
METHOD

Similar to an earlier study by the same author, 38 undergraduate
college Ss first made judgments of lengths of lines when alone, and then
in pairs. The pairs were so selected that the alone judgments of the two
S s in each pair overlapped minimally . In the alone situation half of the
S s were told that th ey were right on 82 percent of the trials (Group R); half
were told that they were wrong on 82 percent of the trials (Group NR).
RESULTS
The •rMean D Score" (a measure of shift of judgment) was significantly hig her at the • 01 l e vel for Group NR than for Group R. This indicates
a greater tendency for NR Ss to be influenced by their partner's judgments
in the group situation.
Graphical and quantitative measures of direction of shift show that
Ss in Group NR tended to converge toward their partners, Ss in Group R
maintained their f ormer judgment ranges or shifted away from those of their
partners.
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It is concluded that Ss with a past history of positive reinforcement in a given type of judgment are less influenced by their partners in
a group judgment situation than Ss with a history of negative reinforcement.
Mausner, Bernard. The effect of one partner's success in a relevant task
on the interaction of observer pairs • .l· abnorm. soc. Psycho!.,
1954, 49, 557-560.
PURPOSE AND HYPOTHESIS
Based generally on SherifCs studies of judgment in a group using
the autokinetic effect, Mausner, in an earlier experiment, suggested that
covergence in judgment is a function of the summation of two conflicting
response tendencies: (l) a tendency to continue to make previous judgments, and (2) a tendency to agree with a partner.
This experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that "S s will
show a greater tendency to converge in judgment toward partners who have
previously demonstrated success in a related task than toward partners who
have previously demonstrated failure. •r: (p. 5 5 7)
METHOD
Twenty-eight undergraduate college Ss judged the lengths of 100
lines, first alone and then with a confederate of the E. The confederates
had demonstrated failure in a similar task for 11 of the Ss, and hRd
demonstrated success for 17 of them.
RESULTS
The Ss who worked with previously successful partners converged
significantly more (t equals 3 .10; p. < • 01) toward these partners in the
group judgment situation than did the Ss who worked with previously unsuccessful partners.
Olmsted, Donald. Inter-group similarities of role correlates.
1957' 20, 8-20.

Sociometry,

Similarities in role behavior among organized voluntary groups were
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studied in t e rms o f three role-related variables: personal involvement,
sociom e tric s tatus , and duration of membership.
METHO D
The a nalysis was conducted by the assignment of each group member to one of e ight member categories, which were established on the
basi s of thre e dic hotomo us criteria: (1) roles-officer or constituent (2)
rea son for cessation of membership--normal completion or premature withdrawal and (3) two points in time, about six months apart.
RESULTS
Persons in corresponding member categories in the several groups
tended to have similar scores on each of the three role-re lated variables;
office rs t e nded to have greater involvement, higher status, and longer duration of membership than constituents; impending changes in role were anticipated by scores on the measures; and scores on the measures were
related to reason for departure from the group.
Dire ction in difference s of means of subclasses was as expected
in 2 5 of 3 2 instances, and 2 0 of 3 6 expectations were statistically significant. The Task and No-Task samples were similar in tendency in most
respects.
Schroder, H. M., & Hunt, D. E. The role .2f. three processes in determining
responses to interpersonal disagreement. Princeton, N. J., & New
Haven, Conn.: Departments of Psychology, Princeton and Yale
Universities (joint publication), n.d. (Tech. Rept. No. 5; Project
No. Nonr 171-055)
Three conceptual processes--self protection, social accommodation, and self correction--have been described and their role in determining
response modification to interpersonal disagreement evaluated in several
experiments. These processes were developed in order to coordinate the
effects of situational and dispositional factors.
After describing the rationale for these processes and discussing
possible developmental antecedents for each process, a method for
measuring an individual's dispositional tendency for each process was
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described. Based on the assumption that process disposition represents
a lowered threshold toward·those situations "pulling" the process, this
m~asure permitted the definition of extreme process groups.
Two forms of this measure (forced-choice and free-response) were
used in an induction study which tested the assumption that the activation of a process is a joint function of dispositional and situational factors•
The assumption was generally supported for the self protection and self
correction processes, but not in social accommodation. Partly on the
basis of this negative evidence, the forced-choice measure for measuring
the accommodation disposition was revised.
The role of these processes in producing response modification in
a social influence situation was next described. It was hypothesized
that Ss high in self protection would move away from the majority report
or "boomerang"; that Ss high in social accommodation would change toward
the majority under conditions of normative influence; that Ss high in self
correction would change toward the majority under conditions of informational influence. All three hypotheses were generally supported.
Next, the determining role of processes in the maintenance of a
modified response was studied. In the experiment described it was hypothesized that when response modification is mediated by the social
accommodation process that it will be maintained under conditions of surveillance. This prediction was supported.
Evidence was presented to support the hypothesized sensitization
of Ss high in social accommodation to the dimension of source attractiveness. Tentative evidence indicates that Ss high in self correction are more
likely to n:weight" informational elements such as their own competence,
the competence of the source, or the nature of the event.
Implications of the present approach as well as relevant problems
to be investigated were discussed. The relationship of the present viewpoint to that recently presented by Smith, Bruner, and White was considered.
Smith, Ewart E. Effects of threat induced~ ambiguous role expectations
on defensiveness and productivity in small groups. Boulder,
Colorado:- University of Colorado, Group Progress Lab., Tech.
Rept. No. 1, August, 1956.
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This i s a 11 Direct test" (p. 7) empirical study of Sarbin's statement:
A person m u s t move cautiously and uncertainly when role expectations of oth e r s are partly known or entirely unknown (or unknowable).
Role-role and self-ro l e conflicts are likely to follow from ambiguous role
expe ctatio n s . The p e r s isting n e ed for solution of such conflicts may lead
to socially invalid role e nactments."
11

HYPOTHES ES
Two series of h y potheses are stated, both based on the above
quotation -- broad the oretical hypotheses and operational hypotheses.
From Pp. 7 -8 of the subj e ct study:
Specifically, this study is an attempt to test certain predictions
from the th e ory and to determine certain empirical relationships as indicated
in the following set of hypotheses:
l. The greater the number of role enactments, as indicated by the
amount of verbal participation, the less the ambiguity of role expectations.
Thus, the introduction of silent members into a group will produce ambiguity of role expectations.

2. The reduction of the ambiguity of role expectations will result
in a reduction in the incidence of defensive behavior.
3. A reduction in the ambiguity of role expectations will increase
the validity of role enactments. Increased validity of role enactments will
be reflected in increased efficiency of group performance.
4. A reduction in ambiguity of role expectations will result in
increased cohesiveness in the group.
5. A reduction in ambiguity of role expectations will decrease
defensiveness in the group. This decreased defensiveness will be reflected
in higher satisfaction with the group experience.
6. Those individuals whose roles are not ambiguous to other group
members (in this case, those members who are silent) will incur the
hostility of participating group members.
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The operational hypotheses tested in the experiment are:
1. The presence of Non-verbalizing members in a group will
produce:
Decreased task efficiency,
Increased d·efensivenes s J
Increased dis satisfaction with the group experience,
Greater ambiguity of role expectations,
Decreased group cohesiveness,
Hostility towards the non-participators.
2. Decreasing the ambiguity of role expectations in a new group
which contains non-verbalizing members, will counteract the above predicted effects of the non-verbalizing members, resulting in:Increased task efficiency,
Decreased defensiveness 1
Increased satisfaction with the group experience,
Increased group cohesiveness 1
Decreased hostility towards the non-participators.

METHOD
Threat (a continuum from complete ambiguity of the roles of other
members, which would be highly threatening, to complete certainty of how
other group members will behave; complete absence of threat) induced
through use of plants in experimental groups.
One hundred-forty college students were placed in five person
problem-solving groups under four conditions. Task was a variation of
a parlor game -- 40 questions. Each group worked 15 minutes on the task
while an independent variable was introduced and 10 minutes on the task
during which period work productivity was measured.
Independent variables--induction of role ambiguity via two trained
silent plants in five person problem-solving groups and reduction of role
ambiguity by pre-task clarification of the role of plants.
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Dependent variables

Measured~

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

number of problems solved
25 item Likert type ONR scale
15 item Likert type ONR scale
4 Likert type scales +3 to -3
reliability and validity unknown;
anonymously completed ; rated by
subjects
same as (4)
same as (4)
same as (4)

tas k efficiency
group defensivenes s
group sati s faction
ambiguity of r o l e
expectation s

(5) gr oup cohesiveness
(6) intermember attractiveness
(7) intergroup hostility
CONCLUSIONS

1. Problem sol v ing e fficiency was reduced by the introduction of
threat represented by silent plants .
2. Slight incre as e in group defensiveness was a l so shown by above
procedure .
3. Ambiguous r o l e expectation s , e . g ., threat introduced as above
decre ased group satisfacti on , while clarification of plant's role increased
to n ormal l evel.
4.

Group cohesivenes s s i gnificantly reduced by plant procedure.

5. Hostility l eve l significantly higher in group with s ilent plants.
Role clarification made significant decrease in h ostility but not to level of
control groups •
Internal sys t e m o f probl e m solv.ing small groups more sensitive to
introduction of thre at than the external system .
Strickland, Lloy d H.

Surveillance and trust. _h Pers., 1958, 1§_, 200-215.

HYPOTHESIS
The differential s urve illa nce which a s uperordinat e h as over two
subordinates will r es ult in hi s holding differential trust in the m, and in a
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desire to maintain the differential surveillance. It is also predicted that
this differential trust and surveillance will be a function of the superordinate perceiving a differential causal locus for the subordinates' compliance
with his productivity demands.
METHOD
The study employed a simulated supervisory situation with 40 male
undergraduates at the University of North Carolina as subjects. The experimental situation was one in which s--supervisor demanded from two
workers (actually fictitious) a high output on an apparently dull task. He
had the power to check up on (monitor) and possibly punish these workers
for not meeting his output demands, but he had thts power to a far greater
extent over worker A than worker B during an initial series of work periods.
During a second series of work periods, the s--supervisor was allowed to
choose which of the two fictitious subordinates he would have under
greater surveillance. He was also given the opportunity to express the
degree of confidence he had in each of the subordinates.
RESULTS

1. When free to monitor each subordinate equally during a second
series ·of word periodsJ the supervisor monitored more the subordinate who
was placed under high surveillance during the initial trials.
2. Ss showed less trust of the more highly surveyed subordinate
than of the infrequently surveyed subordinate.
3 • A 'Strong tendency 1 albeit not a conclusive one, existed for the
differential monitoring and differential trust to be a function of S's perception of differential causal loci for his subordinates 1 compliance. Subjects who monitored A more than B or trusted B more than A tended to perceive
A's compliance as due to forces outside A, most often in their own application of power. Conversely 1 they tended to perceive the causal locus for
s·•s compliance as ins_ide B; that is, they saw B's compliance as stemming
from some personal desire to do well.
4. Ss saw the subordinate infrequently surveyed on the initial
trials .as -more dependable than the frequently surveyed subordinate.
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CONCLUSIONS
"A supervisor (or any superordinate) cannot know first-hand the
nature of the loyalty of his subordinates until he perceives that they have
had an opportunity to be disloyal. In this experiment, S could perceive
that subordinate B had this opportunity; B had been under low surveillance,
yet he had apparently worked diligently. Subordinate A, on the other
hand, had been under high surveillance by S and, although his work .. efforts were essentially identical with those of B, they were more often
perceived by S as a function of S's own power over him."
"It is submitted that s• s inference about the causal locus external
to A was based more upon lack of appropriate information about Aas motivational state than on any conclusive evidence that high surveillance was
the real determinant of A's compliance. It is obvious that such an inference
from incomplete data may occur in a variety of situations where an individual is called upon to judge some other person(s) on a given trait. If the
previous interaction context has been s uch that the individual has not been
able (or has neglected) to test the existence in another of a needed
characteristic or skill, the individual may be forced to infer that it is not
present and so modify his own behavior. On the other hand, the individual
may need information about another person's possible negative feelings
(like hostility or distrust) or malevolent motivation, but he may have kept
this person under high surveillance to the extent that there has been no
opportunity to display these feelings or motives . If manifestation of these
motives might threaten his position, he may be forced to infer that they are
present and behave accordingly . This strongly suggests that the superordinate should give himself the opportunity to appraise the motivational
characteristics of his subordinates before he has to govern his behavior on
the basis of such an appraisal; moreover , he must be able to locate causality for their beha vior accurately before he is in a position to make this
appraisal . 11
"The supervisor, who presumably is concerned with the degree to
which his subordinates will work without con stant supervision , may bec ome victimized by his own previous supervisory behavior. If his interaqtions with the subordinates have been largely confined to frequent moni toring of the subordinates• work efforts (and this may be an accidental
by-product of the particular supervisory position), then the supervisor has,
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in effect, denied himself the opportunity to obtain relevant information
concerning their unsupervised work efforts. His inferences about the motivation of the subordinates will be shaped by the mode and frequency of his
past interaction with them, and he will tend to perceive the causal locus
for the work efforts of his subordinates as being 'outside' them--in his own
application of power. Such an inference will obviously have consequences
for his future interaction with them, and something like a self-perpetuating
information loss may be the result."
Thomas, Edwin J. Effects of facilitative role interdependence on group
functioning. Human Relations, 195 7, l 0, 3 4 7-3 6 6.
HYPOTHESIS
Thomas defines facilitation as a situation in which things are made
easier for persons in interdependent roles--over against difficulties for
persons in independent roles. With increasing facilitation among persons
in interdependent roles, there would occur for group members; (a) stronger
responsibility forces, (b} greater speed of locomotion toward the goal, (c}
greater emotional tension arising from restraining forces generated by
approaching the limits of ability and by fatigue created by the speed of
locomotion, and (d) greater group cohesiveness.
METHOD
With 160 female subjects in groups of five, miniature cardboard
houses were constructed under strong motivation for 3 0 minutes. Members
of some groups were made interdependent by a complex division of labor.
Others were linked together in interdependence by a common team goal.
Both these were contrasted with some who either did not work with a division of la:bor, or worked toward individual goals.
RESULTS
The hypothesis was supported •. Furthermore, there was evidence
corroborating the assumption that facilitative interdependence produces
effects upon group functioning which, in general, are the opposite of those
produced by hindering' interdependence. The implications of these findings
for creating an optimum degree of facilitative interdependence in practical
situations were discussed.
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Torrance , E . Pa ul . Gro up d ecis ion - making and disagreement. Social
f o rc es ., 1 95 7, ~ ' 3 1 4 - 318 .
PURPOSE
Brie f r evi ew o f th e e ffe ct of d i s agre e ment upon group decisionmaki ng .
METHOD
No spe c ific experiment is reported but reference is made to several
empirical studie s plus a number of reports of actual group-disagreement
situation s .
PERTINENT QUOTATI ONS
" (S eve ral studies) support the contention that the more effective
groups are characteriz ed by greater participation, initially wider divergence
of expressed judgment, and greater acceptance of decisions. 11 (p. 314)
"Re search findings indicate that certain individuals show a generaliz ed willingness to oppose others and disagree when the situation requires
it. In a series of studies of personality requirements for survival, such
individuals were found to produce superior results in the form of more
adaptive behavior in survival situations, wi llingness to take calculated
risks, and unwillingness to accept defeat. 11 (p. 315)
"If willingness to disagree is related to individual ability to adapt,
it is only reasonable to expect that group processes are affected accordingly.
Willingness to disagree has meant the difference between survival and
failure to survive in group situations. 11 (p. 315)

"Willingness to disagree appears to increase willingness to take
calculated risks." (p. 316)
"Deci sion-makers need t o accept the fact that t ask-oriented dis agreement is almost always 1 good . 11 • (p. 317)
11

Perhaps there is a need for a new definition of 'group unity.• I
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submit that what we are looking for is a group that can tolerate disagreements without becoming emotionally involved. A group in which disagreements are not expressed may be the most emotional group." (p. 318)
Vroom, Victor H. Some personality determinants of the effects of
participation • .I· abnorm. ~·Psycho!., 1959, 59, 322-327.
PURPOSE
To determine whether the effects of one aspect of the democratic
leadership process, participation in decision making, varies with the
personality structure of the follower. "The general hypothesis of this study
is that participation interacts with certain personality characteristics of
the participant in determining both attitudes and performance." (p. 3 2 2)
The personality variables thought to be relevant in determining an individuals 1s response to participation are {a) need for independence and (b)
authoritarianism.
"It is important to distinguish between psychological participation,
or the amount of influence he perceives he has on decision-making and
objective participation, or the amount of influence he actually does have
on decision-making." {p. 323) This study is concerned with the personality variable "psychological participation. 11
METHOD
The 108 subjects were first, second and third line supervisors of
the United Parcel Service 1 s two largest plants. Through questionnaire,
m~asures were obtained on the variables: {l) psychological participation;
(2) attitude toward the job; (3) need for independence; (4) authoritarianism.
The fifth variable, job performance, was measured by supervisors' ratings.
rrrhe hypothesis that participation has different effects on persons
with different personality characteristics was tested in the following manner:
the sample was divided into 3 approximately equal groups on the basis of
their scores on each of the personality variables. Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficients were then computed between participation and attitude toward both job and job performance for the entire sample and for each
of the sub-groups. 11 (p. 324)
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RESULTS
T he c orrela t ion between the measure of participation and attitude
toward t he j ob is sign if ica ntly posit i ve , confirming past findings. Significant d iffe r enc es , howeve r, are found between the magnitude of the
corre lati ons for the d iffere n t p e rs o nality groups. As predicted, the most
positive rel at ionsh i ps between psy chological participation and attitude
toward th e j ob a r e fou n d i n those p e rsons high in need for independence
and l ow in aut horitar ian ism. Both correlations are significant at the • 01
level o f c onfi denc e . Th e least positive relationships are found for persons
low in ne e d f o r i nde p e n d ence a n d hig h in authoritarianism; neither of these
correlation s i s s i g nificant differentially from zero.
The correspondence between the findings for need for independence
and authoritarianism suggests the possibility that the measures of these
two variable s have a high negative relationship with one another. This
possibility was t e sted by intercorrelating the two measures. The Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient between authoritarianism and need
for independence is -.11 for 107 Ss. When age, occupational level, and
education are partialled out from this relationship, the correlation is
changed to • 02, indicating that the two measures are independent.
It was also found that the partialling out of the effects of background

variables generally increases the magnitude of the differences between
correlations and provides increased support for the hypothesis of interaction between participation and personality. All of the differences in
correlations are in the predicted direction, and five of the six high-low
differences are significant at the • 05 level.

CONCLUSIONS
The results suggest that an adequate theoretical explanation of the
effects of participation in decision-making should include a consideration
of the influence of personality variables that interact with participation.
They also give support to a situational theory of leadership and indicate
the possible value in simultaneous examination of environmental and personality variables.
The findings corroborate previous evidence that participation
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generally has positive effects on both attitudes and job performance.
Hypotheses are also confirmed that the magnitude of these effects is a
function of certain personality characteristics of the participant.
Authoritarians and persons with weak independence needs may be
unaffected by the opportunity to participate in making decisions.
Equalitarians and those who have strong independence needs
develop more positive attitudes toward their jobs and increase in performance through participation.
Walter, Norman. A study of the effects of conflicting suggestions upon
judgments in the autokinetic situation. Sociometry, 19 5 5, 18,
138-146.
HYPOTHESES

1. When the individual is repeatedly called upon to judge the
amount of apparent movement he will ordinarily tend to maintain the same
norm and reduce the variability of his judgments.
2 • A suggestion which is reasonable, that is, within the limits
of the S's perceptual range, will serve as an anchorage and thereby cause
a shift in norms and a reduction of variability.

3. A suggestion attributed to a source equally as good as a previous source of suggestion, but opposite in direction to the former
suggestion, will create a conflict situation for the individual reflected
by a risk in variability of judgments along with a shift in norms.

4. The discrediting of anchorage points will result in a relative
rise in variability.
.
RESULT.S
All hypotheses were supported.
"It was found further that the largest percentage of situational
differences involved changes in central tendencies {norms) concomitant
with significant shifts in variability. When internal factors were operating
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w ithout th e introduction o f exp erime ntal anchorages, as in the control group,
significant varia bility c hanges were more common than norm changes.
" W hen inte rposed a nc horage s were involved, as in the experimental
group , n orm changes wer e more pre valent than variabi lity shifts.
"Th i s rese a rch is p resent ed a s an experimental contribution
apply ing ' fra me of r e f e r enc e 1 t he ory to the understanding of the effects
of c o nflicti ng prestige factors ."
8.

PROBLEM-SOLVIN G AND DECISION-MAKING

Cohen, Arthur M., Be nnis, Warren G., Wolkon, George H., & Briggs,
David W. Consolidated abstract of six research reports on problemsolv ing g roups: (dittoed, no date, received 1960)
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BACKGROUND
The background and rationale for this series of studies is that
"despite the fact that our society is characterized by a phenomenal degree
of change, a science of change has woefully lagged behind the crucial
phenomena," and that this is especially evident in the field of "group and
organizational behavior." (5, p. 1)
Several factors are conf?idered to account for the deficiency of a
viable theory of organizational change. These are: (1) control of antecedent conditions involving inability to induce change and to measure and
control the induction of change; {2) lack of systematic data: (3) timeunit (time perspective): "The investigator has a limited period of time to
study the phenomena, whereas change may unfold, slowly, over a period
of years, before the full effects could be shown and measured;" {4) size
and generalizability of the human unit; "most theories of social change deal
with large collectives, societies and cultures. It is not obvious that the
dynamics of change are similar for different orders of size. 11
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These are some of t h e obstacles preventing the development of
more valid hypotheses conc e rni ng organizational change, which~ the
maj or interest of th e fifth paper.
It i s propo sed that: 11 C ommunication networks are suitable as a
medium to beg i n such a ta sk . The major substance of the relationships
betw een m e mbers o f any grou p a re the communications among them. Everything must be done through some k inds of channels of communication ,
r egardless of the contents of t he t a sk s involved . A great many studies
have b ee n don e u s ing communicat i o n networks as experimental devices
for contra s ti ng the e ffects of d i ffer e nt types of work structures on the
b e haviors of problem - solv i ng g ro u ps ." (5)
The initial impe tu s t o these s tudies and probably the major jus tification a s a proc e d u r e for s tudying groups in this manner was the belief
that the r e were inducib l e t o pological properties of groups whose effects
could be t es t ed e xpe rim e ntally . How ever , •tthe original Lewinian topological e mphasis ha s di s app e ared ."
The fram e of r e f e r e nc e for the several studies is presented in
stateme nts r egarding the models presented in one of the later papers.

(5)

There i s ba s ically one theme that underlies the model. It is that
past exp e rie nc e play s a s y stematic and important part in the development
o f s y s t e ms of work that groups adopt for solving problems. The anteced e nt condition e x e rt s this influence by affecting the probabilities of
o ccurre nce of s uch syst e ms. The systems that come to be adopted are
not simply transfe rs from the past . They represent the applications of
principle s of co-ordination that w e re previously used. These principles
of co-ordination taken t o g e ther form a design for work which tends to be
deve loped to as great an extent as the limits of the new work environment
allow (a s the n e twork p e rmits). The se applications of principles of organization are made in the fac e o f competing tendencies to develop the systems
which ordinarily are used in the absence of alternative past experiences.
The s uccessful application of principl es, leading to the use of systems
that ordinarily are not ad o pted and would not be adopted were it not for
past experiences , requires that the choices of problem-solving groups be
based on certain rational appraisals of cues of relative efficiency; cues
that are perceived in the e nv ironment, such that e stimate s of re lative
efficiency are formed and less efficient procedures success ive ly eliminated,
until the most highly deve loped w ork d e sign pos s ible comes about utilizing th e principl es i nvolved . 11
11
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PROBLEM
Effects of continued practice on the behaviors of problem-solving
groups.
METHOD
Ten five - subj ect groups of college students were assigned to each
of two experimental conditions (a) wheel, and (b) circl e . Each group tried
to solve a total of 60 proble ms consecutively. Questionnaires were administered after each set of five trials to measure each S's certainty of
an swers, satisfactions with job, with other members, and with th e task,
and perception of leadership. The ta s k and experimental conditions were
designed to approximate the original Leavitt experiment, with the exc epti on
of using considerably longer working periods.
RESULTS
1. Groups of college students cor.tinued to learn, reg ard l ess of
the kind of network in which they worked, for periods considerably l onger
than the results of short term studies led us to expect . In particular, the
times taken to solve problems and the number of mes sage unit s used in the
problem-solving indicated clearly and consistently that groups in both
wheel and circle nets continued t o learn up to about 3 0 trials, after which
stabilization of these measures occurred.
2 • Two kinds of learning occurred: (a) development of a division
of labor in the form of stable answer and information exchanges, and (b)
progressively more efficient operations within such divisions.
3 • Leadership was not agreed upon or recognized at a ll in the
circles. It was a lmost completely prese nt in the wheels.
4. Differences between wheels and circles were not significant
for the variables of satisfaction with j ob , satisfaction with o ther members,
or satisfaction w ith ta sk .
5. When analyses were made according to positions in nets,

- - - - - -- -
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differences o n s ati s faction varia bles were obtained. Central members of
the wheel g r o up s w e r e more satisfied than circle members who, in tum were
more sati sfi e d w ith th e ir j obs , fe llow members and their tasks than peripheral members of th e whee ls. Central members were more certain of their
answ ers t han p e ripheral mem bers, who were more certain than circle subjects . Wh eel g r ou p s , a t the end of a bout 20 trials, developed stable roled ifferentiate d divi s i o n s o f labor. Circl es u s ed on n e arly all occasions
an each-to-a ll p ro b l e m - s o lving syst em with little or no role differentiation.
Study 2
PROBLEM

To provide an account of the kinds of changes in the behaviors of
problem- solving groups that tak e place when their communication patterns
are altered .
METHOD
T en five-member groups of college men were used in each of four
experimental condition s : (a) Circle-to-Wheel (C-W) in which groups had
to try to solve 3 0 prob l ems in the circle and 30 in the wheel network; (b)
Wheel-to-Circle f.;W-C) in w hich groups had to solve 30 problems in the
wheel and then 3 0 more in the circle ; (c) Circle-to-Circle (C-C) in which
groups h a d to try to solve 60 problems in the circle; and (d) Wheel-toWheel (W-W) in whi ch group s had to try to solve 60 problems in the wheel
pattern. Measures were taken of satisfaction with job, with other members and with tas k . M ess age activities were content-analyzed to study
the development of problem-solving systems. The task was the familiar
Leavitt-type one which r e quires all five members of a given group to locate
a common symbol f or each of their problems.
RESULTS

The result s showed that groups which developed chain-like problem
solving systems, when compared with those that developed a circle system
had: (a) a significantly greater emphasis on understanding t he structure of
their work arrangem e nt and organizational planning, and (b) a significantly
greater concentration of organizational planning messages on the part of
one person, leading to the development of l e adership. It was concluded
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that these two organizational factors mediated between past communication patterns and the emergence of particular problem-so lving systems
within present networks. Also, it was demonstrated that satisfactions
were highest when members were released from previously severe
operating restrictions and when they developed efficient problem-solving
systems by themselves. (Two factors were suggested as tentative ex planations for such results: (1) release from network operating restrictions and (2) the perception of challenge and achievement of solution.)
Study 3
PROBLEM

This study was designed to test two hypotheses developed from
the results of earlier studies, above: (1) groups that have had prior
experience in the more efficient and hierarchical wheel networks, and
(2) opportunity to maintain or change leaders in the antecedent whee l networks would lead to significantly greater continuity of leadership when
groups would develop into chains.
Three alternative assumptions about the effects of such changes
were tested: (1) the structure of the present work environment, not the
past nor the change itself, is the important condition affecting behavior;
(2 ) change in and of itself improves problem-solving behavior; and (3)
past work environment differentially affects behavior in present work
conditions.
METHOD

Ten five-member groups of undergraduate college males were Ss
in a Leavitt-type task under four change-in-communication-pattern
conditions' two experimental and two control: (1) wheel to circle patte rn
change; (2) circle to wheel pattern change; (3) circle condition throughout and; (4) wheel condition throughout.
Three types of data were obtained: (1) productivity: times taken
to solve problems and number correctly solved; (2) questionnaire datasatisfactions with job, with other members, and with tas k ; certainty of
answers; leadership; (3) organization: the kinds of problem-solving sys tems that developed.
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RESULTS
Assumpt ion three w a s supported . When problem-solving groups
had their c om m un ica ti on patterns changed, their behaviors depended on
the interaction be t ween past and present networks. Groups performed
best in th e new s ituation s w hen they developed problem-solving systems,
systems of inform a tion and answer exchanges, which most closely approximated the b es t p oss ible network under the conditions of the experiment,
the whee l. In th e ca se of the circle patterns that were changed from
wheels , s uch close approximation required the development of specialized
roles that diffe r e d in t e rm s of accessibility to information and particular
u sage of the channels that were available. These groups (the circles
which had b e en ante ceded by wheels and which developed into chains)
took less time to solve problems and had more correctly solved problems
than had circles that had always been circles. In addition, the wheelcircle groups that developed into chains were more certain of their answers,
more interested in the task . It was concluded that the systematic differences that were found between groups in the same communication
patterns , but which had different work experiences , resulted from organizational developments which were the products of the efforts of participants to apply what they had learned in previous networks, to select the
most efficient m e thods of work and to reduce the ambiguity of new work
environments .
Study _1
PROBLEM
To investigate th e effects of change in communication positions
of members of problem-solving groups on the kinds of organization that
they develop and on their feelings of satisfaction.
METHOD
Using the Bavelas-Leavitt arrangement, each of ten groups of five
subjects was run for 15 trials in a wheel network with an imposed leader,
followed by 15 trials with an e l ected leader (sometimes the same leader
as in the first 15 trials), and then 30 trials in a circle network, in which
measures were taken to determine whether its members organized into
chains, whether they maintained the previously elected chains, and
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whether they maintained the previously elected leader to a greater extent
than the groups that had had no such election opportunity (th e groups in
the previous re search).
RESULTS
Groups in the elective condition developed into chain problemsolving systems, and maintained significantly more of their former l eaders .
Both hypotheses, thus, were supported. The authors explain the special
effect of opportunity to elect (maintain or replace) leaders on continuity
of l eadership on the basis that the imposed leader r epresented the constraints of external authority, and conflicted with the needs of the nonleader members for status equality. The election process changed the
position of the leader from a representative of external authority to a
delegate of the authority of the group. The pres sure to reject former
leaders was thus reduced • • • "The initial unresolved authority problems
between superordinates and immature role relationships of children to
their parentsJ must be changed (resolved) if maturity is to be achieved
and if successful peer relationships are to be developed. Mature group
behavior require s a resolution of the authority problem and the elimination of the basis for impulsive rejection of l eadership . 11 (p. 24)
Studies 5 and
6
--

TOPIC
Study 5 presents certain assertions concerning problem-solving
groups which are, generally, repeated and subjected to a partial test in
Study 6: The later study was designed to test the hypothesis that when
wheel networks are changed to completely-connected networks, groups
will develop problem-solving systems that are identical to those ordinarily developing in wheel networks, i . e ., Central-Hub systems, in which
each of four members sends his information to a fifth who collates it and
sends answers. Thi s hypothesis was derived from a model developed on
the basis of past research (above) on the communication systems established by problem-solving groups . This model was based on the integration of two sets of assertions: (1) assertions about the problem-solving
tendencies of humans, (a) transfer of training, (b ) rationality, (c) reduction of ambiguity; and (2) assertions about the characteristics of com-munication networks and systems, (a) networks define in themselves
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possible sy stems , (b) possible systems have knowable probabilities of
occurrenc e , a nd (c ) possible systems vary in efficiency.
METHOD
I n a Bave l as -Le a v itt arrangement, ten five-member groups of
college men wer e assigned to each of two experimental conditions~ (1)
completel y -connec ted c ondition in w hich members had to try to solve a
total of 60 probl ems , and (2) a wheel-completely-connected-condition,
in which m ember s had to try to solve 30 problems in a wheel and then 30
more prob l ems in a completely-connected network. For all groups, and
for all probl ems , the task w as the same: to try to find the symbol common
to all fiv e member s from six possible symbols. Communications systems
were mea s ured by ana lyz in g the content and direction flow of me·ssages
sent by m e mbe r s .
RESULTS
Gro ups in whee l-completely-connected networks developed centralhub problem-solving sys tems. Groups in the completely-connected network tended to develop each-to-all and not central-hub systems. It was
concluded that additional support for the model has been obtained (in
particular for sub-class 2). When problem-solving groups work in communication n e t works w hich have been changed from one kind to a distinct
other, the kinds of pro blem -solving systems that they develop are influenced in th e following w ay: the selections from the possible systems
are different, through the systematic use of alternative experiences,
derived from the past. Such systematic use is made of alternative experience derived from the past when: (1) the problem-solving systems
adopted in the antecedent networks are more efficient than the ones most
frequently developing in the consequent networks, and (2) when the consequent networks allow for the specialized use of channels in them so
that the principles of organization can be transferred from the past.
Horwitz, Murray, Exline, Ralph V., Goldman, Morton, & Lee, Francis J.
Motivational effects of alternative decision-making processes in
groups. Urbana, Ill.: Bureau of Educational Research, Univ. of
Ill., June, 1953. (Mimeo.) (ONR Contract N60ri-07144)
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PURPOSE
This experiment deals with decision-making between alternative
paths to a goal, with the path fixed.
HYPOTHESES
Eight hypotheses and one sub-hypothesis are given (Pp. 5-7); all
lead to the general hypothetical formulation that satiation will set in more
rapidly, while accomplishing a routine laboratory task, under certain
11
treatments, 11 i.e. , conditions.
METHOD
Two hundred Ss in 40 groups; 8 groups "per treatment" worked
together repeatedly assembling a single jigsaw figure, using swiveled
sticks to put together the figure. A minimum of communication was allowed
and shields protected each S from seeing other Ss in his group . Ss were
male fraternity members at the University of Illinois.
RESULTS
It was hypothesized that satiation would set in more rapidly from
the first to the last (in order) of the following treatments:
"Treatment E) Ss work in cohesive groups , receive information
about actual performance times, are told strong agreement exists in the
way the group sets goals; Treatment D) Ss work with strangers, receive
no information about performance, are told there is strong agreement in
goal- setting; Treatment C) Ss work with strangers, receive no information
about performance, are told there is strong disagreement in goal-setting;
Treatment B) Ss work with strangers, receive no information about performance, receive no information about others 1 goal-setting; Treatment A)
Ss work with strangers, do not set goals (checking the assumption that
activities not performed in relation to goals are most satiating}. 11
Results were reported which show that treatments A through E
significantly affect degree of satiation (a s well as difficulty of decision)
in the order predicted, indicating these group characteristics systematically influence the onset of psychological satiation .
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Ad ditional data were reporte d which demonstrate that the treatment
variations a ffect g r oup p r odu c tivity a s w e ll. These data are not inconsistent w ith a proposed interp reta tion that difficulty of decision leads to
"los s of c onta ct " between goal- setting and actual performance, and thereby to s lower improvement in p e rfo rmance. Significant differences among
treatme nt s wer e found , bot h w ith l eve l of goals set by Ss and with measures
of tim e and a cc u r a cy of perfor manc e .
A s uppl ementary experi ment w as reported which was intended to
fill in th e c onditi on a bsent i n t he five -treatment design: treatment X) Ss
work in c o h es i ve g r o u ps , rec e ive no information about actual performance
times, are tol d str ong a g r ee m e nt e xi s t s in the way the group sets goals.
Our experim e ntal proced ure did n ot s ucc e ssfully prevent inter-member communication i n thi s tr ea t ment, and the results could not appropriately be
compared with th ose o f th e pre ceding treatments. However, the X treatment produc e d th e u nanticipate d findin g that communication among members
can create uniformity o f s atiatio n l e vel within a group, either in the
direction of raising th e l evel o r lowering it." (Pp. 48-49)
McClelland, David C. Ri s k-taking in children with high and low need for
achieve ment. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University, July,
19 5 6. (Proj e ct No. NR 17 2-3 63, Contract N 7 ONR 463)
BACKGROUND
Ba sed on th e r a tionale that "in an extremely safe undertaking at
which anyone can succee d, the p e rson with high "n" achievement can get
little achievement sati s faction out of accomplishing his objective. In an
extremely speculative one, on the other hand, he not only is almost certain
to frustrate his achievement aspirations, he also may feel that if he should
by some outside chance succeed, his success could not be attributed to
his own p e rsonal effort s but to luck or circumstances beyond his control. tr
(p. 1)
"The expe riments to be r e ported here extend the range of risk phenomena to be investigate d from occupational preferences and from performance
under odds to choice of the degrees of risk under which~ person prefers !Q_
operate. •r (p. 2)
Since the theory of achievement motivation states that the motive
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is formed about the ages of 5 to 9, the author feels that Ss of this age
group may demonstrate risk-taking behavior 11 in purer form than later when
subjects have learned all sorts of things about what risks one o ught to
take." (p. 2)
HYPOTHESES
11

Children with high n achievement will prefer moderate risks as
contrasted with children with low n achievement who should show more
variability in risk-taking speculative risks." (p. 3)
METHOD

There were two groups of S s: 2 6 five year old kindergarten children
(13M & 13f) from essentially middle class background , U.S. East Coast
and 32 eight and nine year olds from a 3rd grade class in a Connecticut
manufacturing city. Thus, N=58. Test procedure was divided into two
major parts:
1. The "doodle" measure of n achievement was used to evaluate
the leve l of n achievement expressed-as a score. Two sets of 11 doodles 11
were briefly s how n to the children who were asked to reproduce them.
"The scribbles produced • • • were scored for the characteristics (1 line' •space• - 'form') developed and described in full elsewhere by Aronson. 11
2 • Four risk-taking tasks were used to measure the amount of
risk each child would take: (a) the Lewin "level of aspiration" ring toss;
(b) the tilting maze board, a "commercial children's toy • • • (in which)
a ball is placed at the start of a maze and the child is supposed to roll it
through the maze by manipulating two wheels which control separately the
right-left or up-down tilt of the board. The difficulty is that holes are
punched at various points throughout the maze path • • • 11 ; (c) in place of
the individually accomplished ring toss, a work memory test was given .
They were to write down a list of words (and later) were to duplicate the
list. They could write down as many or as few as they wished. "The procedure was repeated twice, and the score was s imply the number of words
they put down, and also the number they remembered . "
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RESULTS
Pages 6 -11 dis cu ss the reliability and validity of the 11 doodle" test
as a mea sure of .!l Achievement; e . g ., "in short, the evidence tends to
support th e be lief tha t the t ru e reliability of the "doodle" measure of n
Achi evement is so mewh e r e around • 40 as a conservative estimate which
corre cted for h alv i ng the t est comes t o between • 55 and • 60 for the total
score . Such a va lu e is not hig h enough to give one much faith in the test
score for a g i ven individual, but it is high enough to demonstrate that there
is significant i nterna l cons i stency in this measure even in young children
and t o p e rmit u s ing the mea sur e for s tudies of group differences." (Pp.
10-11) {Attention i s a l so invited to the section Pp. 11-16, e.g., "while
chi-square te s t s of s i g nificance are not strictly legitimate ••• ")
11

If w e may acc e pt th e fact for the moment that we are really
dealing with n achi eveme nt in the doodle score, then the obtained relationship to risk-taking b e havior has very important social and economic implications. What it suggests is that countries characterized by a low
general level of n achieve ment will contain a very high percentage of individuals who would b e attracted simultaneously to very safe undertakings
,
(as in traditionalist agriculture) and to fairly wild speculations in which
the gain is v e ry great but the probability of winning very small (as in
lotteries) • On the other hand, they will contain a very small percentage
of individuals w ith hig h n Achievement who will be attracted to moderate
11
risks with smaller gains but with greater probability of success.

The autho rs also conclude: "The development of socially and
economically backward are as by an indigenous class of entrepreneurs may
then ultimately depend on changes in the home and in the pre-school and
early school years, rather than on adult education of the sort usually
supported in foreign aid programs.
"Finally, one may ask why it is that subjects with high .!l Achievement should pre fer mod e rate risks although the data do not admit of a really
definitive answer. At the safe end of the continuum one may speculate
that they take somewhat longer risks than the 'lows' either because their
confidence in their own ability is such that the subjective probability of
success is increased over what it actually is or because their higher
achievement drive would not be sufficiently rewarded by such a 'safe.I
success, or both (cf. 2). At the speculative end of the continuum, they
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may reject some of the more extreme risks taken by the 'lows• either
because failure is more painful to them with their higher achievement
drive or because they may be able to take very little personal credit for
success if it comes in such a lucky enterprise, or both. "
AUTHOR'S SUMMARY

"The relationship of n achievement to risk-taking was studied in
two groups of boys and girls~ one consisting of 26 children in kindergarten, the other of 32 in third grade. The method of measuring n Achievement involved a technique of scoring doodles developed by Aronson • • •
which turned out to be applicable to younger children provided a slight
change was made in the method of combining scores on the separate
determinants to take account of the significantly lower number of identifiable forms in the protocols of the children. This method of assessing
achievement motivation seems to be reasonably adequate since it showed:
internal consistency, mean increases in determinant scores with age, no
relationship to I. Q., a significant r elationship to risk taking in both
groups te sted , as predicted from previous research and theory on the
achievement motive, and the capacity to discriminate those s ubj ects who
did well in a card-sorting task from those who did not. Confirmation of
a tendency found by Knapp • • • for subjects with high n Achievement to
prefer blues and greens over reds and yellows was also obtained suggesting
that color may be an additional determinant that can be added to the use
of lines , space, and forms which currently goes to make up the doodle .!!.
Achievement score.
"With both groups of subjects individuals with high!!. Achievement
(as measured by the doodle technique) tended to take moderate risks while
subjects with low n Achievement preferred significantly more often either
very safe or very speculative ent erprises . The possible psychological
reasons for this association and its implications for the development of
backward countries are briefly discussed. 11 (p. 20)
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C.

COMM U NICATION AND INFORMATION

Albert, Robe rt S . P sychol og ica l and communicative processes contributing
to panic b e havior. _I. soc . Psycho!., 1956, 44, 73-81.
Pani c - b e havior is a f u n ction of a highly stressful situation
characte ri z e d by th e pr es e nc e o f a sudden threat to the individual (or group)
which occur s w ithi n a short s pan of time. This threat if unchecked or not
solved i mm e d iate l y w ill h ave irre vocable, long-term consequences upon
the en s uing b eha vi01- o f t he participants. Therefore, the behavior that
occurs soon es t aft er t he p e rc e ptio n of threat is of the nature of problemsolving a nd t he ma inte nan c e o f the status quo against loss of either a
physical or socia l-p sychological nature . This problem-solving behavior
is complicate d b y th e p e rception of alternative solutions, their ambiguous
consequences , and i s hind e red by unintelligibility within the communication process . Thi s l as t con dition becomes increasingly important as the
interdepend e nc y o f a ll the participants increases, or participants become
more isolate d from the main body of persons involved within the threatening
situation.
Implicit are c e rtain implied characteristics of the behavior per se.
Panic-behavior its e lf will be characterized by a high state of anxiety and
erratic and sometime s random behavior, i.e., behavior that is not based
upon a consistent and coordinated plan of action. Panic behavior is further
characte rized by the taking of risks (especially toward the later portions
of the situation); and a high rate of irrelevant communication directed
toward persons othe r than those nearby in spatial proximity and immediately involved, regardless of these persons• particular bearing on the individual's position, e . g ., e lliptical statements, swearing, cries, holophrastic sentences, and other verbalizations that do not convey any clear-cut
referent-meaning to the auditors (as distinguished from the expression of
emotions).
Brodbeck, May. The role of small groups in mediating the effects of propaganda. L· abnorm. soc. Psychol., 1956, g, 166-170.
HYPOTHESIS
If the strength of an individual's conviction is merely weakened by
propaganda, then the effect of the propaganda tends to be nullified by later
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Participation in free-discussion situations since he seeks out tho se who
oppose it. To be effective, the communication must be persuasive enough
to cause complete conversion, for in this case he tends to seek di s cu s sion with others who support the propaganda and reinforce its e ffect.
METHOD
One hundred-sixty Ss, 80 experimentals and 80 control s , we re
studied in 20 groups of 12 to 15 Ss per group. Ss were male underg raduate
and graduate, and female graduate students at the University of Minn e sota.
Experimental sequence was:
1. Ss completed questionnaire stating their opinion and level of
confidence on an issue (e.g., use of wire tap evidence by government);
is sue;

naire;

2 • Ss were then exposed to propaganda supporting one side of the

3. After such exposure they again filled out the opinion question-

.
4. Ss listed on a choice questionnaire their first, second and
thrrd choices of people present, whose views were made public, whom
they would like to listen to or speak with on the is sue;
5 • The entire group engaged in open, free discussion of the is sue;
6. After the discussion, the opinion questionnaire was again
filled out.
The following Measures were obtained and used:
1. Initial attitude toward wire tapping, and degre e of confidence;
2. Attitude toward wire tapping, and degree of confidence, after
hearing speech;
3. Pre fere nces (first, second, and third choices) for both
listening and speaking;
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4. Final attitude toward wire tapping 1 and degree of ·confidence,
after free discussion.
RESULTS
Of the 8 0 experimentals 1 2 8 indicated a decrease in confidence.
Two were discarded. Final data are based on 27 E's who indicated a
decrease, 51 E 1 s who did not, and 75 controls.
The basic data for testing the main hypothesis were the number of
choices of listening partners who agree with themJ made by the individuals in the groups composed of E1 s who indicated a decrease in confidence and of controls. The behavior of the other E group members, who
disagreed with the speech but who indicated no loss of confidence, can
be expected to lie between that of the other E1 s and the C's, and this was
the case: The difference between the frequency with which E1 s and C's
assigned their first choices to their own side is significant at the 7 percent
level of confidence, when tested by chi-square. The same test, applied
to frequencies based on first or second choices or both, shows the difference to be significant at the 6 percent level (both 2-tailed tests).
A statistical comparison was made between Ss who showed either
no change in confidence from the second to the third questionnaires 1 or
only partial recovery, on the one hand, and those who show complete or
over-recovery after the discussion, on the other. By exact 2-tailed probability test, the difference between E1 s who chose agreers and E1 s who
did not do so is significant at the • 03 level. The difference between the
former and the C 1 s is significant at better than the • 01 level of confidence
when tested by chi-square. "Clearly, the E1 s who chose people on their
own side are strongly affected by the discussion while all other subjects
are relatively indifferent to it. Both the differential influence of the discussion on the E 1 s who chose those who agree with them and the direction
of this influence are as predicted by the hypothesis."

CONCLUSION
The hypothesis that free group discussion participation tends to
counteract the influence of propaganda is supported by the data.
Cohen, Arthur R. Upward communication in experimentally created hierarchies. Human Relations, 1958 1 11 1 41-53.
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It might be expected that two low-rank groups w ill differ along
these lines: a low group for whom upward mobility i s po ssibl e should
make active efforts to produce good relations with high s ; whereas a low
group for whom upward mobility is not possible s hould be more withdrawn
and more careless in its attitude toward high s . Though the two low g roups
are often treated alike, there is good evidence that th ey differ in the above
manner. However, it would seem that the statu s inductions pre vented
these differences from emerging sharply and therefore obscured the notion
that persons in hierarchical situations behave in a fashi on facilitative
of need satisfaction.
The purpose of this report is to help clarify th e differe nces between the two groups of low rank.
METHOD

It was felt that an induction that stressed the l ows ' lack of power
(i.e., inabilitytocontrolownand others• need-satisfaction) as well as
lack of status, and made their mobility dependent upon the highs, would
bring about a sharp separation in the behavior of the two low groups and
thereby serve to highlight a more instrumental view of upward communication.

This was a laboratory experiment with post-experimental questionnaires.
CONCLUSIONS

When rank in a hierarchy is defined in terms of power or control
over need-satisfaction as well as general status, those of low rank who
can move upward communicate in a way guaranteed to protect and enhance
their relations with the highs who exercise that control; those with low
rank for whom upward mobility is impossible have less need to communicate to the upper level in such a friendly, promotive, and task-oriented
fashion.
This difference may not be clearly seen when the hierarchical
structure is defined only in terms of status differences. When defined
in terms of power as well, these differences emerge, and help give a
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pictur e of upward communication in a hierarchy as more than merely
serving as s u bs titute upward l ocomotion but more generally as facilitative
of need- s ati s fa ctio n .
C olema n , Jan e t F . , Bla k e , R. R. , & Mouton, Jane S . Task diffic ulty and
confo rmity pressures . _.I. abnorm . soc . Psycho!., 1958 , .§1,
1 20 - 1 22 .
Th e purpose of t h i s s tudy is to determine whether conformity
p r essures are mo re e asily exerted whe n subj ects are less adequately informed re g ard ing the c orrect response .
The ta sk involved 1 2 items embedded among a total of 35 questions .
Three persons were planted in groups of four and made both right a nd
wrong answer s t o all questions except the 12 test questions . To all of
t hese th ey made an a g r eed w r ong answer. The test participant was asked
to respond to each question after the "planted" three had answered.
It is fo u nd that when the person is unfamiliar with the c orrect
a nswer suppl emental e xternal information is more frequently employed a s
t he basis of his re spo n se .
Deutsch , Morton , & Gerard , Harold B. A study of normative and informational socia l influences upon individual judgment . ] . abnorm . soc.
Psycho! ., 1 955 , 51, 629-636 .
PURPOSE

T o consider two t ypes of social influence , " Normative" and
Informational. " Normat ive social influence is a n influence to conform
with the positive expectations of another . Informational social influence
is an i nflu e n ce to accept information obtained from another as evidence
a bou t rea lity .
11

HYPOTHES ES

I.
N ormative Social Influence upon individual judgments will be
greater among i ndividual s forming a group than among an aggregation of
i ndividu a l s w h o do not compose a group .
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II. Normative Social Influence upon individual judgment w ill be
reduced when the individual perceives that his judgment ca nnot be i de nti fied or, more generally, when the individual perceive s n o press ure to
conform directed at him from others.
ITI. Normative Social Influence to conform to one 1 s own judg ment
will reduce the impact of the normative social influe nc e t o c onf o rm to the
judgment of others.
IV. Normative Social Influence to conform to one ' s ow n judgment

from another as well as oneself will be stronger than norm a tive s ocial
influence from oneself.
V. The more uncertain the individual is about the correctness of
his judgment, the more likely he is to be susceptible to both Normative
and Informational Social Influences in making his hypothesis.
VI. The more uncertain the individual i s about the correctness of
the judgment of others, the less likely he is to be susceptible to informational social influence in making his judgment.

METHOD
One hundred-one college students from New York University psychology classes were used as subjects in an experiment developed by
Asch (in Guetzkow (Ed.) Groups, Leaders hip and Men; Pittsburgh, Penn.:
Carnegie Press, 1951) in which: (a ) Ss are instructed that they are participating in a perceptual experiment, wherein they have to match accurately
the length of a given line with one of three lines; (b) correct judgments
are easy to make; (c) in each experimental session there is only one
naive S, the other participants, while ostensively Ss, are, in fact,
" s t ooges" who carry out the experimenter's instructions; (d) each participant has to indicate his judgments publicly; (e ) on 12 of the 18 perceptual judgments the stooges announce wrong and unanimous judgments;
the errors of the stooges are large and clearly in error; (f) the n aive S
and the stooges are in a face-to-fac e relationship and have been previously acquainted with one another. Several variations in the Asch experimental
situations were made, the most important of which were that stooges were
unknown to the Ss prior to the experiment; in the "anonymous" situation
Ss were separated by partitions preventing them from seeing each other
and no stooges were used; two self-commitment" variations were used:
11
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(a) jud g m e nt s written o n un sig ned paper later thrown away and (b) judgment s wri tt en on p ate nt " mag i c pad " and later erased.
RESULTS
Da ta a r e b a sed o n e rrors made by Ss in direction of stooges•
errors:
Hypoth es i s I. Su p ported by evidence that the average member of
the group mad e mo r e t han tw ice as many errors as the comparable individual w h o d i d not p a rticipate in the task as a member of a group.
Hypoth e si s TI. Strongly supported by comparison of anonymous
and fac e - to - face data even when consideration is given to the interaction
of commitm ent (no . public, self) with anonymous-face-to-face comparisons.
Hypoth eses III and N. The public and the self-commitment varia tions markedly r educe th e socially influenced errors in both the face-toface and anonymous situations providing strong support for III. The
information relating to N is ambiguous.
Hypothe ses V and VI. S s were l ess influenced by the judgments
of others when th e judgments of others were made on a visual rather than
a memory basis; the differ ences between the visual and memory series
were reduced or di sa ppeare d when Ss wrote down their initial, independent
judgments . Being exposed first to the memory series rather than the
visual series had th e effect of making the Ss more susceptible to social
influe nc e upon their judgments throughout both series of judgments. Thus,
having once given in to social influence (and it is easier to give in when
one is l ess certain about one's judgment), the Sis more susceptible to
further social influences . The results thus support the fifth hypothesis.
VI was not te sted in this e xperiment.
CONCLUSIONS
The
concerning
the type of
"Normative

central thesis of this experiment was that prior experiments
"group" influence have only incidentally been concerned with
social influence most specifically associated with groups:
socia l influence."
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The results indicate that even when normative social influence
in the direction of incorrect judgment is largely remov ed , more e rrors ar e
made by Ss than by a c ontrol group making their judgments when alo ne .
Thus, Ss, even if not normatively influe nced, may be infl uenced by the
others in the sense that the judgme nts of others are taken to be a more or
less trustworthy source of information about th e o bj ective r ea lity wit h
which he and the others are confronted .
The experimental results indicate that when a group situation is
created, even when the group situation i s as trivial and a rtificial a s it
was in these experimental groups, the normative social influences are
gros sly increased, producing considerably more e rrors in indivi d ual
judgment.
The implications of this result are not optimistic for tho s e who
place a high value on the ability of an individual t o resist grou p pressures
Which run counter to his individual judgment.
However, the findings in regard to the commitment v ariations
suggest that normative social influences can be utili zed to buttress a s
well as to undermine individual integrity. 11 Groups can d e mand of their
members that they have self-respect, that they v alu e their own e xperience that they be capable. of acting without s lavi sh regard for popularity. 11 ' (p. 63 5)
Fe stinger, Leon, & Carlsmith, J. M. C ognitive consequences of forced
compliance.]. abnorm. soc. Psychol., 1959, 58, 203-211.
J:!¥POTHESES
1 If a person is induced to say something which is contrary to
his priva;e opinion, there will be a tendency to change hi s opinion so that
it will correspond with what he has done or said.
The larger the pressure u sed to e licit the overt behavior (beyond
the mini~um needed to elicit it), the weaker will be the above -mentioned
2

tendency.
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METHOD
U s i ng l abor atory c onditions , Ss were s ubj ected to a boring experience and then p aid t o t e ll someone that the experience had been
intere s t i n g a nd en j oya b l e . The amount of money paid varied in amount.

RESULT S
Th e r es ult s s tro n g ly c o rroborate t he hypotheses.
Fe stinge r , Leo n , & Thibaut, John . Interpersonal communication in small
group s . _l. a bno rm. s o c. Psycho!., 1951, 46, 92-99 .

HYPOTHESES
Th e volum e o f communication between two persons is a function
of the magnitude of th e d i screpa ncy between their opinions. Since extre m e opinio ns are mo s t discrepant from all the other opinions$ we would
therefor e predict that most communications should be directed toward memb ers who ho l d extr eme points o f view .
l.

2 . On the basis of (1), where the formation of subgroups is possible there wi ll be l e s s communication directed toward the extremes of the
experimental group . Since the heterogeneity condition provided more basis '
for subgr oup formation than d id the homogeneity condition, we may expect
great er decr eases in communication toward the extremes in the former as
s ubgroup s are given time to develop .

3 . As pressure toward uniformity increases , both pressure t o communicate and r eadiness t o change a lso increase . Since both of these
factors are conducive to change, there should be increasing change toward
uniformity of opinion as the pressure toward uniformity increases .
4 . If s ubgro up formation is seen as possible , the readiness to
change when influence is exerted should be l ess than where no subgroup
formation i s possible . In addition , in the former case there i s less actual
exertio n of influ e nc e o n the extreme opinions in the group. Both of these
fa ctors should c ombine to produce l ess change toward uniformity in the
heterogeneit y than in t h e h o mogeneity conditions .
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METHOD
The variables (1) amount of pres sure toward unifo rmity exi s ting in
a group and (2) the degree to which the members p e rc e ive d th e g r o up as
homogeneously composed, were manipulated expe rim e ntally in a l a boratory
setting of a discussion group.
RESULTS
The results strongly support the theoretical hypoth ese s a nd may be
summarized as follows:
1. When there is a range of opinion in the group , communications
tend to be directed toward thos e members who s e opinions are at the extremes of the range.

2. The greater the pressure toward uniformity and the greater the
Perception of homogeneous group-composition, the greater is the tendency
to communicate to these extreme opinions.

3. The greater the pressure toward uniformity and th e greater the
Perception of homogeneous group-composition, the greater is the actual
change toward uniformity which takes place.

Gibb, J. R. Factors producing defensive behavior within group s . Boulder,
Colo.~ Group Process Laboratory , Univ. of Colorado, Aug., 19 56 .
(Final Tech. Rept., Contract No. Nonr-114 7 (0 3 ) NR 170-226, 1
Oct. 1953 to 31 Aug. 195 6)

W

NATURE OF DEFENSIVE BEHAVIOR

"Evidence continues to accumulate indicating the heuristic value
of a concept of tgroup defenses. 1 "
When performing a task, a group tends to act as if it s activities
were collectively oriented toward defending itself against e xternal attack ,
overwork, inter-member disharmony, over-individuation , or over-organization. This apparently systematic, semi-organized, and often seemingly
unconscious activity of a group exhibits certain similarities to the opera tional functioning of what has been called individual "defenses."
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THE
--

DETERM I N ERS O F D EFENSIVE BEHAVIOR

--

G ibb h a s r e view e d the literature and finds that, "dependent
var ia b l e m e a s u r e me nts " h a v e bee n made in experimental situations in
o rder t o (a ) t es t t h e po t enc y of i nt ernal a nd situational determiners of
d efen s i ve b e h a vio r ," (b) determi ne other d ependent variable correlates
of d e f ensive b e havior; a nd (c) make qualitative observations of the nature
of a n y m a nife s tatio ns of g ro up d e fen s es. The conclusions of his review
may b e s u mmari zed:
l. G ro up S i ze . Defen s iven e ss increases and relative productivity d e cre a ses w ith s i ze o f t he group.
2. D i s p a rity o f Ro l e Ex pe c t ations. The failure to confirm role
e x p e ctat i o n s ca n b e int e rpre t e d as a me chanism to account for the increase
of thre a t a n d incre as e o f d e fe nsive ne ss in several of the situations conc e rning w hich exp e rim ent s have bee n conducted. An abrupt change in
leade r s tyl e fr o m a "fre e " t o a "re strictive" (or vice versa) manner tends
to produc e f a ilure t o c onfirm membe r expectations as to leader role and a
resultant di s ruptio n o f internal group processes.
3. Ro le D e privation. There is evidence that the induced deprivation of c e rtain critical role s in proble m-solving groups leads to disruption.
The pres e nce of pro ductive roles at critical times in the problem-solving
sequence t e nds t o produce e ffective group action. Absence of critical
roles (initiating, r egulating, informing, supporting, and evaluating) leads
to internal disruption of the proble m-solving process. Present evidence
indicates that the regulating and supportive roles are particularly critical
in this regard.
4. Polarization. When opposing forces in a group field are relatively even (polarization), internal disruptive processes are brought into
action, the problem-solving process is decelerated, perceptual sensitivity
is diminished and group productivity is diminished unless counter forces
toward group locomotion are set into play . Evidence seems to indicate
that it is possible to produce group polarization by composing the group of
polarization-prone individuals by planting trained individuals to maintain
polarization and by differential instruction-sets given to group members.
It is probable that under c e rtain conditions polarization leads to reality
testing, forced examination of problem-solving alternatives , and resultant
creativity and increased group productivity.
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5. Heterogeneity of Group Composition. Pres ent e v i de nce
suggests the possibility of composing groups in such a m anner t hat personality-based heterogeneity of composition will r e duce d e f ens iveness
and, alternatively, that it is possible by using other p e r sona lity variables
to produce groups in such a manner that such heterogeneity w ill increase
defensiveness.
Haire, Mason.

Psychology in management.

New York:

McGra w -Hill,

1956.
TECHNIQUES OF COMMUNICATION
" ••• the greatest single aid of communication would probably be
learning to tailor information on the basis of the recipients 1 organization
of the situation. 11 (p. 88)
"Another method that would probably improve communications
would be to transmit information in small units. A large organized mass
of material tends to threaten existing patterns in the listener and so may
be rejected. Small units transmitting little by little carry the same mes sage
over a period of time without the same likelihood of rejection. Cumulatively they may effect the change • • • " (p. 8 9)
"The importance of finding out what the li stener has heard has
come up repeatedly. As a check on what was, in fact, communicated, it
is essential for the communicator to provide an opportunity for 'feedback"
from the recipient • • • • One of the most effective ways to provide for
feedback, and at the same time an effective technique for communication
is to provide an opportunity for ~rticipation on the part of the recipient."
(p . 89)
Krulee, G. K., & Sinclair, E. J. Some behavioral implications of information theory. Washington, D. C.: Tufts College Project, Naval
Research Laboratory , Feb., 1953.
PURPOSE
To summarize the first of a series of studies on the relevance of
information theory to the study of decision-making processes of human
operators.
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METHOD

Fo ur exp e ri ment s o n the a bility of subjects to sort cards into categories wer e c om p l e t ed , a nd the various tasks performed were analyzed in
terms of i n formation theory .
FINDINGS
l. T he ti me r e quire d for sorting a deck of cards increases as the
number of categori es (amount of information processed) is increased.
2. Th e perfo rmance of subje cts seems to be a function of the
number of categories the operator thinks are relevant, even though this
numbe r may b e larg er than is actually required.
3. Anticipatory information which enables the subject to eliminate
certain po ss ible categories from consideration reduces the amount of
information processed and th e c omplexity of a given task.
4. VVhen irrelevant information must be processed, the nuisance
value of this information can be minimized by the provision of a simple
perceptual cue which enables the subject to treat this information as one
category instead of several.
Lanzetta, Jo hn T. Group learning and communication as a function of task
and structure 11 demands. 11 j. abnorm • .§29_. Psycho!., 1957, .§.§.,
121-131.
PURPOSE

This study extends earlier experiments on the relationships between
communication structure and group performance in an information processing
task. The focus was on changes in error performance and certain aspects
of communication behavior a s a function of practice under several levels of
"demand •r imposed by the group•s communication structure and the rate of
change of information input to the group.
METHOD

Two structure conditions were used. In t he Low Autonomy Structure
(LA) each S had two controls for which none of four necessary instrument
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readings was directly available . In High Autonomy Structure (HA) each S
had two controls for which all but one of the requi site in stru ment r eadings
were available in his booth. Thus, in the LA structure , each S was de pendent upon the other group members for all hi s r e quir ed info rmation
while in the HA each S was dependent upon external sources for only one
reading.

RESULTS
1. Mean error performance and l earning rate wer e a function of
both communication structure and input load w it h better p erformance and
faster rates for low demand condition .
2 . There was no evidence for d i scontinuities in th e l earning curves
for any of the conditions and by inferenc e no evidence that " insightful "
reorganization occurred , even und er low demand conditions .
3 . All three aspects of communication behavior mea s ured (ave rage
number of messages transmitted , average l ength of mes sages , and proportion of the trial interval spent in communication) varied with communication structure, but only the last varied with input load . Groups appear
to learn to "pack" more information in a fixed inte rval with practice .
However, there were no differences between conditions in the rate of
change of communication behavior.
Apparently, left to themselves und e r constant situational pres sures, groups modify their behavior at a characteristic rate which is
independent of the demands placed on them.
Leavitt, Harold J. Some effects of certain communication patterns on group
performance . j .. abnorm . soc . Psycho l., 1 951 , 46, 38 - 50 .

PURPOSE
(1) To explore experimentally the relation ship b e tw een the behavior
of small groups and the patte rns of communication in whi ch the groups
operate. (2) Further, to consider the psychological conditions that are
imposed on group members by various communication patterns, and th e
effects of these conditions on the organization and the behavior of its
members.
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METHOD
Sma ll g roups of c onstant size were used, using two - way written
communica t ion and a ta sk that required the simple collection of information.
RESULTS
l. Th e m aj o r b e havio ral diffe rences attributable to communication
patte rn s wer e d iffer e nc es in accuracy, total activity, satisfaction of group
membe r s , e m e r genc e o f a l e ade r, and organization of the group .
2 . The p os ition s w hich one occupied in a communication pattern
affe cted th e ir behavior while occupying that position. One' s position in
the group affe cted the chances of becoming a leader in the group, one1 s
sati sfac t i o n w ith one 1 s job and w ith the group, the quantity of one's activity , and th e e xte nt t o which one contributed to t he group' s functional
orga nizati on .
3 . Th e characteristic of communication patterns that was most
clearly c o rre late d with b ehavioral differences was centrality. Total pattern
differences in behavior seemed to be correlated with a measure of centrality l abe l ed the p e riph e rality index . Positional differences in behavior
seemed to b e corre lated w ith th e positional peripherality indices of the
various positions w ithi n patterns .
Miller , George A. Communication and information as limiting factors in
group format i on . In Symposium on preventive and social psychiatry.
W ashington , D. C.: Walter Reed Army Institute of Research , u. s.
Print. Office , 1 957 .
The process of communication is es s ential to the very existence of
a social group . But communication i s expensive and there are limits on
our tim e and our a bility to maintain a d e quate communication with every member. Thu s w e pre fer to talk and work and live in small groups . On occasion s w h en we cannot avoid the l arger groups , we try to organize them , or
our conception of them, in s uch a way that we can deal with them as we
dea l with smalle r groups . Thu s our various ways of processing information-grouping , categorizi ng , e valuating, abstracting , organizing , naming --all
l eave their special mark on o ur social be havi or, and the narrow limit of our
cognitive span casts a pal e shadow of thought over all our fellow men.
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"Actually, a single group may have several s tructures simu l taneously. Thus, we speak of the communicati on structure , t he power
structure, the sociometric structure, or the locomotion struc ture of a group .
The 'who-to-whom• matrix is one way of looking at th e c ommunic a tion
structure of a group. When groups become formally orga nized , the com munication network connecting the various members may become m uch more
explicit and limited than it is in a discussion group. T he powe r structure
of a group is determined by who can give orde rs t o whom . I n info rmal
groups a certain limited amount of power may be invested spontaneously
in someone who acts as a leader. 11 (p. 5)
Mills , Judson, Aronson, Elliot, & Robinson, Hal. Selectivity in exposure
to information. j. abnorm. soc. Psycho!., 1 959 , ~ 250-253 .
PURPOSE

Based on Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance, the authors
believe that: "Just as a person should tend to seek out information which
he expects to contain good features of the alternative he has chosen and
should avoid positive information about the r e j e cted alternative, h e should
also tend to avoid information which he expects to give bad features of
the chosen alternative and should seek out information that contains nega tive features of the alternative he rejected. 11
HYPOTHESES
l. Following a decision, persons tend to seek out information that
favors the chosen alternative and to avoid information that favors the rejected alternative, i.e., they prefer positive information about the chosen
alternative to positive information about the rejected alternative, and prefer negative information about the rejected alternative to negative information about the one chosen.

2. The more important the decision, the greater is the subsequent
selectivity in exposure to information.
METHOD
College students were given their choice of the kind of examination
they were to take. The importance of the decision was varied by telling
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some g r o up s that the e xamination would count greatly toward their course
grad e and other g r o up s that it would count very little. After they made a
decisi on , S s wer e pre sented with a lis t of fictitious articles about the two
alternativ e t y p es of examinati ons and were asked to indicate which articles t hey pre f e rred t o r e ad . For some groups , each of the articles appeared
to contain p os itive information about one or the other of the two kinds of
examinations ; f o r th e other group s , each article appeared to contain negative info r mati o n .
RESULTS

Wh e n infor mation was positive, articles about the chosen examination were pref erred . When the information was negative, articles about
the two k inds of e x aminations were e qually preferred. The importance of
the deci sion did not i nflu enc e selectivity . The results are explained, by
the author s , a s r esultant from the combined operation of two tendencies:
(a) that p e r so n s t e nd t o see k out information that supports their choice and
t o avoid discrepant information , and (b) that persons seek more information
about the alternative they have chosen.
Raven, B. H. Social influence on opinions and the communication of
related content. j. abnorm . soc . Psycho!., 1959, ~' 11 9-12 8 .
PURPOSE

(1) D e t e rmination of the effects of group pressures on opinion,
where opinion was to r e main private . (2) Determination of group influences
on content related to opinion, as pe rceived and as communicated, and in
what way these pressures would be increased where there was possibility
of rejection for nonconformity.
HYPOTHESES

Given a s ituation such that (a ) an individual is a member of a group
toward which h e i s attracted , (b) he deviate s from a well-defined norm of
that group, (c) the individual has no inte nse involvement in his initial
opinion, (d) there is pres sure on the group to achie ve uniformity with respect to that opinion, (e ) the individual does not perceive that he can
readily achieve uniformity by influe ncing others, then:
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Hypothesis 1. There will be pressures on the individ ua l to change
his opinion toward the group norm.
Hypothesis 2. The more the individual must communicate regarding
the object of opinion , the greater will be the pres s ure to change his opinion
toward the group norm.
Hypothesis 3. The greater the possibility of r ejection for nonconformity; the greater the pressure to change toward the group norm .
Hypothesis 4. Group pressures to select and distort content r e garding the object of opinion will be greater with r espect to content that is
to be communicated to the group than on content that i s perceived by the
individual.
Hypothesis 5. Group pressure to select and distort communicated
and perceived content so as to support the group norm will b e greater when
there is possibility of rejection for nonconformity .

METHOD
Three hundred-forty-four undergraduate, college - student s ubjects,
in groups of from 10 to 14, were asked to read a delinquency case s tudy
and to indicate privately an opinion position to a scal e per sonal vs. en vironmental responsibility. A false consensus gave most S s the impre ssion
that they were the deviates from a clearly define d group norm. Th e opinions
were to remain private, though l ater the group would discuss the cas e and
reach agreement on a report of the case. A l ater statemeat of opinion confirmed the hypothesis that the Ss would alter the ir opinion to conform to the
group norm even though that opinion was to remain private. Ss were then
asked to write individual descriptions of the case study . In some groups,
these descriptions were to be passed around to all other S s. In other
groups the descriptions were to remain private. Also, some g roups were
told that they might reject some members , while other groups were not
offered this possibility. (p. 1 27)
JllisULTS
It was hypothesized that deviates would be more likely to change
their opinions toward the norm when their descriptions were to be seen by
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others ; d e viates whose descr i pt ion s were to remain private would be less
like ly t o cha nge o pi n i o ns . The hypothesis was confirmed, even though
the o pin i on s th e m se lves were to r emain private under all conditions. It
w as a l so pre dict e d that S s wou ld be more likely to change their opinions
whe n the r e wa s p ossibility of re j e ction. This hypothesis was confirmed
with q ualificati o n s . Pos s ibility of r e jection, in and of itself, did not incre a se c h a n ge . H o w e ver, S s who d id not fear rejection and whose
d es cription s w e r e not to be made public conformed significantly less than
the o th e r s .
It was further predicted that group pressures would operate on the
conte nt o f t he descripti ons: the t e nd e ncy to distort content so as to
support t he g r oup n o rm would be greater for public descriptions than for
private d es c ript i ons , a nd great e r for those Ss who faced the possibility
of rejection t han for th ose who w ould not be rejected . These hypotheses
were unco nfirmed f or th e deviate s as a whole , but differences were more
clear for t he Ss who he ld l ess e xtre me positions and were therefore less
involved i n t h e ir own prio r o pinions. For these less extreme Ss, the
public d escriptions wer e i n d eed sig nificantly more supportive of the group
norm than t he priv a te d e scr iptions. The effects of possibility of rejection
on distortion of c o nte nt paralleled those upon change in opinion. The
greatest di s tortion occurs w hen there is both possibility of rejection and
where th e s tate m e nt w ill b e made public. Least distortion occurs when
there is neither po ssibility of rejection nor publicity.
There was a lso evide nce that changes in opinion occurred during
and shortly after the writing of the group descriptions . Such c hanges
tended to bring opinions in line with the conte nt of the descriptions--the
group influence here operated first on the descriptions and then on the
opinion itself.
On the basis of thi s and other evidence, a theory of social influences on opinions was suggested .
1. Pres sure to change may first operate on content communicated,
the individual selecting and distorting the content he communicates so as
to avoid rejection from the group.
2 . The deviate then begins to perceive selectively and distort items
of content , so that he perceives an ever increasing body of content supporting the group norm, and fewer items supporting his own initial position.
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3. Finally, the deviate sees a greater amount of c o nt e nt supporting
the group norm than his own , and then changes his opinio n toward con formity , thus bringing it i n line with the phenomenological e vid e nce .
Roby, Thornton B., & Lanzetta , J. T . Work group s tructure , communica tions, and group performance . San Antonio, T e x a s : Lackland AFB ,
Air Force Personne l and Training Research Center , J uly , 1 95 6 .
(AFPTRC-TN-5 6- 98)
PURPOSE
The distribution of responsibilities and provisions for the adequ ate
exchange of information among group members may be as important as are
individual abilities to the group's productivity . Accordingly, a system is
needed to describe the volume of critical information to be transmitted as
well as the operator interdependence entailed in a given task and personnel
struct ure.
METHOD
This report pre sents a conceptualization of (a ) the task as an
observer- response (OR) matrix, and (b) personnel deployment in terms of
a personnel- observation (PO) matrix and a personnel-response (PR) matrix .
Laboratory studies of PR- matrix manipulations are summariz e d as illustrations.
RESULTS
The separate matrices as well as the s ummary matrix designed to
describe the volume of critical information transmitted or the extent of
operator interdependence i n specific task and personnel structures proved
useful models for the description of group communication and performance .
Principles suggested by PR-matrix manipul ations seem like ly to be appli cable to many studies of communication in groups .
HYPOTHESES (resulting from experiment)
1 . Other things being equal , thos e groups which deploy their
personnel so that a minimum of relayed information links are required in
the arterial communication patterns will exhibit the best performance.
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2. Other things being equal, those groups in which the actual
information flow most closely corresponds to the arterial communication
patterns, whatever they are, will exhibit the best performance. ·
Rosenbaum, Milton E., & d~Charms, Richard. Direct and vicarious
reduction of hostility. _I. abnorm • .fil22.• Psycho!., 1960, 60,
105-111.
Fifty S s participated in a simulated interaction in which each was
verbally attacked by a standard tape recording. Under three experimental
conditions S s (a) sat in silence after the attack, (b} heard a third person
denounce the attacker, (c) were permitted to communicate back to the
attacker themselves. Ss in each group were classified as to level of selfesteem. A measure of residual hostility toward the attacker constituted
the primary dependent variable.
Results demonstrated (a) more residual hostility for low self-esteem
Ss who were not allowed to reply to the aggressor than for similar Ss who
could communicate or who heard someone else denounce the aggressor,
(b) no significant differences between groups of high self-esteem Ss,
{c) differences between the evaluation of the aggressor and of the third
person for low self-esteem Ss, but not for high self-esteem Ss, and (d)
very little actual aggression shown by any of the Ss who were allowed to
communicate back to the aggressor after the attack.
These results give support to the hypotheses that both direct and
vicarious communication to the aggressor reduces hostility for Ss with low
self-esteem. It appears that high self-esteem Ss were not very strongly
instigated to aggression, and that they showed some insensitivity to cues
presented by other persons since they seemed not to discriminate between
the aggressor and the other more benign person. An explanation of the
results of this and of Thibaut and Coules (1952) study using a catharsis
hypothesis was called into question, since very little actual aggression.
was observed in Ss' response to the aggressor, and yet this communication, which was in most instances unaggressive and unrelated to the
attack, appears to have reduced hostility.
Shaw, M. E. Some effects of unequal distribution of information upon
group performance in various communication nets. 1· abnorm.
soc. Psycho!., 1954, 49, 547-553.
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PURPOSE
The effects of unequal distribution of information upon leadership
morale, and problem-solving efficiency in various communication nets
'
were tested.

METHOD
Fifteen groups were randomly assigned to each of s ix experimental
conditions, representing the six possible combinations of information distribution (equal and unequal) and three communication nets (wheel, slash ,
and circle). Each group was required to solve three e ight-item problems.

RESULTS
Interpreted as supplying some evidence for the following hypotheses:
1. Time required for an individual in a position to complete an
activity varies inversely with individual centrality.
2. Individual morale, number of items transmitted by an individual
in a position and the probability that an individual in that position will be
chosen as a leader vary directly with individual centrality.

'

3. The emergence of leadership in a net varies inversely with the
number of positions having the highest individual centrality i ndex in that
net and directly with the maximum difference in individua l centralities.
4. Increasing or decreasing the amount of information initially
available to an individual in a given position has an effect similar to respectively increasing or decreasing the individual centrality index of that
Position or the number of channels available to that position.
Shaw, Marvin E., & Rothschild, G. H. Some effects of prolonged experience
in communication nets. _I.~. Psycho !., 1 956 , 40, 281-286.

l.URPOSE
The literature contains many studies which have demonstrated that
the arrangement of communication channels among the members of a group
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has a significant effect upon group performance and satisfactian. · ",~~':"
ally speaking, the communication net which permits more nearly .equal
participation by the group members results in higher member satisfaction
and, when the task is to solve a relatively complex problem, smaller timeand-error scores than does a communication net which restricts the. ,participation of some members more than others ••• (such studies) have all
used relatively short experimental periods, usually l session of about 50
minutes • • • it is possible that the observed effects of the communication
net are temporary in nature, and that such differences would disappear
(or perhaps reverse in direction) if groups were required to function on a
day-to-day basis. "
METHOD
This experiment studied the effects of certain communication nets
upon group behavior when groups were required to operate in the same net
over a period of several days. The communication nets were the comcon,
the slash, and the star. Eight groups of four Ss each were assigned to
each of the three nets. Each group solved two simple arithmetic-type problems each day for a period of ten days. Sessions were scheduled at
approximately the same hour each day 1 and were scheduled C?O successive·
days except that Saturdays and Sundays were excluded. At the end of the
experiment, S s filled out questionnaires which asked (a) for ratings of
satisfaction with job in the group both on an over-all basis and on .a d'ayto-day basis, (b) whether the group had a leader, and (c) whether the
group developed a system.
RESULTS
(a) All groups solved problems faster, sent fewer messag·es, a11d:
rated satisfaction higher as a function of sessions in the net, (b) As ex•
pected, the comcon groups rated satisfaction higher than the ·s.J:ash groups
who rated satisfaction higher than did the star groups. (o) The domcon: was faster but sent more messages than did the star, again. as ·expected;,·
but the slash was slower and sent more messages than did either the ·comcon or the star (although differences between the star and the ·sl~sb·. ~·i:th
respect to time scores were not statistically reliable). (d) A leader
emerged more frequently in the star than in either the comcon e>r the slash.
(e) The comcon groups developed predominantly "each-to-all 0 organtza:- .
tion, and the star developed predominantly "central" organization, but the
slash appeared to be almost completely disorganized.
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Shaw, Marvin E., Rothschild, G. H., & Strickland, John . Decision
processes in communication nets. _l. abnorm • ..§QQ. Psycho!. , 195 7,
54, 323-330.
EXPERIMENT l
Groups of people were required to solve two human r e lations problems in three different communication nets: the star, the s l ash , and the
comcon.
RESULTS

1. Ss in the star required more time than th e s lash, which took
longer than the comcon.
2. No significant difference in ratings of satisfaction nor in number
of messages transmitted, although more messages were directed toward
deviators.

.

3. There were more deviators in the star than the slash, and more
in the slash than the comcon. Also more deviants in the peripheral
positions.
EXPERIMENT 2
Would a central S change h is judgment of a relatively nonambiguous
stimulus more readily than a peripheral S when differing with other mem bers?
RESULTS
Central and peripheral Ss did not differ in frequency of change when
all others disagreed, but when a peripheral S agreed with the central s he
changed less often than the other peripheral S s.
EXPERIMENT 3
An attempt to isolate the effects of the support-opposition variable

upon judgment change in different positions of the star.
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RESULT

The central S changed significantly moi-e than did the peripheral
S and both changed more in increasing opposition.
CONCLUSIONS
l • The central S more than the peripheral S tries to change the
opinion of those who disagree, but if he fails, he himself changes more,
presumably because of his greater vulnerability to direct pressure.

2. The presence of one supporter strengthens the resistance of a
S relatively more than the mere reduction of size of opposition and more
than the simple fact that the opposition is not unanimous.
3. Member satisfaction is a joint function of centrality and amount
of support by other group members.
Taylor, Ellis R. A case study of squadron communication and its aeromedical aspects. San Antonio, Texas: Air Univ. 1 School AVlation
Medicine, Randolph AFB, June, 1957. (Mimeo.}
r

!
I

PURPOSE

I

".. !

This is a case study of the processes and channels of communication of information in an Air Force Flying Training Squadron.
HYPOTHESES

(p. 8)

l. A network of communication that allows for accurate and rapid
flow of information to the appropriate persons will be present in .a S'Uccessful squadron.

2. "When the formal •structure is appropriate to the requirements
the squadron, deviations will be less likely to occur from this .. pattern-.

Q~ _

3. One aspect of such an effective communication network is tl:lat
it.reinforces lines of authority.
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4. The structure of actual power can be validated by the op1n1ons
of subordinates as to actual superiors and as to sources of information.

s. When difficulties in the actual power structure arise , they
have their counterpart in changes of communication channels.
6. When blocking of an expected channel of communication arises,
informal channels will arise to fulfill the needs of persons involved.

METHOD
Forty-two officer pilots and nine EM, USAF, comprising an advanced Flying Training Squadron, at Randolph AFB, T exas studied by: (l}
sociometric survey; (2) individual questionnaire; and (3) detailed observation.
Effectiveness of the squadron was evaluated under two categories:
Mission-directed morale and effectiveness as an accomplishment of the
teaching mission according to Air Training Command Standards.
RESULTS

1. Hypotheses 5 and 6 were untested since hypotheses l through
4 were strongly supported .
2 . The sociometric questionnaire, direct observation, and comparison of findings with I. G . inspection results, squadron disciplinary
records, etc . proved to be the more productive methods in this type of
study.
3. It was demonstrated that the squadron studied was objectively
outstanding in mission-directed morale and mission accomplishment. It
was shown that the formal channels of communication remained intact .
Thus, the study supports the hypothesis that in an effective military organization with high morale the formal communication network will be used,
while informal channels will form in less efficient and/or lower morale
units.
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D.

INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIONS IN GROUP BEHAVIOR

Fensterheim, Herbert. The influence of value systems on the perception
of people. _r. abnorm. soc. Psycho!., 1953, 48, 93-98.
PURPOSE
The influence of an individual's value system upon his perception
of people were studied.
HYPOfHESES

1. An individual's high values will serve as anchoring points for
his judgment of people.

halo" effect will be found where the nearer the stimulus was
judged as resembling S in terms of values, the more that stimulus will be
liked.
2.

A

11

METHOD
The 28 Ss of this experiment made judgme_nts of each of 24 portraittype photographs. They rated each photograph on like-dislike scales and
also indicated the value they believed would best describe the person
Pictured and that value which would least describe him. Each Shad· his
own value system determined through the Allport-Vernon Study of Values
and through a self-ranking technique.
RESULTS
1. It was found that Ss most often used their own low values to
describe the stimuli. This result is interpreted as rejecting the first hypo.thesis. An explanation is suggested in terms of the "strangenes·s•t of the
stimuli.

2.

The second hypothesis is confirmed concerning the "halo" :effect-.

Fiedler, Fred E. Assumed similarity measures as predictors of team
effectiveness. L· abnorm. E..Q.Q.. Psycho!., 1954 1 49, 381-388.
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HYPOTHESIS
Group effectiveness is related to the interpersona l p e rc e ptions
which members of the group have toward one another.
METHOD
Interpersonal perceptions were measured by correlating identical
questionnaires which subjects were instructed to fill out (a) describing
themselves, (b) predicting the responses of their preferred co-worker, and
(c) predicting the responses of their rejected co-worker.
Three samples used: (1) 14 H.S. basketball teams, tested at
beginning of season, (2) 7 "good" and 5 "poor" teams at end of basket ball season, and (3) 22 surveying teams.
Criterion of basketball effectiveness -proportion of games won;
and of surveying teams, instructor rating on accuracy.
RESULTS
There was no correlation between the criterion and the m edian of
any assumed similarity score within a team.
The assumed similarity score {ASo) of the team's most preferred
work companion was negatively correlated with the criterion in all three
samples. The finding supports the hypothesis that ASo of the most preferred co-worker (in surveying and, possibly, also in basketball) is
related to team effectiveness.
Interpersonal perception scores of the chosen person are believed
to reflect his outlook on other persons and on the task. Low ASo is
thought to reflect lack of emotional involve ment with teammated and task
oriented attitudes. The group which chooses a differentiating person as
Preferred co-worker is thus likely to be more concerned with effective
task performance, and correspondingly more successful.
(Some evidence suggests that more effective surveying teams tend
!Q_be less congenial than relatively ineffective teams.) (p. 387)
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It was found that subjects assumed greater similarity betwee11-.":-=-~-::.

themselves and their positive, than between themselves and their nega.tive
choices.
Fiedler, Fred E. , Hutchins, Edwin B. & Dodge, Joan s. Quasi-therapeutic
relations in small college and military groups. Urbana, Illinois:
University of Illinois, Dept. of Psychol., March, 1958. (Contract
DA-49-007-MD-569)
.
Four investigations are here reported which test the hypotheses
(a) that a relationship exists between certain measures of interpersonal
perception (Assumed Similarity scores) and level of personal a~justment,
and {b) that these Assumed Similarity scores are positively related to
improvement in adjustment.
Two of the four studies dealt with college students living in small
housing groups; the other two studies utilized members of small military
crews, viz., tank and anti-aircraft artillery units.
Assumed Similarity scores are obtained by asking a subject (S) t<:>'
describe himself on a personality scale. The two descriptions are then
compared to determine the similarity which S assumed between himself
and the other person. These scores have been interpreted as measuring
the psychological proximity or distance which a person perceives betwe~n,
himself and others.
A variety of criterion indices were obtained for purposes of
measuring adjustment. These included Ss 1 evaluations of their own ad~
justment, such as self-satisfaction and manifest anxiety scores; fellow
group members• evaluations of one another and sociometric acceptano·e
scores; and a number of objective adjustment measures, such as grade
point averages, visits to the health center, and disciplinary ratings. All
Ss were tested twice, with testing sessions spaced from six to thirteen
weeks apart. Criterion measures, obtained at both testing sessions.,
could thus be used to indicate changes in adjustment.
Results indicated that Assumed Similarity scores are related to
certain of these adjustment criteria. Statistically significant, albeit rela•
tively low, positive correlations were found between AS scores and level
of adjustment. Statistically significant differences in changes of adj,ustment were also obtained for groups matched on adjustment at the first time
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of testing but differing in interpersonal relations c o rre la t e d with better
adjustment, as well as interpersonal relations w hich are cond ucive to improvement in adjustment.
The findings lead to some re-evaluations of the f o rmal th e rapeutic
process as well as to suggestions for the utilization of small t as k groups
in the alleviation and prevention of psychological maladju stm e nt.
Gerard, Harold B. Some factors affecting individual 1 s e s timat e o f hi s
probable success in a group situation. _l. abnorm. soc. Psychol.,
1956, g, 235-239.
PURPOSE
This is a study concerned with factors affecting an individual's
subjective likelihood estimate in assessing the success o f a prospective
group endeavor. Based on two assumed hypotheses:

1. The more successful an individuaP s past g roup e xp e rienc e , the
more favorable is his subjective likelihood estimate of subseque nt success
via group action; and,
2 The more equivocal the information available t o a subject concerning a~ alternative course of action open to him, the less certain he is
of his ubjective likelihood estimate of success via that c o urse of action;
the ex;erimental hypothesis for this study is that: the greater the equivocality f the situation being judged, the greater is the influence of s et
resulti~g from past experience in similar situations.
METHOD
Ei hty-four subjects, indoctrinated in groups of six, worked in
groups of ~hree's:- All EM of USAF had "intelligence above the Air Force
avera
" Fifty percent of the group exposed to an experimentally produced
equiv;~~! situation, 50 percent to an unequivocal situation.
MEASURES
b'ects selected choices. from 21 pairs of cards on which were
Su J
' d'iv1. d ua 1 1 s rank
Printed "odds for success, ir e • g ., 1r 10 - t o- 1 • ·~ Th e in
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placement of the mo st favorable stimulus card (10-to-l) was taken :as an
indication of his subjective likelihood estimate, since most Ss appeared.
to pay especial attention to it during administration of the cards. Since
each stimulus card was paired with each of the other six cards, .a tank
order was generated from each total set of comparisons. (Additional similar tests and rankings were used to corroborate the above.) (Complete
method of computing scores not given in article, see p. 238.)
RESULTS
Chi-square "p" values and findings for the three hypotheses:
1. There is a tendency for successful past experience with group
action to result in a more favorable estimate of future success than does
past experience of failure (p. <. 001 by t).
2. A greater proportion of inconsistent choice patterns
in the equivocal treatment (p. < .001).

OCCWTed

3. A greater range of favorableness set shown in the equivocal
than in the nonequivocal treatment {F test showed significant difference·
in prediction direction) (p. < • 05).

.;

J,

I

Gerard feels that the data partially support the third hypothesis and· ".. !
do support in full the first and second hypotheses.
i
Hastorf, A. H. A preliminary study of the perception .Q!.the m:QYP andlts
relation to behavior in the group. Hanover, New Hampshire~ ·
Dartmouth College, August 15 1 1957. (ONROontractNo. NS
ori - 7670)
PURPOSE
Social perception in the small group is related to behavioral van~
ables connected with role specialization.
HYPOTHESIS
l . That the role of a group member will be related to· his. a1b:f.!l.ity ·t~~
experience and predict group opinion.
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2. That status in the group will be related to abilitY to experience
and predict group opinion.
3. That the difference between how a member experiences group
0 1·n1on
P
(self-other differential) is related to his status and role in the group•

o·pinion
· ·
and how he predicts the group will experience grouP

METHOD
Subjects were business executives in a large industrY who were
attending a summer session at Dartmouth. They were 35-45 yrs. of age
and had known each other about a month.
Thirty-two Ss were divided into four groups of eight. Each group
met for two sessions. At the first session group members were asked to
fill out a questionnaire and rank each group member on their contribution
to group spirit and effectiveness. Also they were asked to predict the
group•s ranking on the same variables. 'The group then worked on a human
relations problem for 40 minutes with instructions to reach a group decision. After this each person was asked to rank and predict group rankings
,. on eac.h member's behavior in and contribution to the group. Also' they
were asked to predict group rankings on who was most in agreement with
decision reached (task sensitivity) and who most enjoyed his role (process
~ sensitivity).
In a second session the same procedure was followed except that

the initial rankings before the problem-solving session were omitted. Tape
recordings were made of the meeting and observational records as to incidence of talking, to w horn, etc.
RESULTS
Those Ss who clearly differentiate task and process by evaluating
one more highly tend to be higher status members of the group. Over-all
status in the group tends to be related to the ability to predict group
opinion.
High status members predominately had medium level self-other
differentials, avoiding either great identity or great dissimilarity with the
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other members. The effect of status on the relation between the ability
to predict group opinion and the self-other differential was a definite trend.
Lanzetta, John T. , & Knoell, Dorothy M. Some correlates of instructor
i.Q.b...satisfaction. San Antonio, Texas: Air Force Personnel and
Training Research Center, Lackland Air Force Base, September,
1955. (AFPTRC-TN-55-28)
An 8 S -item attitude questionnaire was administered to 765 instructors at eight Crew Training Air Force bases. Six scales were developed,·
one of which was interpreted as "satisfaction with present job assignment. n:
Relationships were investigated between scores on this scale and other
attitudinal, demographic and performance characteristics of the instructor
sample. Base differences in job satisfaction and correlat~s of these differences were also explored.

Mouton, Jane S. , Blake, Robert R., & Olmstead, Joseph A. The relationship between yielding, submissiveness, and the disclosure of
personal identity. San Antonio, Texas: Air Univ. School of
Aviation Medicine, USAF, Randolph A. F. B., June, 1957. (AF 18
(600)-916)
'
(.

The relationship between yielding and the disclosure of personal
identity is investigated in the present study. The prediction is that
yielding to incorrect background reports by others should occur more frequently when personal identity is revealed than when judgments are made
anonymously.
The design used was based on the adaptation-level paradigm, wit.h
the experiment conducted under simulated group conditions. The stimulus
task was counting metronome clicks. Social background consisted of
variations from the correct judgments in the reports by others. The A-S
Reaction Study was used to measure residual factors. Combinations of
these factors were administered under two conditions, one involving the
disclosure of personal identity and the other anonymity.
Differences associated with the amount of discrepancy in backreports were not significant, but differences related to the composition of the background were highly significant. With respect to the latter
finding, an incorrect uniform background produced significantly more
Yielding than a split background in which only two of the four Ss reported
incorrectly.
~ound
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The prediction that disclo sure of per sonal id e ntity would increase
yielding was confirmed. Personality factors al s o were f o u nd to be related
to the frequency of yielding, with submissive Ss y i e l d i ng more und e r the
condition in which personal identity was disclosed. Increased y i e lding
due to disclosing personal identity and t o the degree o f s u bmissive ness
were evaluated and discussed. Sugges t ed implications f or co nducting
psychological experiments and for application when d e ci s io n - ma king and
fact-finding is carried out in a social context were provided .
Shapiro, David, & Tagiuri, Renato . Some effects of respons e context on
trait inference. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ., August 15,
1957. (ONR Contract No. NS ori-07670)
PURPOSE

To determine that the judgments made in terms of a trait are influenced by the context formed by the other traits invol ved in the assessment of a person, or by the order in which the judgments are made.
METHOD

The response context is the experimental condition. This fact
sets this work apart from that of Asch, Haire, and Grunes for whom the
stimulus context supplies the experimental variations.
Ss were asked to indicate how frequently they wou ld expect to find
each of 7 traits in ••people who are intelligent and independent. •r The 2
traits "warm and responsiblen were included in every case as the dependent variables.
The stimulus phrase, ••people w ho are intelligent and independent,
was held constant under all conditions.

ir

The 4 traits, intelligent, independent, warm and responsible, were
selected so as to have different relationships to each other.
RESULTS

The evaluation of information about a person depend s on the traits
given, on the trait to be inferred, and on the other traits i nvo lve d in the
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judgment (context). The judge is less likely to make a relatively strong
inference if other markedly strong inferences, positive or negative, are
made simultaneously. He is more likely to make strong inferences where
other inferences are indefinite. This makes the context effect one of
contrast.
Stotland, Ezra, & Zander, Alvin. Effects of public and private failure on
self-evaluation. _l. abnorm. soc. Psycho!., 1958, ~' 223-229.
This study examined how variations in the strength of social pressures, acting upon a person in the direction of lowering his self-evaluation, affect the valuations the individual assigns to the quality of his
performance, and to his more or less closely relevant abilities, after he
has failed on a task. Social pressures were assumed to be stronger on
the person when his performance was viewed by an expert than when it
was not observed, or when it was observed by a nonexpert. Social pressures were assumed to restrain a person from assigning a high evaluation
to the quality of his behavior or abilities.
The subjects were individually and privately each asked to solve
an impossible puzzle which was described as a test of visual-motor coordination. In half of the cases their level of performance was observed
by the experimenter; in the other half it was not observed. Within each
of these conditions the experimenter introduced himself to half the subjects as· an expert and to the other half as a nonexpert. After the subjedcts
1
had failed, they rated their performance and abilities. The a b 1'l't'
ie s ha
varying degrees of similarity to those under test in the puzzle.
It was found that:
1. Ss who made high evaluations of their performances on the
puzzle evaluated abilities that were involved in their performances lower
when they had been observed by an expert than when they had not been
observed by an expert, or when they had been observed by a nonexpert.
2. Ss who made low evaluations of their performances die not
evaluate these abilities differently under different experimental conditions.
3. No consistent consequences from the publicness or privacy of
failure, nor from the expertness of the experimenter were found when the
results from the entire population of subjects were examined in respect to
the evaluations of the quality of their performances and their abilities•
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4. The differences in the effects of the expe rim enta l c onditions
were limited·to those abilities which were most clo se l y re lated to th e
abilities required by the task; evaluations of othe r part s o f t he se lf were
less affected.
It was concluded that strong social pre s sures a ctin g o n a person
toward lower evaluations cause more lowering in his e val u atio n o f his
abilities when the person is strongly motivated to k eep hi s evaluations
high, than when he has little motivation to keep th ese evaluatio ns high.
Tagiuri, Renato. On the perception of interpersonal f ee li n gs and status.
Cambridge, Mass.~ Harvard Univ., Sept., 1956. (ONR Contract
No. NS-ori-07646-07670)

This paper is a discussion of the perception of f ee lings of like and
dislike among members of small groups. The und e rlying t h em e w as the
importance of subjective emotion in determining one's perception s. Emphasis was placed upon the need of the experimenter to achieve more
insight into a group situation than can be obtained simply by a sociometric approach. "A more useful description of a relationship b e twe e n two
. Persons should include their perceptions of each other' s fe e ling s. rr
Examples are given of the importance of having acces s to the s ubject's
View of the world before attempting to understand or make inferences concerning the dynamics of a particular group situation.
Tagiuri, Renato. Perceptual and cognitive processes in inte rpersonal
relations. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ., Graduate School
of Business Administration and Laboratory of Social Relations,
Feb., 1958. (Contract No. NS ori - 07670)
This paper is a summary and synopsis of work don e o n interpersonal
Perception. Studies and experiments are mentione d and di s cussed under
these four major areas of the project:
The over-all problem of describing and understanding the pro1
cess of "~erception" of persons as stimulus objects.

2. P erception of interpersonal feelings among members of groups.
3 • Cognitive and perceptual processes in judging characteristics
of People.
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4.

Miscellaneous projects.

Following are the relevant findings in each of the major areas:
l.

The problem of perception and cognition of persons as objects.
A symposium on "person perception" constituted the major work

on this phase of the project.
2.

Perception of feelings of like and dislike among members of groups•

Interpersonal Choice as a Stimulus. It was demonstrated t~a.t lisociometric preferences have visible manifestations and that the visibi
ty of a member's choice is dependent above all upon whether· it is reci.procated or not. Visibility of choice, then, is a dyadic phenomenon; it
is the interaction between two persons that is evaluated.
Perceptual Failure. It was found that when most of the members ld
of a group are aware of the presence of a choice, the chosen member wou
also manifest awareness.
Sociometric status and the meaning of choice. Sociom~tric . ns.
choices may lend themselves to differentiation along various d1mensio
The results suggest that when Ss are asked to list three categories of others--those they choose, those they choose and feel ch?s~n
by, and those they feel chosen by but do not choose--this differentiation
has clearcut status implications.
The well-replicated finding that persons choose others of their own
or higher status is substantiated.

3. Cognitive and perceptual processes in judging characterization of
people.
Operating Characteristics of Trait Lists and Scales. In the rating
scale attention must be paid not only to variations in response resulting
.from the way the scales are constructed and worded, but also to the problem exemplified by response variations due to interactions within the
content of a check list itself, and to the arrangements of the traits in the
list.
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The evaluation of information about a person d e p e nd s o n th e
traits given, on the trait inferred, and on the othe r trait s invol ved in
the judgment, i.e., the context.
The study demonstrated that movement provide s a cue which people
use in "understandingn others.
4. Miscellaneous Projects
Role Differentiation and Estimates of Group Opinion. The purpose
of this work was to explore the relationship between perceptual s ensitivity to the feelings of group members and the roles tak e n by them in the
group and to test the hypothesis that individuals rated high in ta s k activity and those rated high in process activity will differ in their ability to
estimate group opinion on various attitude items.
The study was not able to test adequately any relationship between the role assigned by the group to a member (task or process) and
that member's perception of the group. The study reported that over-all
status in the group appears to be related to the ability to predict group
opinion.
Worell, Leonard. The effect of goal value upon expectancy. _l. abnorm.
soc. Psycho!., 1956, 53, 48-53.
PURPOSE

In Rotter's social learning theory of personality, predictions of
behavior are made through the operation of two central constructions,
expectancy and reinforcement value. The present study was designed to
investigate the effect of different goal (reinforcement) values upon
expectancy.
METHOD
Three levels of goal value were employed in a study of fifth- and
sixth-grade boys. Expectancies developed from related situations were
controlled by having each S perform each of three relatively novel tasks.
In addition, the performance of S was controlle d by giving prearranged
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sequences of scores. Thus, with both performance and experience from
related situations controlled, the only factor varied was the value of each
task.
The value of an activity was determined first by ranking procedures'
and then coupled with instructions which described one activity as highly
important in predicting athletic ability and also important to the experimenter, another activity as less on both, and a third as of practically no
importance.
RESULTS
Expectancy (estimate of next performance) was significantly lower
in highly valued situations. This effect was not altered by the introduction of a penalty for inaccurate estimates.
Ziller, Robert C., Behringer, Richard D., & Goodchilds, Jacqueline D.
The minority newcomer in open and closed groups. Tech. rep. no.
1. Perception variables and communication efficiency. Newark,
Del.: Univ. of Delaware, Fels Group Dynamics Center, Oct. 19,
1959. (Contract NONR-2285(02))
DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS STUDY

1.

System - "A set of elements standing in interaction"

2.

Group syntality - "The measured performance of the group as a

whole."
3. Open group - 11 In a continuous inflow and outflow •• • less
concerned with who actually performs the task. The mere fact that the
task is accomplished is a sufficient condition for member satisfaction."
4. Closed group - 11 Isolated from its environment; new ele~ents
are excluded and the departure of elements is precluded-membership
static. 11
PURPOSE
This, and an earlier study, hypothesized that:
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"open groups are

presumed to be more task oriented; closed groups more interpersonally
oriented." The present study was designed to investigate the as similation of the newcomer when the open-closed group dimension was varied
simultaneously with the second variable under consideration, the nature
of the donor group as represented by the newcomer.

METHOD
Sixty-four freshmen, ROTC students, University of Delaware,
assembled at random into 24 3-person groups, each containing two naive
subjects and one experimenter's confederate, performed three experimental tasks, e.g., dot-estimate problem. The confederates were given
complex instructions designed, in connection with the pre-test instructions to the group, to set up varying 11 closed 11 and 11 open 11 group conditions. Members (Ss), not confederates, completed attitude questionnaires after the experiment and the simple difference between the group
decision and the correct answer was used as one measure of group
influence. The second measure of group influence was derived from the
ratio of the degree of estimated change in the direction of the correct
answer to the degree of possible change.
RESULTS
"Analysis of variance applied to each of the assimilation measures
revealed no statistically reliable effects associated with either of the two
condition variables. However, it is apparent from the several means for
the four treatments, that the closed groups with the Negro newcomer stand
apart from the other treatments. Thus, under the closed-Negro-conditions,
groups reached the least accurate group decisions, changed their initial
estimates least, and reported the lowest degree of chance. The fact that
these same groups also showed more individual agreement with the group
answer may indicate that the newcomer in this situation had relatively
little impact on the group. n
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E. ATTITUDES AND ATTITUDE CHANGE
Berk o w itz, Leonard. Studies in group norms: the perception of group
attitudes as related to criteria of group effective ness. San
Antonio, Texas: Air Force Personnel and Training Research
Center, Lackland AFB, Nov., 1954. (AFPTRC-TR-54-62)
PURPOSE

Prior studies by the Air Force have supported the hypothesis ir that
group members will be influenced to conform to their perceptions of the
group 1 s attitudes." Recent research findings, however, hav e suggested
a possible limiting condition to such an effect. Thus, it may be said
that a II group norm to be an effective crew" exists w hen the crew members perceive each other as being motivated to achiev e crew effectiveness and when they have relatively high liking for each other •
. HYPOTHESES

1. Members initially lacking the motivation to work toward having
a good crew (deviant members) may be influenced to work toward this goal
if they perceive that the others in their crew desire this kind of behav ior.
2. In the case of members already possessing t his motivation,
the perception of others in the crew as similarly motivated may also serve
to reinforce and maintain the goal-striving of the perceivers where otherwise it may have fallen off.
METHOD

Ss were 11-man B-29 crews (five officers, six airmen). The number of crews used in various analyses for this study varied from 46 to 159.
Major variables used included two Likert-type attitude scales and
a measure of the extent to which crew members perceive each other as
being motivated to have a good crew. The effect of group cohesiveness
upon the relationships between the criteria and the perceived group attitude measure was determined using a scale designed to "get at the liking
of crew members for each other. 11 Two types of criteria w ere used: (a)
instructor ratings of crew effectiveness, and (b) "administrative overheact•r
measures indicative of job-avoidance behavior (missing formations, sick
call, aborts, etc.).
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RESULTS
"The present results are pregnant with hypothese s , but, unfortunately, offer relatively little closure." (p. 1 5 ) The findings fall
into two main categories:-

1. Under the condition of high crew liking, there is a negative
correlation between the early training perceived motivation s c ores and
the frequencies of the aborted missions and absences from formations,
and a positive correlation between the perceived motivation m e asure and
instructor ratings. For those crews having less liking, however , the
directions of these relationships with early training measures are reversed, and these r's are significantly different from the corresponding
correlations in the high-liking condition.
2. There tend to be more sick calls mad e by the members of the
crew when the crew members in early training overestimate the task motivation of their fellows than when this motivation is underestimated.
Instructor ratings are also related to this class of variables.
SUMMARY
No direct evidence is provided to indicate that the r e is any influence against aborting missions when crew liking is high and the crew
is perceived as being motivated to be an effective crew, or that crew members react against the perceived attitude of others by aborting more frequently when there is low liking for them.
There was a tendency in late training for those crews, whose
members perceived each other as being highly motivated, to b e the more
effective crews, as defined by the criteria. When this perception was
coupled with high crew liking there was a tendency for the crews to perform better than those crew s having this perception but who also had less
crew liking.
However, the perceived attitudes and crew liking may not have
only contributed to the crews• performances, but they probably were, in
turn, also affected by the crews• p erformances. Thus, the measures of
crew liking and the perceived crew motivation in late training were undoubtedly influenced by the crew me mbers' perceptions of how well their
crews performed during the training course.
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Blake, Robert R., Mouton, Jane S., & Olmstead, Joseph A. The coercion
dynamics of susceptibility to counter-norm attitude expressions
in a small group situation. San Antonio, Texas~ Air Univ. School
of Aviation Medicine, USAF, RandolphA.F.B., June, 1957. (AF
18(600)-916)
The present experiment investigates the magnitude of shifting away
from personal convictions toward a counter-norm position attributable to
the interaction between two previously uninvestigated variables in the
immediate past experience of Ss. The hypotheses are that the magnitude
of shifting increases with (1) increasing restraining forces against expressing own convictions through the introduction of high involvement of
S s in the group situation and (2) decreasing driving forces by pr~viding
evidence of failure on an immediately prior task. The third hypothesis is
that the degree of shifting increases beyond that due to the action of either
factor taken separately as a function of the additive nature of the restraining and driving forces in producing a resultant force.
To investigate the influence of the independent variables on
shifting of attitude expressions 60 Ss judged ll statements about war and
peace, each as a member of a five-man simulated group. Variations in
involvement were created by providing two different orientations concerning
the significance of an earlier performance on an ability task. Half of the
S s under each of the involvement orientations had experienced failure and
half success on a prior task, induced by standard level of aspiration
technique.
Results fully support the three hypotheses. Both involvement
orientation and induced failure produced increased shifting toward counternorm expressions. The interaction between the two variables was not
significant indicating that the resultant force from increasing restraining
and decreasing driving forces is additive in nature. Greatest independence
from counter-norm expressions by others is found for a prior experience of
success with a low involvement orientation to the task. Maximum coercion occurs when a prior experience of failure is combined with a high
involvement orientation.
Brayfield, A. H., & Crockett, W. H. Employee attitudes and employee
performance. Psychol. Bull., 1955, 52 1 396-424.
It is of some practical and theoretical interest to establish the
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relationships which exist between employee attitudes and employee performance. The purpose of this review is to examine and s umm a rize the
empirical literature which bears upon these relationship s and to engage
in some methodological and theoretical considerations involved in such
investigation.
This is a comprehensive review of employee attitude-p e rformance
literature.
The following conclusions are drawn by the authors:
1. Satisfaction with one 1 s position in a network of relationships
need not imply strong motivation to outstanding performance within the
system.
2. Productivity may be only peripherally related to many of the
goals toward which the industrial worker is striving.
Carlson, Earl R. Attitude change through modification of attitude structure.
j. abnorm • ..§_QQ. Psycho!., 1956, 52, 256 -261.
PURPOSE

An investigation of the importance of two independent sources of
affect (the liking or favorableness-unfavorable ness aspect) of an attitude-to test the hypothesis that changes in attitude (affect) result from altering
Perceptions of the attitude object (situation or event) as leading to the
attainment of valued goals , and to test two sub- or additional hypotheses;
(1) attitude change generalizes t o related is sues, and (2) the degree of
generalization is a function of the similarity of the attitude objects or
situations.
METHOD
One hundred-eighty-three undergraduate college psychology students (plus 38 as control subjects) re s ponded to three sets of measures
before and after a change procedure.
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Change Procedure:
1. Assignment given by instructor to be ·completed outside of class 7-14 days after initial measuring.
2.

Prepared discussion 5-10 days later led by experimenter.

3.

Sets of measures
a.

Measurers of attitude toward "allowing Negroes
to move into white neighborhoods and five
related is sues 11 --rated on a 16 point scale

b.

Measures expressed in ratings of 25 general
values in terms of expected satisfaction from
each

c. A rating measure of the 25 values in terms of
the probability that nallowing Negroes to move
into white neighborhoods would lead to, or
block, attainment of each of the values. •t
RESULTS
1. The experimental procedure changed perceptions of the role of
N egro housing segregation in attaining the four specified values and
changed attitude toward Negro housing segr egation for subjects with moderate initial attitude on the is sue--these relations s ignificant at • 01 and • 02
l evels , respectively.
2. The data demonstrated generalization of attitude change to
certain related issues, but the hypothesis of a gradient of generalization
varying as a function of the similarity of the attitude objects or situations
was not confirmed.
3. Thi s study does not account for all of the variance of attitudeaffect change • • • but has tested experimentally the significance of~
important source of affect of an attitude. The role of perceived instrumental relations was demonstrated for subjects with non-extreme attitudes,
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but was not tested for persons extremely prejudic e d o r extre m e ly no nprejudiced. (The underlying theory w ould predict t h at c hanges in v alu e
satisfaction would covary similarly with changes in a ttit ud e , bu t th i s
hypothesis was not tested in the present study.)
4. Changes in attitude were related to changes in perc e ived
instrumental relationships and to changes in an index ba sed u p on both
satisfaction and instrumentality ratings. (. 02 l evel co m b i ned; sati sfaction alone • 05 level in terms of correlation c oeffici e nt but n o t s i g nificant when tested by chi-square analysis: (x2 =l. 4 3 , N= 7 0, p. <. l S))
Coch, Lester, & French, John R. P. Jr. Overcoming resista n c e t o c h ange.
Human Relations, 1948, 1...i 512-5 3 2.
BACKGROUND
This is the original report in the first volume o f Human Re lations
on the .. classic'r Harwood Manufacturing Corporation s tudy. As the
authors state, they ••have drawn repeatedly from the work s and concepts
of Kurt Lewin for both the action and theoretical phases of thi s s tudy.••
(p. 512)
At "Harwood," one of the most serious pro duction proble ms was
the resistance of production workers to necessary changes in methods and
jobs.
The resistance was expressed in numerous ways: (a) grievances
about the piece rates that went with the new methods, (b) high turn o ver,
(c) very low efficiency, (d) restriction of output, (e) marked aggression
against management.
Efforts to solve the problem were made by the management through
(a) special monetary allowance for transfers, (b) by trying to e nlist the
cooperation and aid of the union, (c) by making necessary layoffs on the
basis of efficiency and s o on.
PURPOSE
The problem (from management's viewpoint) of the production
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workers' resistance to change required a solution. Two specific questions
were set forth for re search leading to such a solution: (1) Why do people
resist change so strongly? (2) What can be done to overcome this
resistance?
METHOD
Sewing plant worker population of approximately 600 (500 female,
l 00 male), producing pajamas. Workers were normally recruited from
surrounding rural areas, without previous industrial experience. Average
age was 23 years; average education was 8 years grammar school completed.
The authors (and Bavelas in earlier work at the same plant) determined that, despite "change over,. pay, employees resisted transfers,
often preferring to quit rather than to learn new jobs; and arrived at the
following hypotheses-like conclusions: (1) There is a force acting on the
operator in the direction of achieving a production level of 60 units per
hour or more. It is assumed that the strength of this driving force, acting
on an operator below standard, increases as she gets nearer the goal; (2)
However, the strength of the restraining force hindering higher production
increases with increasing level of production; (3) The strength of frustration is a function of the weaker of these two opposing forces, provided
that the weaker force is stronger than a certain minimum necessary to produce frustration.
Based on these formulations, the experiment was designed employing two variations of democratic procedure in handling groups to be
transferred and including a third, control group (experimental variations
were used on experimental groups 1, 2, and 3; group 4 was the control
group. The first variation involved participation through representation
of the workers in designing the changes to be made in the jobs. The
second variation consisted of total participation by all members of the
group in designing the changes. Cl'he three experimental groups and the
control group were roughly matched with respect to (a) the efficiency
ratings of the groups before transfer, (b) the degree of change involved
in the transfer, (c) the amount of we-feeling observed in the groups.)
After the main experiment, the former control group was put
through the change condition, but using the democratic full participation
technique.
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RESULTS
1. The control group improved little beyond th e i r ea rly e ffici e ncy
ratings. Resistance developed almost imme diately after· the c ha n ge occurred, e.g. , lack of cooperation with supervi s ors a n d prod uction r e striction. There were 17 percent quits in the first 40 day s .
2. Experimental group #1 (the "re presentative " p a rticipation
group) showed an unusually good relearning curve. At the e nd of 14
days, the group averaged 61 units per hour. During this tim e attitude
was cooperative and permissive. There were no quits. (It is also
pointed out that this group might have attained an eve n b e tter r e cord except that during the first seven days work for th e m was s carce. )
3. Experimental groups #2 and #3 (total participation) recovered
faster than experimental group #1. After a slight drop on th e first day of
change, the efficiency ratings returned to a pre-change l e vel and showed
sustained progress thereafter to a level of about 14 perce nt higher than
pre-change level. No indications of frustration, resistance or aggression
were shown and there were no quits in the first 40 days.
4. A fourth experimental group (not previously mentioned in the
report until p. 523), composed of only two sewing operators , was transferred by the total participation technique, to "one of the most difficult
jobs in the factory." The total participation technique again resulted in
an unusually fast recovery rate and a final level of production well above
the level before transfer. "Because o f the difficulty of the new job, however, the rate of recovery was slower than for experimenta l groups #2 and
#3, but faster than for experimental group #1. •t (p. 523)
5. The control group (see 1 above) made no progress after trans fer for a period of 32 days. At the end of this time the group (less quits)
Was broken up and individuals reassigned to new jobs throughout the
factory. Two and one -half months after this dispersal, th e remaining members of the original control group (N=l 3 ) were again brought together and
transferred, as a group, to a new task, using the total participation technique as used with experimental groups #2 and #3. Under this treatment ,
they recovered rapidly to their previous efficiency ratings and, •tlike the
other groups under this treatment, continued on beyond it to a new level
of Production." (p. 524) There was no aggression or turnover in the group
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for 19 days after change, a marked modification of their previous behavior
after transfer. Some anxiety concerning their seniority status was expressed, but this was resolved. The graphs in the article (p. 522, 523)
show the pre-change level for this group, immediately before the "second ir
experiment, at just above 60 units per hour; thus, the individual transfers had progressed to slightly above standard during the 2i months between the two experiments.
CONCLUSIONS
" It is possible for management to modify greatly or to remove com pletely group resistance to changes in methods of work and the ensuing
piece rates. This change can be accomplished by the use otgroup
meetings in which management effectively communicates the need for
change and stimulates group participation in planning the changes.•• (p.
531)

Crockett, Walter H. The effect on attitude change of majority opinion
presented with and without arguments. San Antonio, Texas:Air Force Personnel and Training Research Center, Air Research
and Development Command, Randolph AFB, March, 1957.
(Re search Report AFPTRC-TN -5 7 -3 5)
PROBLEM
Inasmuch as it is generally agreed that the individual's work and
response to training are influenced by his attitudes, there is a need to
accumulate experimental data concerning those factors that determine
attitudes. We also need to learn effective techniques to induce desirable
changes in attitudes. ·T he present study represents an effort to study the
effects on attitude change of presenting the majority opinion with and
without supporting arguments.
METHOD
A questionnaire was designed to elicit attitudes toward Negro
segregation. This was administered to 214 students at Michigan State
Normal College. On the basis of the attitude positions of 137 students
on the questionnaire, 69 anti-Negro students were assigned to three
approximately equivalent groups, one of which served as a Control Group.
Approximately one month later, one Experimental Group was informed of the
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alleged majority opinion opposing Negro segregation w hile th e o th e r
Experimental Group was given the same majority opini on t ogeth e r with
supporting arguments supposed to have been cite d by th e g r o up. Attitude
changes in the three groups were analyzed as w e r e also m eas ure s o f
cognitive range and the intensity, or affect, associate d w ith the attitude.
CONCLUSIONS
While the findings must be interpreted with caution, th e e vidence
indicates that the group informed of the majority opinion did not change
in attitude significantly more than did the Control Group. How e ver, in
the Experimental Group given both the majority opinion and supporting
rationale, attitudes were effectively modified, and the relationship between affect and attitude change was shown clearly. The results indicate that a shift in attitude toward the group norm may require a reorganization of interrelated beliefs for some individuals. However, unless
the information seems plausible, attitudes may not be much altered by
knowledge of the majority opinion. Presumably, those who do not have
a broad cognitive range and have not reached a firm decisi o n may be expected to change their attitudes more readily.
Cureton, Edward E., & Sargent, Bryan B. Factor-analytic r e analysis of
studies of job satisfaction and morale. San Antonio, T e xas:
Personnel Laboratory, Wright Air Development Division, Lackland
AFB, USAF, July, 1960. (Contract No. AF 41 (657)-247)
"Data from published reports of six previously developed scales
(for measuring morale among Air Force personnel) were reanalyzed and the
results compared with those for the scales developed in this project.
Factor analyses show nearly all the scales with high loadings on the first
centroid factor, indicating a large general factor, termed 'morale 1 or
'general attitude toward the organization. 1 The one consistent separate
factor was 'supervision. 1 Variation in other factors from study to study
is attributed in part to differences in attitude structuring among various
samples of workers, but in larger part to differences in the content and
organization of the particular scales used."
The seven major scales re-evaluated 'rgenerate factors in so many
combinations ••• that no combined table of factors appears to be useful
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in assessing the general trends." (p. 41) The authors, however,, "irnpressionistically" present the following discussion of 10 of the important
factors:
1. Supervision. This is the one clear factor. It consi"sts primarily in attitude toward the immediate supervisor, both as to his personal
relations with the workers and as to his technical competence. Working
requirements are sometimes perceived as originating with the supervisor.
"When there are not enough scales to define this factor sharply, it draws
in attitudes toward management, security, etc., to form a factor. •r

2. Job Satisfaction. This consists mainly in liking for job as
such. In various studies the associated variables may be working conditions and requirements, opportunities for advancement, and various
scales usually listed under "rewards."
3. Working Conditions and Requirements. These appear as a
separate factor in some studies. In others, their elements appear in "'job
satisfaction, supervision, and management" factors. (In at least one
study, "communication" was included as an element in this factor.)
4.

Management. This factor usually included "communication•r
(see 3). It may also include benefits, security, and the variables of
factor 3. (In the Cureton-Whitlock U.S.A. F. study it also includes the
civilian relations scale, and it may also include items or scales relating
to Iiving conditions.)
5. Rewards. The variables in this area combine usually into more
than one factor, but the combinations vary from study to study. Sometimes there is a separate financial rewards factor; sometimes not. Other
elements of this factor may include recognition (also sometimes found in
a management factor), opportunities for self-expression and initiative,
self-respect, status, prestige, security, benefits, and co-workers.
6. Co-workers. This ought to be a clear common factor, but is
not since none of the studies has more than one scale to measure it. In
general, it tends to have lower common-factor loadings than its communalities would indicate it ought to have. This suggests that in the
common-factor space the scale measures mainly the general factor. In
some studies (but not in others), its communality is low, suggesting relatively high specific variance.
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7. Loyalty. This includes such variables as pride of membership
in the organization, confidence in management, acceptance of group goals,
and belief in the importance of the organization and in its effectiveness
in accomplishing its purposes.
8. Advancement. This appears sometimes as a separate factor,
consisting mainly of scales relating to promotion and training. (In other
cases it seems to merge with the job satisfaction factor.)
The Air Force studies suggest 2 additional factors:
9. Air Force Life. This includes general satisfaction with the
Air Force as contrasted with civilian life; aside from this it is similar to
the rewards factor.
10. Living Conditions. This includes barracks, housing, food,
and recreation. It may be a separate factor, or it may merge with the
management factor.
Other factors suggested, each by a single study, are Military
Life (tolerance for military discipline and regimentation), Non-segregation,
and Recruiting (promises kept).
"In general, the correlation matrices of these studies are allpositive or almost all-positive, and nearly all scales have high loadings
on the first centroid factor. There is, then, a large general factor in each
study. This may be termed •morale,• or if we wish to be conservative,
•general attitude toward the organization. 1 The factor most distinct from
this general attitude is the supervision factor. 11 (p. 42)
CI'he studies used by the authors to compile the above were: The
Baehr and Ash studies using the Science Research Associates Inventory;
the Smith-Western Study; the Gordon Study; the Knoell-Stice Study; the
Fox, Albers, and Hellweg Triple Audit Study; the Mahoney Study; and the
Cureton-Whitlock Study.)
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Harvey, O. J., & Caldwell, Donald F. Concept strength, stimulus
discrepancy and repetition of experience in attitude change.
Nashville, Tenn.: Vanderbilt Univ., n.d. (Technical Rept. No.
2, Contract No. Nonr 2149 (02))
This study sought to investigate the effect of three variables upon
assimilation-contrast processes in attitude change. The variables dealt
with were strength of concept, magnitude of stimulus discrepancy and
repeated exposure to the stimulus. The design of the study was a twoby-four factorial: stronger and weaker concepts each for a stimulus discrepancy of 6, 12, 24, and 3 6 inches, with repeated exposure cutting
across all conditions. Fourteen subjects served in each of the eight
experimental conditions.
The equating of attitudes to concepts gave rise to following a
psychological model in the approach to the problem. Concepts of stronger
and weaker strengths were produced by variation in the numbers of trials
with an ambiguous stimulus which was two flashes of light 24 inches
apart (standard stimulus). Subjects were subsequently exposed to an
anchor stimulus (flashes of light) which exceeded the standard by either
6, 12, 24, or 36 inches. The anchor stimulus was randomly interspersed
with the standard, each being presented an equal number of times within
blocks of l 0 trials. Analyses were in terms of effects of anchors on
shift of stronger and weaker concepts, effect of differing strengths of
concepts on tendency toward overestimating the standard and the correlation of these two reactions. Effects of repeated stimulation on both
these responses were examined.
No significant differences were found between stronger and weaker
concepts in the amount they were shifted by experience with the anchor.
Repetition of exposure to stimulus produced no significant effect, although
this variable did interact significantly with the weaker concept. Subjects
with the stronger concepts did overestimate the anchor significantly more
than did individuals with weaker concepts. Concept change and distortion of anchors were significantly correlated positively in all conditions
but the weaker concept, 12 inch discrepancy. The correlation here was
negative but not significantly so.
The results, particularly the correlations, were interpreted as being
compatible with the idea that an individual strives to maintain the established relationship between his internal standards and relevant aspects of
his environment.
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Harvey, O. J., & Rutherford, Jeanne. Gradual and a bsolu t e a p p r o ach e s
to attitude change. Sociometry, 1958, 21, 61-6 8 .
This study was concerned w ith two issues: (1) whether atti t u des
can be more effectively shifted by an approach that f irs t gets in li ne w it h
the position of the subj e ct and attempts to change him by small degr ees
than by the approach which from the outset a g r e es for th e des ired te rmi nal
point without regard· of its distance from the subject' s po s itio n ; (2) e ffe cts
of extreme discrepancies between source 's and subj e ct' s eva luation s .
Weaker and stronger concepts of movement of the auto ki netic p heno m enon
were established by variations in trial frequency and verbal reward and
punishment. Subjects with these stronger and w ea k er co nce pts were th e n
exposed to attempts by a neutral source to s hift their conce pt a c o nstant
distance of six inches. In the gradual approach the source first got in
line with the subject's concept and proceeded to deviate fro m it in s mall
degrees, two inches at a time, until the distance o f six i nche s was
reached. In the absolute approach the source made a ll hi s judgme nts
with slight variations deviate from the conce pt of the subj e ct by s ix inches.
On termination of the gradual-absolute variations all subject s wer e exposed to further discrepancies of 12 and 18 inches betwee n their and the
source's judgments.
It was hypothesized that:
1. Greater change will be effe cted in the w e aker t han in the
stronge r concept.
2. For the stronger concept, attempts that procee d in dev iations
from the subject's stand in small degrees will effect greate r change than
the larger and absolute discrepancies.
3. For the weaker concepts, greater change w ill b e effecte d by
the larger and absolute discrepancy from the subject's concept.
4. Greate st change will be effected in the w e ak c o ncept b y the
large a nd absolute discre pancy.

s. Smalle st change will occur in the strong conce pt with the
large and absolute discrepancy.
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6. A greater frequency of contrast will occur under the larger
discre pancies among individuals with stronger concepts who have previously experienced smaller discrepancies.
Hypotheses 1, 3, 4, and 6 were confirmed. In addition, range,
variability, coefficient of variation, and geometric means were found
not to relate significantly to concept shift or to the subject 1 s estimated
distance between his and source's evaluations.
Hovland, Carl I. Reconciling conflicting results derived from experimental and survey studies of attitude change. Amer.
Psychologist, 1959, 14, 8-17.
Two types of research design used to study modification of attitudes through communication are discussed:- (1) the experiment, and (2)
the sample survey.
The conclusion is drawn that •tno contradiction has been established between the data provided by experimental and correlational
studies. In stead, it appears that the seeming divergence can be satisfactorily accounted for on the basis of a different definition of the communication situation (including the phenomenon of self-selection) and
differences in the type of communicator, audience, and kind of issue
utilized. •r
Jackson, Jay M. Reference group processes in a formal organization.
Lawrence, Kansas: Univ. of Kansas, 1953. (Research conducted
under Contract N6 onr 2 3 2)
HYPOTHESIS
The more highly valued a person perceives himself to be by others
in his group, the greater will be his attraction to that group.
METHOD
Seventy-two staff members of a social agency were studied by
questionnaires covering a two month period.
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RESULTS
No relationship was found between a subject's perception of be i ng
valued and his attraction to the group.

CONCLUSIONS
1. In any group or organization, a person• s attraction to membership will be directly related to the magnitude of his social worth .
2. The magnitud e of the positive relationship hypothesized in
"l" will vary directly with the volume of interaction the person has with
other members of the group or organization.
3. Where alternative group orientations are possible for a person,
his relative attraction to membership in one or another group will be
directly related to his relative social worth in the groups considered.
4. The magnitude of the positive r e lationship hypothesized in 11 3 11
will vary directly with the volume of interaction the person has with other
members of the group.
Janis, Irving L., & King, B. T. The influence of role pla ying on opinion
change. j. abnorm. soc. Psychol., 1954, 49, 211-218.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not overt
verbalization, induced by role playing, facilitates opinion change.

METHOD
Male college students were assigned at random to two main ex perimental groups: (a) active participants, who, with the aid of a prepared
outline, played the role of a sincere advocate of the given point o f view,
and (b) passive controls, who silently read and listened to the same communication. In the experimental sessions, three different communications
were used, each of which argued in favor of a specific c onclusion c oncerning expected future events and was presented by a differe nt active
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participant. Opinion measures obtained at the end of the session were
compared with the "before" measures obtained about one month earlier.
RESULTS
In general, the active participants tended to be more influenced
by the communications than were the passive controls. The main findings,
together with the various methodological checks, support the hypothesis
that overt verbalization induced by role playing tends to augment the
effectiveness of a persuasive communication.
Kelley, Harold H., & Volkart, Edmund H. The resistance to change of
group-anchored attitudes. Amer. soc. Rev., 1952, .!1, 453-465.
SUMMARY.
Three hypotheses were proposed about the effects of a communication which attempted to change the expressed attitudes of group members
in the direction of nonconformity with the norms of their group. The hypotheses are: (I) More influence will be manifested when post-communication attitudes are expressed under confidential or "private" conditions
than will be revealed when they are made "public" to the group; (II) the
extent to whieh a member will be influenced by the communication is
inversely related to how highly he values his membership in the group,
and (III) the relation expressed in II will exist to a greater degree under
private than under public conditions. These hypotheses were related to
the theory and literature dealing with conformity to group norms, publicness of attitude expression, and internalization of social values.
One hundred and forty-five Boy Scouts in 12 urban troops were
studied with regard to their attitudes about camping and woodcraft activities, both before and after hearing a speech which criticized the
Scouts' emphasis upon these activities and recommended in their place
various city activities. The attitudes expressed after the communication
were obtained under private conditions for some of the Scouts and under
public conditions for others. A supplementary questionnaire was used to
determine each Scout•s valuation of membership in his troop.
The first hypothesis was not supported by the data. There was
actually more change under public conditions than private. Other
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considerations make it appear that the conditions of the present experiment prohibited a fair test of this hypothesis. The evidence is consistent
with the original assumption of heightened resistance against cha nge
under public conditions if it is further assumed that in the present situation this resistance was more than compensated for by heighten ed pres sure
change. The second and third hypotheses were confirmed by the data .
Under a private condition there was a significant negative r e lation between
valuation of membership and amount of change in the direction of the communication. There was no relation between these variables under the
public condition. The findings also reveal a possible boo merang effect
of the communication among the Scouts who place highest valuation up on
their membership. No relation was found between valuation of membership and pre-communication attitudes and this result was dis cuss ed in
terms of its implications for the conditions underlying the typical Ushaped relation between attitude content (or extremity) and intensity.
Lieberman, Seymour. The effects of changes in roles on the attitudes of
role occupants. Human Relations, 1956, 2_, 385-402.
HYPOTHESIS
A person's attitudes will be influenced by the role he occupies in
a social system.

METHOD

Questionnaires were given to factory foremen, before and after
demotion to rank-and-file worker, and to a control group.
RESULTS
The hypothesis is supported. The experimental groups underwent
systematic changes in attitudes after they were placed in the ir new roles.
While the control groups underwent no changes or less marked changes from
the "before" situation to the "after" situation. The workers who were made
stewards tended to become more favorable to the union. The changes were
more marked among new foremen than among new stewards.
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McCollum, Ernest L. Survey of human adjustment problems in the northern
latitudes--relationships between low morale and personality
structures. Ladd AFB, Alaska: Arctic Aeromedical Lab., Oct.,
1950. (Proj. No. 21-01-022, Part 1-D)
PURPOSE
This was a follow-up study resultant from an earlier (1949) morale
survey of Alaskan Air Force installations. The results of that survey
indicated that a sizeable proportion of ''lawn: morale responses were
traceable to a single group of airmen who registered a thoroughgoing pattern of maladjustment and discontent. The problem prompting the followup inquiry was, '~at are the personality profiles (in terms of standardized personality tests) of those airmen who evidence 1 low 1 morale (in
terms of the morale questionnaire)?" The purpose of the present report is
to record the findings of the inquiry into the relationships between low
morale and personality structures.
METHOD
It was found that the group in question could be identified by the
responses elicited to the question: ''Do you have something which causes
you considerable worry?." Those who answered this question affirmatively, for the most part, were those who also displayed a ar1ow" morale
pattern throughout the entire survey questionnaire.
The morale survey questionnaire was administered, at random, to
airmen at Ladd AFB and Eielson AFB until a group of ·100 "1ow" -morale Ss
was obtained. Then, under classroom conditions, the MMPI and the MPS
(Minnesota Personality Scale) were administered to the test group.
RESULTS
Certain selective factors should be noted:- (1) all Ss were male;
(2) all Ss were USAF volunteers; and (3) in terms of the morale questionnaire, all were "low,.. morale samples. However, ''1Nhatever may be said
concerning these variables ••• the fact still remains that these airmen
constitute a group of men who were basically maladjusted, poorly integrated, and unable to\ skillfully cope with the demands of their present
environment. They were poor psychological risks."· (p. 3)
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Thirty-five Ss (out of l 00) deviated markedly on the Pd (psychopathic deviate) scale and 34 Ss deviated along the Ma (hypomanic) scale.
The psychasthenia (Pt), schizophrenia (Sc) and depression (D) scale reveal
27, 27, and 25 deviates, respectively, for the group.
No mean score for the group on the MMPI climbs above the 5 0th
percentile on the Minnesota Personality Scale, and only one of these
scores exceeds the 45th percentile. Deterioration is progressive with
the other groupings.
The AGCT scores for members of the test group ranked from 75 to
13 2. The abnormal personality patterns, however, were distributed over
the entire AFCT range, again suggesting that AGCT alone is no measure of
personality integration.
Mcintosh, Vergil M. Anonymity as a factor in attitude measurement. San
Antonio, Texas: Hq. Human Resources Research Center, Air
Training Command, Lackland AFB, July l 0, l 9 51 • (Res earch Notes
Tech: 51-4, Proj. 21-07-003) (mimeo.)
• PURPOSE
This study is a report of the effects of requiring signatures on
answer sheets to questionnaires measuring opinions and attitudes of Air
Force personnel.
This problem is of considerable methodological significance. If
attitude or morale questionnaire survey data are to be correlated with
variables such as proficiency or aptitude, respondents must be required
to identify themselves with their answers. It is important to know whether
failure to assure anonymity has an important effect on the questionnaire
scores. Requiring signatures may alter s urvey results and may be an important factor in determining the degrees of relationship found between
the questionnaire referent and other variables.
METHOD
A questionnaire designed to measure attitudes of Air Force techni-

cal school instructors was administered to 120 radar and 190 communications airmen instructors at Kessler AFB. Fifty percent of each group
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completed the questionnaire under conditions of anonymity, tbe balance
under 11 self-identifying" conditions, furnishing name, rank, date of birth,
branch, and department. It was later demonstrated that the four groups
were comparable in respect to marital status, time in rank, time on base,
instructor experience and living quarters. Each S received a "morale
score" according to responses selected on the questionnaire.
RESULTS
1 • For both the communications and radar groups, the mean
morale scores are higher for those who signed their questionnaires than
for those who did not. One of the two differences is statistically significant: communications, at the • 01 level.
2. Variance of total scores apparently tends to be greater for
signed than for unsigned groups. For neither group alone were the differences between the standard de.viations of scores for identified and unidentified groups significant at the • 05 level. However, both differences
closely (. 08) approached this level.
3. The obtained reliabilities for signed groups are slightly higher
than for unsigned groups. This result may be due to chance alone, since
the differences in reliability coefficients are not significant at the • :05
level. (The greater variance of the scores of signed groups than .for unsigned groups may account for the higher reliability obtained for signed
group scores.)
nThe apparent increase in variance brought by ·requiring signatures
is subject to logical explanation if a reasonable assumption be accepted.
This is that the tendency to shift responses toward the favorable end of the
scale, as brought about by requiring signatures, varies among members of
signed groups. Under this condition, requiring signatures introduces an
additional factor contributing to the total-score variance. (p. 5)
nAn argument in favor of requiring signatures on questionnaires is
tha:J: it permits studies of the. correlation of morale scores with other
measures of interest to the investigator. However, since a change in
variance affects correlational indices, it should be recognized that re~
quiring signatures may be a factor influencing the results of such relationship studies. Perhaps even more importa.nt for such investigations is the
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problem of the extent to which requiring signatures affects the rank order
of the questionnaire scores • • • results relative to the difference between
score reliabilities for signed and unsigned groups seem to indicate that
requiring signatures did not have an important influence on the reliability
of the questionnaire results. The range of applicability of the results of
this study cannot be defined on the basis of available information. The
findings are probably generalizable to questionnaires administered to Air
Force personnel and containing items similar to those used in the present
questionnaire. n: (p. 5)
Nolan, Carson Y. Attitude differences among disparate Air Force
specialities. San Antonio, Texas: Air Force Personnel and
Training Research Center, Air Research and Development Command,
Lackland AFB, June, 1956. (Research Report AFPTRC-TN-56-88)
The major hypotheses that attitudes among AF job groups differ
significantly were largely confirmed in this study. These were {l) that
skilled job groups producing readily identifiable and lasting products
would have greater job satisfaction scores than those without such products: (2) that individuals in jobs without such readily identifiable products will have higher scores on scales measuring ideology related to the
jobs; (3) that individuals in jobs employing low intelligence persons will
be more favorable toward economic opportunity in the Air Force; and (4)
that individuals in jobs employing low intelligence persons will de sire
closer supervision. This study supports the assumption of common
motives within job groups which differ between dissimilar job groups.
Patchen, Martin. The effect of reference group standards on job satisfactions. Human Relations, 1958, 11, 303-314.
This research concerns the effects of position relative to a reference group on: {a) contentment derived from the use of available rewards
('tjob enjoyment•r:), and (b) contentment with norms governing the availability of rewards ("rules satisfactionn). The satisfactions of three groups of
subjects who did the same job, but who differed in whether they worked in
the presence of classmates doing a better, a worse, or the same job, were
compared. Persons deprived relative to others showed least job enjoyment,
but did not differ from the control group in rules satisfaction. Persons who
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were led to expect that they would be advantaged, but who did not actually feel advantaged, showed least rules satisfaction. Females and those
rated highly submissive showed greatest rules satisfaction.
The results were interpreted as showing the necessity for considering pertinent values, in addition to relative position, in predicting
satisfaction with social rules. The results show also that job enjoyment
varies separately from rules satisfaction.
It was proposed that the influence of reference groups on job
enjoyment derives from their defining standards of objectively realistic
expectations, while their influence on rules satisfaction derives from
their defining standards of what it is legitimate to expect.
Schmid, J., Jr., Morsh, J. E., & Detter, H. M. Analysis of Job
satisfaction. San Antonio, Texas: Air Force Personnel and
Training Research Center, Lackland AFB, March, 1957.
(Research Report AFPTRC-TN-57-30)
PROBLEM

Job proficiency probably is affected by the degree of satisfaction
or dis satisfaction an airman develops toward aspects of his job. The purpose of this study was to determine if a meaningful substructuring of job
satisfaction could be developed.
METHOD

A job satisfaction scale consisting of 60 Likert-type items was
prepared to measure attitudes of airmen to a variety of factors in their jobs.
The scale was administered to 238 airmen who were receiving on-the-job
training at one Air Force base. Homogeneous keying was applied to the
responses. Three scales were developed and designated (1) Sense of
Personal Achievement, (2) Attitudes toward the Supervisors, and (3) Stress.
Using items which were unique to one scale only as a basis for
clusters, a bifactor analysis was performed.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Both homogeneous keying and the subsequent factor analysis
showed that job satisfaction was not global but structured. The three
· scales produced by homogeneous keying were somewhat clarified by the
bifactor analysis, although the same scales prevailed. One general
factor was found in addition to the three group factors.
2. Simple statements of job satisfaction were found to b e homogeneous with and factorially similar to statements of personal achievement, i.e., a man says that he is satisfied to the extent that he feels he
is achieving experience on the job.
3. Attitude toward the Supervisor deve loped as a second scale .
This scale was slightly less homogeneous than the Sense of Personal
Achievement scale.

4. The third scale, which was developed from homogeneous
keying, and the factor analysis consisted of items containing an anxiety
set. This scale was designated as Stress.
5. Although three scales were identified by this study, there
probably are other important facets of job satisfaction . Further studies
should be made to lsolate these components of job satisfaction .
Scott, W. A. Attitude change through reward of verbal behavior. _l.
abnorm. soc. Psychol., 1957, ~' 72-75.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to explore the effects on attitudes
of reward and punishment of expressed opinions.
It was predicted that Ss rewarded by group approval for e xpressing
opinions opposite from their initial attitudes would show a change in the
direction of the expressed opinions, while Ss punishe d by group disapproval for expressing contrary opinions would not show such a change .
METHOD
Seventy-two undergraduate psychology students were induced to
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engage in debates on three issues: universal military training, night
hours for women students, de-emphasis of football, with each S taking
a side opposite that which had been indicated as his own private opinion
in a pre-test. Half of the Ss were "rewarded" in predetermined order, by
a purported vote which proclaimed them the better debaters, while the
other half were punished by presumably losing the debate.
RESULTS

Winners changed an average of 1. 2 5 points (in the direction of
debate) on a seven-point scale, while losers changed an average of 0.17
points in the opposite direction (more extreme than their original positions).
The control group changed an average of 0.31 points toward the opinion
opposite from their original one. The difference between mean changes of
winners and losers is significant beyond the • 001 level of confidence, and
the difference between winners and controls is significant beyond the • 02
level of confidence. The difference between losers and controls is not
significant.
CONCLUSIONS

If the opinion post tests are regarded as valid reflections of Ss 1
attitudes following the experimental stimulus, then one may conclude
that social reward for expressing a new opinion tends to reinforce the concomitant attitudes, whereas social disapproval of the new behavior tends
to lead to nonreinforcement of the accompanying attitudes.
It may be that reward of a new behavior was the crucial factor,
while cognitive contact in and of itself had no effect. Or it may be that
contact with opposing arguments produced a change in attitude, which was
then reinforced or extinguished depending on whether the first overt expressions were rewarded or punished.
Regardless of whether one accepts a single-factor or a two-factor
interpretation of results, it appears that they speak clearly for the
significance of reward in producing attitude change in this type of situation.
To produce enduring attitude changes, it would probably be
necessary to change the ss• social environments so that the new behaviors
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would receive continued reinforcement. But, transitory or enduring, the
principles of attitude change illustrated in this experiment would appear
applicable.
Sherif, Muzafer, & Hovland, Carl I. Judgmental phenomena and scales
of attitude measurement: placement of items with individual
choiceofnumberofcategories. r_. abnorm. soc'. Psychol., 1953,
48, 135-141.
As a test of predictions derived from prior work in perception and
judgment, white and Negro Ss, who represented markedly diffe rent stands
on the issue of the social position of Negroes, were asked to sort
opinion statements on this issue, using whatever number of categories
they considered appropriate to represent the various shades of opinion
on the subject. Some of the Ss also carried out categorization of the
same items under instructions to sort them into eleven categories, the
procedure usually used with the method of equal-appearing intervals.
One hundred and forty-two white and eighty-two Negro Ss were used in
the main comparisons.
It was found that the more intensely involved Ss (the Negroes)
were more inclined to use a constricted scale with a smaller number of
categories than were the less involved white Ss. The difference in frequency with which two, three or four categories were used as compared
with five or over was significant at less than the • 002 level (using a x2
analysis).

There was, as in the portion of the study reported earlier, a
marked tendency for the intensely involved (Negro) Ss to place a disproportionate number of items at the end of the scale removed from their own
position. In other words, statements which seemed to most white Ss to
be only mildly critical of Negroes were perceived as being very hostile
by Negro Ss.
The Ss who chose a small number of categories under "unrestricted category" conditions were individuals who were also inclined
to concentrate the statements in the extreme category when they did the
sorting task under conditions where they were instructed to use eleven
categories for their scaling CPx2=<. 001).
An incidental interest in the present study was the possibility of
using the individual's manner of establishing his own scale and assigning
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items to categories as a behavioral index of attitudes. For this analysis
five subgroups from the total sample were used to represent different
positions on the issue. These •tcriterion groupsrr. were, in order from most
.m:Q.. to most anti: (a) older Negro students in a university which was admitting Negroes for the first time on a nonsegregated basis, and where
intense identification with their group obtained, (b) younger Negro college
students in an all-Negro university in a Negro community, with more
"shelteringn from discrimination, (c) pro-Negro white students, members
of anti-discrimination, equal rights organizations, (d) •taverage" white
students, and (e) "anti-Negro" students, selected on the basis of attitude scale scores.
For each of these groups an average scale score was calculated,
based on the number of categories which the individual selected and the
presence or absence of a tendency_ for him to concentrate a disproportionate number of statements at the anti-Negro end of the scale. A clear
progression of scale scores in line with the a priori categorization of the
groups was obtained. The average score for the most pro-Negro group
was over 12 times as large as that for the anti-Negro group. The correlation between the behavioral indices and the criterion categories is sufficiently great to make this type of indirect test of attitude a very promising
field for furt~er investigation.
Stafford, Arlen R., Moore, John V., Adams, Henry L., & Hoehn, Arthur J.
The effects of choice of working partner on student achievement
and attitudes. San Antonio, Texas: Air Force Personnel &
Training Research Center, Lackland AFB, December, 19:55.
(AFPTRC-TN-55-61)
Forty-eight enlisted students working in pairs in the laboratory
phase of an airplane engine mechanics course were assigned the working
partners of their choice. They were compared on achievement and school
attitude with an equal number of students similar in background and ability who were not assigned to work with the partners of their choice. 'The
results indicated that students allowed to work in mutually acceptable
pairs achieved significantly more than the control group. Both groups'
attitudes toward the school declined in favorableness during the training,
but the experimental group's decline was somewhat less.
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Stogdill, Ralph M., & Scott, Ellis L. Responsibility and authority relationships. In Ralph M. Stogdill and Staff Associates (Eds.)
Aspects of Leadership and Organization. Columbus, Ohio:- Ohio
State Univ., Personnel Research Board, 1953, Pp. 54-65.
The correlation of the RAD scores of seniors with the average
RAD scores of their immediate juniors suggests that responsibility and
authority in seniors exert differential effects upon the behavior of juniors.
When seniors in large organizations rate themselves high in responsibility, juniors tend to rate themselves high in authority, but when seniors
are high in authority, juniors tend to perceive their own responsibility
and authority ambiguously. The patterns of relationships differ in large
organizations, their juniors tend to rate themselves higher in delegation,
but in small organizations juniors tend to delegate less when seniors
delegate more. The results suggest that responsibility and authority relationships may be more smoothly handled in a formal, stratified organization than in a small, face-to-face group.
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

No. of
Seniors

No. of
Juniors

A Naval District Staff (A)

11

23

A Naval Air Station

12

37

A Naval Air Station
(Re studied)

9

26

A Heavy Cruiser

15

33

A Naval District Staff (B)

10

29

10 Submarines
(Commanding Officers)
(Executive Officers)

9
8

47

9 Landing Ships
(Commanding Officers)
(Executive Officers)

9

34

8

A Research Command Staff

57
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White, Martha S. Attitude change as related to perceived majority opinion.
San Antonio, Texas: Crew Research Lab., Air Force Personnel &
Training Research Center, Army Research Development Center,
Randolph AFB, June, 1957. (Research Rept. AFPTRC-TN-57-79,
Proj. No. 7731, Task No. 77435, of Contract AF 33 (038)-26646)
HYPOTHESES

When an individual is a group member, his attitude toward an issue
important to that group seems to be influenced by his perception of the
majority opinion. However, to induce desired changes in individual and
group attitudes requires more detailed information concerning factors that
determine the individual's response to influence attempts. In this study,
tests were made of four hypotheses: That attitude changes are a function
of:
l.

Changed perception of the majority opinion,

2.

The individual's tolerance for nonconformity with the group,

3 • The status of the reference group relative to other groups
important to the individual, and
4. The individual's certainty of his own and the group's attitudes
as well as his intensity of feeling about the issues involved.
METHOD

"·Approximately 190 students in the 1952 summer session of the
School of Education of the University of Michigan expressed their own
attitudes, and estimated the modal class position on several education
issues in a questionnaire. Alleged results of the questionnaire were reported and discussed in a manner designed to maximize attitude change
and increase conformity to the majority opinion. Then the original questionnaire (disguised) was administered again, and attitude change on 3
critical items was measured. n:
RESULTS
l.

To test the first hypothesis, Ss were dichotomized into groups
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of high and low change in perception of majority opinion., and high and
low attitude change. For all 3 critical items, high change in perceived
consensus was associated significantly with high change in own attitude.
This is significant at the • 01 level for the first item, and beyond the • 001
level for the other two items ••• the first prediction is supported • • •
additional analysis revealed that this relationship still held even when
distance of own attitude from the announced consensus was held constant.
Thus, prediction 2 was also supported.

2. When Ss were dichotomized on the basis of tolerance for nonconformity, those who had a high tolerance and were induced to alter substantially their estimates of the majority opinion tended to modify their
own attitudes, and to change to conform with the majority less than those
with low tolerance for nonconformity subjected to the same experimental
influence, supporting predictions 3 and 4.
3. In addition to the four major predictions, one other area was
investigated. The findings were that:- "Ss who most accepted the class
as a reference group (perceived group pressures) did not change to conform with the majority opinion significantly more than those who leastaccepted it as a reference group. Prediction 5 not confirmed. "'
4. "Analyses of data for small samples revealed that a ranking of
items according to subjects' certainty of their own and of the class 1 s
attitude corresponds inversely with the items' ranking for changes toward
conformity. More conformity change took place on items judged least
i:µiportant to the group. On two of the three critical items the more intensely the individual felt, the less he tended to conform with the majority opinion. 11 (p. 21)
=

CONCLUSIONS
tr.While no specific recommendations can be based on results of
the present study, training personnel will be interested in the findings,
Particularly those indicative of· some of the factors which are behind re sistance to attitude change. This study suggests several sources of such
resistance and reasons for readiness to change. Individuals whose perceptions of the group attitude (or the correct training attitude) are most
changed might be expected to conform or change their own attitude more.
This is most likely to be true if these individuals do not display initially
I

i

I

,j
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a high tolerance for nonconformity. However, both these effects are
mediated by other reference groups as well as the traini~g group. Even
under favorable circumstances, attitude change may be less likely if an
individual has important reference groups with attitudes differing from
the one which it is desired to inculcate. 11- (Pp. v""'."vi)
Whitlock, Gerald H. The status of morale measurement, 1959. San
Antonio, Texas: Personnel Laboratory, Wright Air Development
Division, Air Research and Development Command, USAF,
Lackland AFB, May, 1960. (Contract AF 41 (657) - 247, Project
7719, Task 17130. WADD - TN - 60 -136)
PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to develop an effective means for
measuring morale among Air Force personnel. It is a review and critical
analysis of attempts at morale measurement.
METHOD
The uses of morale measures a.s ·predictors and as criteria are
noted, and the implications of each usage for measurement ~e discussed.
The problem of scale dimensionality is analyzed, and studies are cited
demonstrating the confusion resulting from erroneous. assumptions of unidimensionality. An analysis of low intercorrelations among diverse
morale measures emphasizes notions of dimensional relevance and concept relevance.
A review of definitions of morale points out such problems as the
equating of job satisfaction and morale, individual and group reference$,
and definitions for which no measurement operations presently exist.
The collection of methodologies and conceptualizations, which, in effect,
constitute the body of morale theory, is reviewed with particular attention to conclusions drawn fr9m factor analysis.
CONCLUSIONS

From the review of theories, definitions, and studies,, several
conclusions may· be drawn:
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1. The factors resulting from factor analyses of morale questionnaire are a function of: (a) the items included in the questionnaire, (b)
the methods of analysis employed, (c} whether items or subscales are
used, (d) the predilection of investigators as to names to apply to items
or scales whose loadings on a factor are significant, and (e} the groups
tested.
2. The scope of the morale concept transcends the immediate job
situation and must be taken to include consideration of the psychological
environment as well as the physical environment.
3. A high degree of agreement as to the basic factors of morale
can be reached by different investigators using the same questionnaire on
different groups if they employ the same methods of factor analysis.
4. A fairly high degree of agreement as to the basic factors of
morale can be reached by different investigators using the same questionnaire on different groups but using different methods of factor analysis.

4

S. A fair degree of agreement exists as to the general scope of
"morale" among different investigators using different questionnaires,
different groups, a priori determined factors, and factorially determined
factors.
6. A low degree of agreement exists among investigators as to
the number of dimensions of morale.
7. The existing evidence is slightly in favor of the hypothesis of
"general morale" factor on which most typical items will load. However,
this appears to be a function of the generality of the items; it was found
that the more general the item the higher the loading on a general factor.
8. The number of scales determined a priori in a questionnaire
always exceeds the number of factors analytically determined for the same
questionnaire.
9. The value of previous factor analysis is greatly attenuated by
the use of inappropriate techniques.
These results give a basis for a more exact and complete analysis
of the dimensions of Air Force morale.
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F.

METHODOLOGICAL STUDIES

Glanzer, Murray, & Glaser, Robert. Techniques for the study of group
structure and behavior: I. Analysis of structure. Psycho!. Bull.,
1959, 56, 317-332; II. Empirical studies of the effects of
structure in small groups. Psycho!. Bull., 1961, 58, 1-27.
The first of these two critical reviews examines the experimental
and theoretical work on group, or team structure, emphasizing the communication aspect of structure, i.e., who communicates to whom. The
second reviews laboratory studies in which various structures were imposed on groups and the effects of the structures on performance were
measured.
Considerable work has been done to develop techniques for the
description and analysis of the relationships between group members.
These have progressed from study of patterns of likes and dislikes to a
wide range of relationships and from graphical to mathematical techniques.
A comprehensive review of the newer approaches is presented, covering
group indices, individual indices, status index, Leontieff matrices,
methods of enumerating structures from matric.es with binary entries,
methods of comparing groups, and techniques for assigning individuals
to subgroups. Graph theory and the logic of relations are discus.sad.•
A review of empirical studies, beginning with the pioneer work
of Bavelas in 1948 1 indicates that no clear answer can yet be given to
the question, ""What effect does the structure of the group have upon the
efficiency of its behavior?" Studies of position-in-the-group have shown
that central positions in general produce more satisfaction with tasks·
than peripheral positions. The authors believe that the approach of Lanzetta
and Roby, who have redefined structure in terms of direct versus i·ndirect
accessibility of task information and distribution of task information, may
be more productive than Bavelas• type of network in understanding the
effects of structure on efficiency and satisfaction. At present there is
still a major need for a system to order the extensive data already obtained and to direct further work on the effects of group structure.
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The purpose of these reports is to develop methods for the organization of knowledge in the small group field.
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McGrath initiated the program (1957) with a pilot study, proposing
a classification based on a syntactical framework, which·explored the
feasibility of using such a system for the organization of small .group research information.
Altman and McGrath (1959), in the second phase of the program,
modified and expanded the classification system and develope~ training
methods for application of the system.
During the third phase (Altman, Jenkins and McGrath, 1959),
effort was focused on the application of the system to 250 selected small
group research studies and methods for machine processing were developed.
The fourth phase is an attempt to •torganize and synthesize the
sample of the coded data. •t Altman and Terauds (1960) discussed rationale and application of the system of variables used in the study. Terauds 1
Altman and McGrath (1960) provided detailed annotations of the 250
studies of the review sample.
THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The system classifies research information in terms of operational
definitions or data characteristics rather than conceptual, content, or
substantive distinctions.
(a) Since a system based on operational characteristics of the
data can be made complete or logically closed, once the basic properties
of data are identified, new substantive or content concepts (which might
lie outside a content based system) can be incorporated as internal
distinctions.
(b) An approach based on operational definitions allows for precision of description and will, therefore, help in avoiding ambiguity of
substantive terms such as cohesion, conformity, leadership, etc.

The basic unit of classification is the research relationship and
its elements: variable nx, It. variable ny' u: and a statement of their statistical covariation.
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To describe the operational properties of data, a set of six basic
dimensions or parameters were developed:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ob)ect - referent of recorded response or judgment

Mode - type of object property judged
Task - type of judgment made about object
Relative - Irrelative (not used thus far)
Source - agent providing the data
Viewpoint - frame of reference from which the source
makes a judgment

Each variable is described in terms of its values on the parameters
of data; it must have some value on each parameter. Each parameter is
scaled in values. For example, parameter No. 1, object, has these value
categories:

1.
2•
3.
4.
5•
6.

Group member: self
Group member: other
Group
Surround individual
Surround group
Surround object

Thus, a given variable may be defined as the combination of values
it has on the set of parameters. (There are 3 024 theoretical combinations
of values and, therefore, 3024 possible simple variables.)
Using numbers, a variable may be described by a six digit code
representing its values on each of the parameters for example, the six
digit code number 111111 translates to:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Member - on the object parameter
State - on the mode parameter
Description - on the task parameter
Irrelative - (relative not used)
Member - on the source parameter
Subjective - on the viewpoint parameter

In abbreviated form, this coding could be translated as "member
subjective description of own state. 11
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM (ALTMAN & TERAUDS}

"It should be noted that this operational approach may place
together variables that are labeled as different, and may separate variables considered the same at the content or substantive level. Thus 1 a
substantively labeled variable such as 1 leadership 1 appears in several
places in our system because operational definitions of 'leadership' are
different. Similarly 1 'leadership' can be identical to 'discussion• activity in the system if operationally defined the same."
UTILITY OF SYSTEM:

noPERATIONAL CONCORDANCE"

The classification system is designed to predict probable results
of empirical tests of relationships and to identify gaps in the research
field.
(a) Since variables of a relationship are defined in terms of the
same set of properties 1 it is possible to determine their similarity understood as the number of parameters on which they have the same values.
Thus 1 the "operational concordance of the variables of a relationshipu
may vary from complete identity (an index of 6) to complete dissimilarity
(an index of 0) •
(b) Since the classification system is exhaustive, it is possible
to specify all possible relationships among variables. Each combination
of values on the data parameters can be related to any other combinations.
Thus, viewed as a matrix with all possible variables on each axis, cells
which have been researched can be identified and empty cells (gaps in
knowledge) can be discovered.

(c) Using the principle of operational concordance, it is possible
to compute the degree of similarity of variables making up the untested
relationships if tests are performed.
INFORMATION ON INDMDUAL VARIABLES:

Information presented about each major variable is as follows:
1. Variable subclasses: Each variable, classified according to
data parameters 1 is divided into subclasses which approach more everyday
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content terminology than the ~trict terms of the classification system.
Each subclass also contains examples and operational definitions. For
example; Variable ·111111: Member subjective description of own state,
has the following subclasses: personal and personality characteristics;
task-related personal characteristics; group and situation-related personal
characteristics. Each of the above is followed by examples and operational definitions.

2. Descriptive information: The occurrence rate of each variable
is described with respect to studies and relationships and number of related variables.
3. Major relationships: For all variables, a detailed description
of each relationship occurring in three or more studies, and which had
20 or more tested cases is presented.

For each major relationship, descriptive information is first outlined. Then the variable is divided into subclasses, and the relationship
of each subclass to the other variable and its subclasses is discussed.
For example, the relationship of Variable 111111: Member subjective
description of own state and Variable 121111: Member subjective description of own action, will have a discussion covering a total of six
relationship subclasses--three subclasses of one in combination with two
subclasses of the other.
Each description is documented by a statement of the ratio of significant to total tested relationships. In addition, a standard terminology
is used to describe the intensity or strength of a relationship. This terminology is as follows:

Proportion of significant
relationships

Intensity of relationship
described as:

less than 1/5 or 1/6
1/5

not related
only slightly related
slightly related
somewhat related
moderately related
highly related

1/4
1/3
2/5 to 3/5
greater than 3/5
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As a special feature, subclasses not tested or having too few
tested relationships are also listed. This enables the reader to identify
research gaps immediately. In addition, a relationship is always described under each of its variables, making information about any one
variable complete.
4. Minor relationships: For each variable 1 relationships with
either of the following characteristics are summarized with respect to
occurrence rate, significance information, and concordance: appearance
in three or more studies with fewer than 20 tested relationships, or in
less than three studies but with 20 or more tested relationships.
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